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ABSTRACT 
THE POLITICAL WORK OF MEMORY IN COLLABORATIVE CARIBBEAN 
ARCHAEOLOGY 
 
MAY 2019 
 
ELENA SESMA, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
 
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Directed by: Professor Whitney Battle-Baptiste 
 
 
This dissertation is the product of a community-based research project that sought 
to understand how descendants of the 19th century Millars Plantation on the southern end 
of Eleuthera, Bahamas continue to use and reinterpret the landscape that they have called 
home for over a century and a half. In 1871, the last owner of the Millars Plantation left 
the estate in her will to the descendants of her former slaves and servants. That 
descendant community still upholds their right to this land today, although in recent 
years, a Bahamian developer has attempted to gain title to the acreage through the 
Bahamian courts. Community members and local island-based organizations have 
mobilized to record their local history as a way of demonstrating their continued 
occupation and use of the land, and thus their right to it.  
The dissertation draws on Black Feminist epistemologies and community-based, 
participatory research frameworks to analyze the construction of a collective memory 
around the former Millars Plantation Estate. Using a combination of ethnographic and 
archaeological methods, the project explored how individuals and organizations negotiate 
a unique memoryscape that connects the historical and contemporary cultural landscapes 
of South Eleuthera, defining what it means to be both from and of this place. I argue that 
 x 
residents today materialize memory – piecing together object, story, and space – on a 
living landscape that has too often been framed as empty or relegated to the past. South 
Eleutherans use this material memoryscape as a tool for community building and political 
activism, reaffirming their connection and right to the land today. This dissertation makes 
a case for a contemporary and collaborative interpretation of historical sites and 
landscapes. A side by side reading of archaeological and social stratigraphy reveals that 
place is continuously imbued with value by local and descendant communities through 
ongoing material and social formation processes.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
“I must state at the very outset that I did not find the testimony of the 
Association’s witnesses that their occupation and possession of the land was joint 
and for themselves and for the benefit of other descendants of devisees under the 
Will of Ann Millar who had a life right and the land credible. Their evidence in 
that regard struck me as being of recent vintage.” (Hepburm, CACB 2016, 45) 
 
Arriving in Eleuthera 
My first visit to Eleuthera, Bahamas coincided with an emerging legal case of 
local community groups against a Bahamian real estate mogul who had falsely claimed 
title to land collectively owned and occupied by descendants of the Millars Plantation 
Estate. I had arrived in Eleuthera as part of a research team from the University of 
Massachusetts, who had already begun surveying the island’s heritage resources under 
the guidance of the university’s Center for heritage and Society.1 Our goal was to design 
a community-based archaeology program around the 19th century plantation estate, a 
former cotton plantation and home to descendants of the formerly enslaved population 
since the abolition of slavery on the island. Prior to this first visit, I remember being 
vaguely aware of the developing legal case, and after meeting with the Senior 
Archaeologist of the Antiquities, Monuments & Museums Corporation, I had a clearer 
sense of the complex situation that we were walking into.  
From the beginning, we intended this project to be rooted in community 
archaeology, especially due to the potentially sticky situation that would come with an 
ongoing legal battle over land. I, along with another graduate student by the name of 
Honora Sullivan-Chin, joined our advisor Dr. Whitney Battle-Baptiste on what was to be 
the start of a long-term community archaeology project in South Eleuthera. On a hot and 
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humid August morning, we took our first walk of the plantation hill to gain an 
understanding of the geography of the area as well as to see some of the standing 
structures that were visible through the densely overgrown vegetation. Following this 
introductory tour of the area, the three of us were introduced to two community elders 
who lived just down the hill in the heart of present day Millars Settlement. Following the 
models put forth by Battle-Baptiste (2011) and Agbe-Davies (2010), we hoped to gain a 
sense of history through life history and oral history interviews, which we could in turn 
read beside the built landscape and material records we would uncover through 
archaeological survey. These interviews would also provide insight and feedback on 
potential locations for excavation on the former plantation property. 
George Bullard, a local resident and treasurer of the representative community 
association who had previously met Dr. Battle-Baptiste, introduced us to his neighbors in 
Millars Settlement. The Rolles, Eleanor and Charles, gladly welcomed us into their living 
room, offering plates of fried chicken and homemade potato bread and seats in front of 
the rotating fans that were moving slightly cooler air around the room. It was during the 
course of the 38-minute interview, however, that a new question began to emerge for me. 
These two elders had recently testified in a legal suit between Eleuthera Properties, Ltd 
(referred to here as EPL), a Bahamian real estate group directed by Sir Franklyn Wilson, 
and the Bannerman Town, Millars, and John Millars Association (henceforth referred to 
as “the Association”), which represents the three southernmost communities on 
Eleuthera. The Association had filed an injunction against the development company, 
arguing that EPL had illegally claimed title to the land that belonged to local residents 
and descendants of the Ann Millar Estate. Their claim is rooted in the 1871 last will and 
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testament of Ann Millar, the last owner of the Millars Plantation Estate, who left the 
2000-acre property to "the descendants of [her] former slaves and servants forever."  
Having recently returned from the Supreme Court in Nassau, Ms. Eleanor Rolle 
shared her astonishment and outrage that the development company's lawyers repeatedly 
argued that they had no rights to this land because, they claimed, nobody lived on or used 
the land in question. Her voice was heavy with emotion and disbelief as she described the 
way that the judges and EPL’s lawyers had dismissed her experiences and the oral history 
she offered as testimony to the continued occupation and use of the Millars land since 
Ann Millar turned over the acreage in her 1871 will.  
"I tell them," Ms Rolle told us, recounting her testimony, "we live off the land. 
But they say you aren't farming it... I tell them, but we still live off the land because we 
go crabbing. We cut cascarilla bark.2 We cut silver straw tops to make baskets. They say, 
the land's right there, just laying there. But we still living off the land because we going 
on the land and producing things off the land." 
In 2014, the Supreme Court of the Bahamas ruled in favor of EPL’s claims to the 
former Millars acreage. One of the key arguments made in the ruling by Justice Hepburn 
suggested that the descendant community’s claims were “of recent vintage” suggesting a 
level of inauthenticity and dismissing over a century’s worth of lived experience and 
collective memory of the living on and utilizing the land. From that point forward, the 
history of this landscape and of the present-day community was entwined with the 
conflict around the land dispute. The questions that shape this dissertation emerged from 
this earliest ethnographic encounter in the field. Even as archaeological questions took 
shape around the landscape and material record of South Eleuthera, the ethnographic 
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focus of the research centered on the formation and activation of memory in these rural 
Bahamian communities that were threatened with the loss of and disenfranchisement 
from the land that had sustained them for nearly 200 years.  
Research Goals 
Over the following five years, I returned to Eleuthera for several weeks at a time 
to follow up on the legal proceedings between the Association and EPL, and to continue 
the ethnographic and archaeological research around landscape and memory. In that time, 
the community-based framework took shape around the information coming out of 
ethnographic interviews, participant observation, and collaboration with diverse 
community partners. Drawing on grounded theory, I allowed the priorities of the 
community to speak for themselves and filter into the questions I would ask in the 
research and the methods I would use to answer them. The dissertation research began to 
coalesce around two key points: 1) The nineteenth and twentieth century history of South 
Eleuthera, including the former Millars Plantation Estate and surrounding areas in John 
Millars and Bannerman Town, and 2) the role of individual and collective memory in 
uniting residents and descendants in shared socio-political and economic causes. The first 
goal emerged out of early interactions with community members and collaborators in 
Eleuthera who were eager to learn more about their island’s history and to have a 
verifiable and physical record of much of the shared collective memory and oral history 
that exists across the island’s southern communities. The second goal speaks to the 
importance of considering collective memory and community values in contemporary 
archaeology and heritage studies.  
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Community-based applications of memory and history  
As a community-based project, this research includes an intentionally applied 
component focused on producing a community history archive of land use, standing 
structures, and collections of oral histories of local residents and Millars Plantation 
descendants. A bulk of the data collection for the dissertation, including pedestrian 
survey, oral history interviews, photo documentation and mapping went into the 
production of a community report that was published with the University of 
Massachusetts Scholarworks database in September 2018 (Sesma 2018). In producing the 
report, I was working towards accomplishing one of the most significant goals of 
community partners and participants who had expressed interest in seeing a record of 
South Eleuthera’s history, which has been lacking in written scholarship and accessible 
archival records. Indeed, historical records of Eleuthera and especially of South Eleuthera 
are hard to come by and were assembled from a diverse array of oral histories, 
generalized historical scholarship on the Bahamas, and archival records in the National 
Archives of the Bahamas (Nassau), and the National Archives of the United Kingdom 
(London).  
During each of my returns to the field, I interacted with members of the 
community who were dealing with the fallout and emotional distress of the ongoing legal 
dispute regarding the Millars land. These individuals consistently stressed to me both the 
unfairness of the court’s ruling and the significance of my research in helping to uncover 
and unite the disparate threads of historical, material, and oral record of the region. Some 
participants hinted that the work I was engaged in might be especially useful in securing 
the community’s legal claim to the land, while others stressed that the work was 
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important in its ability to educate young people on their own history that was never 
covered in school curriculum. Nearly all participants saw value in the research on its own 
merit of synthesizing historical knowledge and contemporary experiences of life in South 
Eleuthera, which many people worry is rapidly disappearing due to natural population 
decrease, emigration, and loss of traditional agricultural and social practices.  
In addition to the written report, the final weeks of fieldwork in June 2017 
featured a variety of methods and public presentations aimed specifically at 
accomplishing some of the community goals. A series of public meetings included a 
public presentation of preliminary findings and previews of the community report and an 
associated digital storymap hosted on Google Tourbuilder. It was clear from those in 
attendance at these meetings that local people had a great interest in knowing the history 
of South Eleuthera and in hearing their own perspectives and contributions represented in 
the cumulative historical report. Many of those in attendance were excited about the 
research process and the potential product of a historical report and digital storymap, and 
eagerly told me of the promise this record held for teaching young people, children and 
grandchildren about the collective history of South Eleuthera.  
The chapters that follow do not explicitly focus on the work featured in the 
community report.3 Yet, it is crucially important to the overall objective of the 
community-based archaeology project to acknowledge the adherence to community goals 
in producing the community history report. As dissertation research unfolded between 
2013-2017, there were times when the community’s needs and goals began to 
overshadow the scope of my research. I felt both indebted to the community for inviting 
me into their network and welcoming me into their homes, but I was also increasingly on 
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guard and perhaps overly cautious in my data collection. I simultaneously hoped that my 
research could aid local residents and collaborators who were invested in the outcome of 
the case between EPL and the Association, while I was also concerned that the data I 
collected could be used or manipulated, and the relationships I had built in trust might be 
betrayed or exploited under the guise of legal investigations.  
Working Memory: Land and Politics 
The primary goal of the dissertation is to understand how memory functions as an 
act and a tool of community building and political power. Where the community report 
focuses on the detailed historical data and material record of the landscape, this 
dissertation asks how individuals and collective groups use memory as a way of writing 
themselves onto the landscape, and how doing so becomes a political act in reclaiming 
and maintaining control over the land and over the historical narrative of South Eleuthera.  
First and foremost, the research responds in part to the dismissal of oral histories 
and personal experiences of local residents who testified on behalf of the Bannerman 
Town, Millars, and John Millars Association in 2013. In declaring the evidence of 
occupation of the Millars land “of recent vintage,” the judge rejected the value of local 
knowledge of the land, dismissing the experiences of individuals and collective groups 
who had lived on, worked and called the land home for generations. Further legal 
arguments around the Millars land in 2016 and 2018 would demonstrate a fundamental 
non-understanding of collective ownership and communal care amongst local residents- 
something that stands in stark contrast to the individual, capitalist ownership of property 
expected under British colonial law.4  
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Archaeologists and anthropologists have long upheld the value of oral history and 
testimony as a valuable piece of evidence in social and political contexts, as well as in the 
formation of research questions around archaeological sites. Taking oral history at face 
value as a way of knowing and a way of relating to a site is common practice in 
archaeology (Agbe‐Davies 2010; Barton and Markert 2012; Battle-Baptiste 2011; Casella 
et al. 2014; Colwell 2016; González-Tennant 2018; Jones and Russell 2012). While it is 
undoubtedly true that collective memory and archaeology are not inherently partners- and 
in fact, many archaeologists are critical of the potential power that collective memory has 
to sway historical interpretations or erase unseemly narratives (Shackel 2001), this case 
study offers an example in how collective memory and individual histories becomes a 
way of resisting the erasure of historical and contemporary experiences of marginalized 
communities in the Bahamas today.  
Theoretical Framing of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is a case study in contemporary archaeology. Contemporary 
archaeology acknowledges that the past is always and continuously constructed in the 
present- by historians, archaeologists, diverse publics- and that understanding the project 
of contemporary heritage work has implications for the future. From its collaborative 
goals, to the methods of data collection, to its interdisciplinary theoretical framing, the 
disciplinary shift in contemporary archaeology makes a case for the potential of 
rethinking archaeological investigations into historic sites with living populations, and 
doing so in ways that are mindful of and attentive to contemporary concerns and values.  
In developing this dissertation as a project of contemporary archaeology, I draw 
on several distinct theoretical frameworks for studying the past and contemporary 
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communities. The first is Black Feminist Archaeology, which positions the everyday 
lived experiences of marginalized peoples as valuable insight into both the historical 
formation of oppression, as well as the lived ramifications of systemic inequalities. I also 
draw on bell hooks’(1990, 2009) theories of homeplace and belonging to understand how 
this particular Bahamian community has cultivated a safe space and supportive network 
for families who maintain strong connections to the land where their ancestors were once 
enslaved.  
To understand the construction of a regional homeplace, I turn to memory studies 
to understand how individuals and collectives identify and mark points of memory in 
objects and material traces of the past. Pierre Nora’s (1989) study of lieux de memoire 
has informed the field of memory studies in arguing that sites, as well as objects, become 
imbued with memory or come to signify and memorialize people, events, or places of 
value in collective memory. I draw on Nora’s work, as well Marianne Hirsch’s (2012) 
understanding of postmemory and ‘points of memory’ to examine how southern 
Eleutherans remember and maintain connections to a landscape through generations. 
Finally, I use Steve Stern’s (2010) theory of “memory knots” to understand how the past 
and present, tangible and intangible markers of memory become entwined in ways that 
both support and haunt living communities.  
The geographic and historical context of the Bahamas also requires a unique 
interpretation of the role of history in constructing contemporary identity and cultural 
practices of memory. I draw on Caribbean cultural theory from Derek Walcott to help 
elucidate the power of historical trauma, memory, and cultural identification in the 
Bahamas and specifically in the context of the former Millars plantation property. 
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Walcott, who acknowledges the cumulative creative potential that comes from the history 
of Caribbean society, differs from other theorists who mark the period of slavery as one 
of the single most defining characteristics of Caribbean life in the past and present. 
Through a Walcottian lens, I examine how different political and economic systems, as 
well as social processes, have consistently (re)shaped social life on Eleuthera, defining 
what it means to be from and of this place.  
Finally, I turn to contemporary archaeology as both a theoretical lens and 
practical methodology for understanding the way that past and present coaelesce in 
tangible and intangible ways. Working with Rodney Harrison’s analysis of assemblages 
of past and present, I draw on Shannon Dawdy’s (2016) understanding of social 
stratigraphy, which recognizes the cumulative fabrication of historic materials and 
contemporary knowledge in constructing the present. Dawdy’s view of overlapping 
temporal and spatial landscapes works especially well with the framework that Sonya 
Atalay (2012) uses to “braid knowledge,” combining diverse threads of evidence with 
often under represented perspective. Advocating, as Atalay does (2012), for an 
archaeology with, by, and for contemporary communities, I also draw on Gonzalez-
Ruibal’s and Hamilakis’s assertions that ethnographically informed archaeology in the 
present moment are both inherently political. In this light, doing archaeology in southern 
Eleuthera has meant acknowledging and embracing the social, political, and economic 
complexities of a site with immense cultural, emotional, and monetary value.  
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Literature Review 
Black Feminist Archaeology 
I take from black feminist theory the centrality of lived experience and the 
diversity of black women's voices. Though this research is not intended to focus only on 
women in south Eleuthera, it is important to note that most of the key interlocutors in 
each of the three settlements in which I worked were black women. These women were 
central figures in each community, united by their love of the land and community and 
their deep roots in these places. They undoubtedly shaped the work that I did, the 
questions that I asked, and the very possibilities of this dissertation.  
The ethnographic methods of this project allowed me and my participants to fill 
the historical record and contemporary moment with embodied, lived experiences of the 
women, men, elders, and children who have called this place home. These personal 
memories and embodied narratives revealed the deep level at which community members 
engage with the landscape around them. Understanding, relating to, and using the land on 
these terms comes almost as a direct challenge to the expectations and definitions of 
proper use patterns of the land, defined by the Bahamian legal system which is ultimately 
rooted in the white patriarchal law of British colonialism. Thus, allowing everyday voices 
and everyday experience to sit at the center of the island's history (rather than the 
(post)colonial white patriarchal ideals of property ownership and demography) alters the 
kinds of possible discourse around land use, community, and memory.  
This shift is in alignment with the goals of a black feminist epistemology, which 
decenters and reshapes sources of knowledge and power. In archaeology, a black feminist 
framework has the potential for revelatory contributions to the field because it encourages 
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reconceptualization of old ways of thinking and doing archaeology. Thus feminist theory 
might easily qualify as a unique methodology for archaeologists. As a methodology, 
Battle-Baptiste argues that Black Feminist archaeology “combines aspects of 
anthropological theory, ethnohistory, the narrative tradition, oral history, material culture 
studies, Black and African-descendant feminisms, and critical race and African Diaspora 
theories” (2011, 29). Following the arguments of many feminist theorists, Franklin and 
Paynter remind us that “there is no divide between theory and practice, and if the 
objective is to work toward eliminating inequalities, the theories that we choose to work 
recursively with our practice must attend to the entanglement of power and difference” 
(Franklin and Paynter 2010, 115). Because feminist theory is also rooted in practice, 
archaeology that uses feminist theory has a larger opportunity, perhaps even an 
obligation, to draw connections to contemporary issues and modern stakeholder 
communities. In doing so, archaeology often becomes “a political practice” with varied 
commitments to social justice movements and equality, which archaeologists must be 
mindful in the process of creating, sharing, and evaluating knowledge (Conkey 2007, 
288).   
There is significant collaborative potential in black feminist theory’s challenge to 
traditional authority and the rooting of theory in practice and real lived experiences.  
Because black feminist theory makes a direct connection between the private and the 
political, between practice and theory, when applied to archaeology, it demands that we 
make our study of the past relevant to the present. When archaeology takes into account 
local and descendant communities and adopts new relationships of cooperation and 
collaboration, the discipline takes on a new level of accountability. Battle-Baptiste argues 
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that “the human factor of our work takes away the sting of authority and scientific 
objectivity, which for some is the only direction post-contact archaeology should 
consider a part of its future” (2011, 23).  The questioning of authority, rooted in feminist 
critique and reconceptualization, creates a new notion of theory as “de-stabilizing” and 
“revelatory” (Conkey 2007, 296-297). This creates a space for social change in the 
contemporary, once again utilizing the link between theory and practice that is promoted 
by black feminist theory.  
 This work also draws heavily on bell hooks’ work around the concepts of 
homeplace and belonging. Although hooks’ analysis is very intentionally rooted in place 
– and that place being a historically racialized United States – the theorization of home 
and belonging can translate across geographic and social contexts to encompass sites that 
have been similarly shaped by processes of enslavement, racialization, political and 
economic oppression, and capitalist enterprise. bell hooks uses the term “homeplace” to 
describe the spaces created by black women to shelter, foster, and create family and 
community in the face of overwhelming racism, discrimination and violence imposed by 
society at large. Creating homeplace, then, was always a political act, sometimes of self-
preservation and, at others, active resistance. Homeplace becomes a place “where all 
black people could strive to be subjects, not objects, where we could be affirmed in our 
minds and hearts despite poverty, hardship, and deprivation, where we could restore to 
ourselves the dignity denied us on the outside in the public world” (hooks 1990, 42).  
This conceptualization of homeplace is rooted in African-American history and 
experiences of slavery and Jim Crow discrimination in the United States, but hooks 
insists on the translation of the concept globally, but especially to other societies afflicted 
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by white supremacy and histories of racism. Finding those connections globally helps to 
solidify and bolster the power of a homeplace created and maintained by black women all 
over the world. hooks argues that white supremacist patriarchal capitalist societies were 
most effective when they could subjugate black people, depriving them of both economic 
and social support structures that would have enabled them to live productive and fruitful 
lives (hooks 1990, 46). In combatting those structural denials and acts of neglect, 
individuals, families, and communities found themselves creating a homeplace that 
would provide the kind of support and nurturance that would create a “meaningful 
community of resistance” (hooks 1990, 47).  
I argue that hooks’ conceptualizations of homeplace and belonging for African 
American communities is an appropriate comparison to the Bahamas precisely because of 
a shared transformative history of European and American imperialism, enslavement and 
racialization over the last four centuries.  
Memory Studies 
In highlighting and prioritizing personal histories and lived experience, this 
research sits firmly within the field of memory studies. While the field of memory studies 
is vast, it provides several useful perspectives on collaborative and community-oriented 
archaeology through conceptualizations of collective memory of subaltern groups. 
Elizabeth Jelin states that memory is produced by subjects who share a culture and 
"'materalize' the meanings of the past" (2003, 25). While memory can be highly abstract 
and intangible, focused on both individual perspectives as well as cumulative and 
collective, this research seeks to read the abstract onto physical and very tangible 
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landscapes, even as these spaces change and transform through daily practices, new 
development and ecological shifts.  
More specifically, this research looks at how community memory is preserved in 
and around landscape, drawing on Pierre Nora's (1989) lieux de memoire, or sites of 
memory, which commemorate the past through individuals, objects and spaces. In a study 
of memory and “post-memory” of Holocaust survivors and their descendants, Marianne 
Hirsch (2012) similarly uses the idea of "points of memory" to signal the object or 
moment where past and present, personal remembrance and cultural recall intersect.  
Under colonial regimes or in their aftermath, communities have complex 
relationships to official state memory and thus subaltern memory can appear deeply 
embedded in social practices and landscape. In her study of post-colonial Madagascar, 
Jennifer Cole (2003) uses the concept of a memoryscape to understand how remaining 
local communities make sense of a landscape originally shaped by processes of 
colonialism, but which have been repurposed and reshaped in ways that still represent 
and index the past. Citing vernacular architecture and ritual traditions, Cole defines the 
"memoryscape," as the site where individual and social memory are articulated through 
individual practices and larger social patterns and schemas of remembrance.  
In her 1987 text, Fascism in Popular Memory: the Cultural Experience of the 
Turin Working Class, Luisa Passerini uses oral histories of 67 working-class individuals 
to examine the experiences and memories of Fascist Italy in the 1920s and 30s. Her 
analysis reveals the ways in which her subjects created self-representations of themselves 
using many stylistic forms and structures of traditional Italian folklore and popular 
culture to resist the socio-political state of Italy at that time. Memories shape and are 
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shaped by shared experiences and values over generations, and everyday acts take on a 
symbolic meaning; thus, the construction of identity and self-representation become 
inherently political. Her study of oral histories demonstrates that narrative form and style 
are equally valuable as the content in understanding cultural identity and collective 
memory of a community with shared historical experiences: 
"Oral testimonies are used in this work for what they tell us, directly and 
indirectly, about the everyday side of culture. This is taken to include the 
following: the 'mentalities' characteristic of (though not exclusive to) the working 
population; the understanding of the world passed down from generation to 
generation through oral tradition; the conflicts of power that take place on a 
cultural and symbolic plane rather than within a narrow political sphere." 
(Passerini 1987, 1) 
This research draws heavily upon the work of Steve Stern (2010), who studied the 
role and production of memory in post-Pinochet-Chile, a uniquely complex memoryscape 
due to overt and subvert structural violence enacted over nearly two decades. Though 
seemingly incomparable, Stern's case offers a powerful conceptualization of the way 
memory functions in and around points of conflict in local and national histories, and the 
ways that individuals attempt or refuse to engage with such topics. In his 2010 volume, 
Reckoning with Pinochet: The Memory Question in Democratic Chile, 1989-2006 Steve 
Stern delves into the complex nature of the "memory box" of post-Pinochet-Chile. That 
"memory box" consists of what might be the collectively constructed and shared (but not 
openly discussed) remembrances of Chile between 1973-1989 and beyond. Stern also 
traces "the formation and social impact of "memory knots" — that is, the specific human 
groups and leaders, the specific events in time including anniversaries and 
commemorations, and the specific physical remains or places that demanded attention to 
memory" (2010, 4). As opposed to what Hirsch described as points of memory, which 
might trigger a recollection of the past, memory knots might be constructed around 
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certain events, individuals, spaces or materials that represent the past, specifically the 
past that was not talked about or acknowledged under the repressive regime.  
The concept of "memory knot" acknowledges the messiness of memory work and 
of the conflicting and often competing nature of memory in situations like Chile's past. 
Visually, it invokes the crisscrossing and overlapping memory frameworks that Stern also 
discusses: "memory as salvation, as cruel rupture, as persecution and awakening, as a 
closed box" (2010, 5). But maybe more powerfully, the knot also signals the painful and 
at times debilitating negotiations that must occur when navigating socio-political 
environments like the post-Pinochet transition. Like a knot in a muscle, it persists- 
sometimes growing and sometimes shrinking- depending on the attention paid to it. Stern 
says, "memory knots continued to form on the social body and to scream for attention — 
in courts, media, and popular culture" (2010, 142), all places where individuals, activists, 
politicians, reporters struggled to silence or to speak truth to the past.  
Caribbean Cultural Theory 
My thinking in this dissertation has also been greatly shaped by Caribbean 
cultural theory, especially by the ideas of creolité and debates on the role of history in the 
formation of cultural identity. A common point of debate amongst Caribbean theorists, 
most of whom emerged out of literary studies, is the question of creolization: what the 
process looks like in various Caribbean contexts, the aesthetic and creative outcomes of 
creolization, and the language of creolization. The discipline of anthropology has 
historically had plenty to say on the concept of creolization – yet anthropological 
archaeologists of the Caribbean very rarely turn to the theorists who have written about 
this cultural phenomenon in situ.  
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In studying the creation of individual and collective memory around a historical 
landscape, I draw heavily on Derek Walcott, Glissant and the Creolists, Jean Bernabé, 
Patrick Chamoiseau and Raphaël Confiant. Together, these theorists help to shape an 
understanding of creolité and Caribbeanness that looks at a cumulative construction of 
Caribbean cultural identity and cultural history. Some theorists, like Aime Césaire 
(1972), who adhere to a framework of Negritude, look back to the strength of an African 
ancestry, arguing that the act of displacement and forced acculturation under slavery and 
French colonialism caused a rupture and a degradation of the individual and the African-
descended cultures that were brought to Martinique. From this perspective, the Caribbean 
becomes a place situated between external entities, Europe and Africa, with each 
attempting to paint the region and it's people "with the colors of Elsewhere" (Bernabé et 
al. 1990). 
 Eduoard Glissant (1989), in contrast, proposes a theory of Caribbeanness 
that does not rely on the European/African dichotomy and attempts to bridge lines of 
difference across the entire Caribbean region in favor of shared experiences of foreign 
colonialism and economic imperialism, slavery and other influencing phenomena that 
created a uniquely Antillean social and political state. Working from Deleuze and 
Guattari's notion of rootedness and rhizomes, Glissant offers the Poetics of Relation 
(Glissant 1997). Part of this theorization suggests that although attempts at tracing a 
singular root is fruitless, the concept of rootedness in a particular time and place is itself 
important to the creation of shared cultural knowledges built out of Relation between 
colonizer and colonized: "For though this experience made you, original victim floating 
toward the sea's abysses, an exception, it became something shared and made us, the 
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descendants, one people among others. Peoples do not live on exception. Relation is not 
made up of things that are foreign but of shared knowledge" (Glissant 1997:8). 
Following Glissant's notion of Caribbeanness, Jean Bernabé, Patrick Chamoiseau 
and Raphaël Confiant proposed in their essay "In Praise of Creoleness" that the process 
of creolization and the production of Creole peoples, histories, and artistic expression is 
the way to claim Caribbeanness: 
"We cannot reach Caribbeanness without interior vision. And interior vision is 
nothing without the unconditional acceptance of our Creoleness. We declare 
ourselves Creoles. We declare that Creoleness is the cement of our culture and 
that it ought to rule the foundations of our Caribbeanness. Creoleness is the 
interactional or transactional aggregate of Caribbean, European, African, Asian, 
and Levantine cultural elements, united on the same soil by the yoke of history" 
(Bernabé et al. 1990, 891) 
This notion of Creoleness draws on the experiences of the Caribbean peoples as 
they shaped their lives and their history out of the conditions of European colonialism 
and the slave trade that first brought African peoples to the region. Colonialism and 
slavery is not merely a point in the past, but is the origin of Caribbean Creoleness. Rather 
than referring to this origin as a point of rupture, the Creolists use this point of reference 
to claim a collective right to a unique form of creativity, as well as the cultural resources 
that come with the heritage of colonialism throughout the Caribbean.  
Derek Walcott would agree, asserting that Caribbean artistry and creative thought 
emerges out of the unique historical and contemporary conditions of the region. It is the 
cumulation of the region’s histories and socio-political processes that enable the 
production of an entirely unique perspective and aesthetic: “Nothing will always be 
created in the West Indies, for quite a long time, because what will come out of there is 
like nothing one has ever seen before” (Walcott 1993, 55).  
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In defining Creoleness, Bernabé et al suggest that "updating true memory" is a 
fundamental piece of the Creolité movement. Retrieval — or simply recognition — of 
collective memory is of the utmost importance. They suggest that the popular (read: 
colonial) memory erased or simply did not recognize the experiences of the indigenous, 
African and other ethnically marginalized peoples. The contributions of Maroons and 
revolutionaries and the everyday experiences of captive peoples "happened with no 
witnesses, or rather with no testimonies leaving us somehow in the same situation as the 
flower unable to see its stem, unable to feel it. And the history of colonization which we 
took as ours aggravated our loss, our self-defamation; it favored exteriority and fed the 
estrangement of the present" (Bernabé et al. 1990, 896). History (capital H), as written by 
the colonizer, does not offer an account of most people's histories. Those are instead 
preserved and transmitted through oral narratives, and, I would argue, intangible cultural 
practices and beliefs, vernacular architecture and material culture, so that "only poetic 
knowledge, fictional knowledge, in short, artistic knowledge can discover us, understand 
us and bring us, evanescent, back to the resuscitation of consciousness" (Bernabé et al. 
1990, 896).  
In Walcott’s 1992 Nobel lecture, “The Antilles: Fragments of Epic Memory,” he 
eloquently depicts the thoughtful, creative, and constructive process of uniting disparate 
threads of memory. Insisting on the unique conditions of the Caribbean that may have led 
to these disparate fragments, he also suggests that those factors are also precisely what 
enable a (re)assembling of memory, or artistry, of contemporary life. 
Break a vase, and the love that reassembles the fragments is stronger than that 
love which took its symmetry for granted when it was whole. The glue that fits 
the pieces is the sealing of its original shape. It is such a love that reassembles our 
African and Asiatic fragments, the cracked heirlooms whose restoration shows its 
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white scars. This gathering of broken pieces is the care and pain of the Antilles, 
and if the pieces are disparate, ill-fitting, they contain more pain than their 
original sculpture, those icons and sacred vessels taken for granted in their 
ancestral places. Antillean art is this restoration of our shattered histories, our 
shards of vocabulary, our archipelago becoming a synonym for pieces broken off 
from the original continent.  
And this is the exact process of the making of poetry, or what should be called not 
its "making" but its remaking, the fragmented memory, the armature that frames 
the god, even the rite that surrenders it to a final pyre; the god assembled cane by 
cane, reed by weaving reed, line by plaited line, as the artisans of Felicity would 
erect his holy echo. (Walcott 1998, 69) 
 
Contemporary Archaeology 
Walcott’s visual interpretation of creole Caribbeanness as a reassembled vase is 
an apt analogy for contemporary archaeology. Furthermore, this theoretical analogy also 
meshes with Sonya Atalay’s (2012) theory of “braided knowledge” in which diverse 
voices and datasets overlap and intersect to create a fuller, richer, and more diverse 
account of a site, a history, a people. Archaeology is just one strand of knowledge that 
can be used to construct this narrative. Atalay uses the concept of “braided knowledge” to 
demonstrate the process of engagement and collaboration that takes place in community-
based and participatory research, but I would argue that it is also fundamental to 
contemporary archaeology, which Rodney Harrison suggests is the study of 
“contemporary objects and places which are still in operation, which are themselves still 
actively operating and form part of the assemblage on the surface of the world” (Harrison 
2013, 51). If contemporary archaeology is as much about the present as it is the past, then 
it is also about the future, and therefore out to engage directly in questions of social 
justice, politics, and activism (Hamilakis 2018).  
In the last few years, the field of contemporary archaeology has grown 
significantly, and although the types of projects that fall under this umbrella category 
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differ in subject, methodology, temporal context, most grapple with the co-constitutive 
natures of past, present, and future, while applying an activist and sometimes outright 
political future-looking analysis. Contemporary archaeologists are also using mixed 
methods and diverse data sets to produce richer historical and contemporary accounts of 
life, as well as (sometimes explicitly political) visions for the future. It is that mixture of 
methodologies, data, and theoretical framework that might fall under Atalay’s description 
of “braiding knowledge.” Shannon Dawdy tracks in Patina (2016), an archaeology of 
contemporary New Orleans using material and landscape analysis, archival record, and 
ethnographic interview with residents in the years following Hurricane Katrina. In his 
award winning book, In the Land of open Graves, Jason De Leon (2015) uses a 
combination of ethnography, experimental forensic archaeology, and surface survey of 
migrant trails across the Sonoran desert to argue that the US immigration policy of 
“Prevention Through Deterence,” has forced undocumented migrants into the most 
dangerous and inhospitable ecological areas of the border as a way of hiding the deadly 
outcomes of the United States’ border management. Similarly, Yannis Hamilakis (2016) 
work on the archaeology of migration and the refugee crisis on Greek islands looks to the 
materiality of the migrant experience (from life vests and boats, to cell phones, travel 
papers, and tents), to the materiality of borders (fences, walls), to the multi-sensorial and 
linguistic exchanges that happen during migration. Rachael Kiddey (2017) undertook a 
collaborative social archaeology project with homeless communities in Bristol and York 
to document how homeless people experience and interact with the materiality of the city 
through a combination of archaeological and ethnographic methods.  
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The field of contemporary archaeology is growing rapidly, but not necessarily in a 
single direction. For example, the Journal of Contemporary Archaeology The Journal of 
Contemporary Archaeology was created with the intention of creating “a dedicated 
international forum in which to negotiate and re-negotiate the boundaries of this 
emerging subfield; to develop new methods, concepts and approaches; to critically debate 
key terms, data and standpoints; and to collaborate on setting future research agendas for 
archaeologies of the recent past and present” (Harrison et al. 2014, 2). The Journal aimed 
to create a space for archaeologists to share and debate the very concept of 
“contemporary archaeology,” leaving open-ended the question of what it means to 
practice and theorize in this corner of the discipline. Despite the editor’s insistence that 
“contemporary” is not meant to limit the temporal range of subject matter, a significant 
percentage of the works featured in the journal could be classified as archaeology of the 
contemporary – of contemporary spaces, in modern political contexts, of the very recent 
past. Indeed, three of the four seminal works in contemporary archaeology mentioned 
previously are also archaeologies of the contemporary.  
In my analysis of a contemporary and historical landscape in South Eleuthera, 
Bahamas, I turn most frequently to Shannon Dawdy’s analysis of New Orleans as an 
assemblage of historical and contemporary materiality and intangible cultural knowledge. 
Recognizing the complex relationships between people and objects in throughout the past 
as well as the present, Dawdy theorizes a “social stratigraphy” wherein “human and 
nonhuman elements… are coformed, layered, and deep” producing a “social present 
[that] is constructed our of inherited materials, taphonomically transformed and with high 
variability in retentions and effects” (Dawdy 2016, 45). In other words, Dawdy treats 
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New Orleans as a place which is continuously undergoing site formation processes, 
where individuals who live in, who visit, or who have departed the city are constantly 
altering the historical stratigraphy and laying down new layers of material and social 
relationships. This conceptualization of “social stratigraphy” of a historical and 
contemporary landscape guides my analysis of the former Millars Plantation and the 
present-day settlements across South Eleuthera, as well as the potential future of a space 
that looks increasingly likely to change into a tourist landscape.  
Chapter Overview 
The chapters that follow demonstrate the framework of the research and provide a 
response to the guiding questions of the dissertation: 1) How do individuals and 
collective groups remember and make meaning out of the historical landscape, and 2) 
How does memory function as an act and a tool of community building and political 
power in South Eleuthera? The dissertation relies on historical data from archives, oral 
histories and ethnographic interviews, as well as from pedestrian surveys in which sites 
and surface features or artifacts were documented with handheld GPS, and traditional and 
360-degree photography.  
Chapter 2 details the general history of the Bahamas in order to locate this 
historical moment and the site in relation to the rest of the Commonwealth. I highlight 
several key patterns in the historical trajectory of Eleuthera in particular to suggest that 
settlement, property rights, and the island’s economy has long been shaped by foreign 
investment, absentee management, and emigration. Additionally, this chapter provides a 
deeper discussion of the particularities of the land disputes that have shaken South 
Eleuthera’s communities over the last decade.  
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In chapter 3, I outline the methodological framework of the dissertation. The 
research draws primarily on Black Feminist archaeology to situate the importance of 
contemporary and remembered lived experience, in relation to the production of 
knowledge, authority, and historical narrative. Therefore, I provide a brief introduction to 
the individuals who enabled the dissertation through their participation in structured 
ethnographic interviews and strong friendships that developed over the course of the 
research period. This chapter also discusses the methodological framework of community 
based, participatory research (CBPR), which allowed for the productive and mutually 
beneficial engagement with community members and collaborators throughout the 
research project, and outlines the integration of ethnographic and archaeological methods 
in data collection, and defines the data set used throughout the remainder of the 
dissertation. 
The following section (including chapters 4-6) provides a discussion of the data in 
terms of how individuals and collective groups construct memory in relation to the 
physical landscape, and how doing so leads to the development of unique community-
building projects that repositions power into local bodies. In chapter 4, I focus on the 
personal memory about South Eleuthera’s landscape as reported through ethnographic 
interviews. Drawing on Luisa Passerini’s work on what I call “schemas of remembrance” 
and self-representation, I argue that individuals tend to see their individual and family 
histories through several key lenses which in turn shape their relationship to the land as a 
homeplace, a source of strength, creativity, and hope in an otherwise challenging socio-
political and economic landscape.  
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In chapter 5, I focus on the materialization of individual and collective memory 
into and onto objects and specific spaces on the landscape. Here, I argue that the 
materialization of memory on the landscape and the act of visiting and maintaining these 
sites of memory becomes a way of (re)occupying the landscape, which has economically, 
socially, and politically transformative potential. This chapter theorizes the social 
stratigraphy of South Eleuthera as a homeplace for the local, descendant community of 
Millars Plantation. Furthermore, I suggest that the archaeological study of social 
stratigraphy of this place might equate to an anthropological application of creolité and 
the physical embodiment of Walcott’s reassembling of fragmented Antillean memory. 
Finally, in chapter 6, I trace the actions of three community organizations that are 
engaged in a variety of community-building projects that coalesce around land, history, 
and local development. This chapter begins to shift the focus towards the second research 
question of the dissertation: how might memory become a tool for community building 
and local political power? Community groups are working to create institutional 
structures that support local infrastructural needs, attend to community concerns about 
the land, and build capacity for island residents who might feel pushed to leave the island 
because of a lack of educational and employment opportunities. In this chapter, I make 
the case that these collectivities are doing the political work of memory by advocating for 
the people and the land that have given life to South Eleuthera for two centuries. 
 Finally, in chapter 7, I discuss the memoryscape of South Eleuthera. In 
this case, the memoryscape is an integration of the materiality of the past, collective 
memory, and contemporary experiences of life in the region, all of which can be read 
against the physical landscape of the former Millars Plantation Estate and surrounding 
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settlements. Here I argue that the memoryscape becomes a political tool when individuals 
and groups write memory onto the land and into community relations in order to argue 
for local control of the economy.  
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CHAPTER 2 
A HISTORY OF ELEUTHERA AND THE BAHAMAS 
Land and belonging are important concepts to understanding the historical 
formation of the Bahamas, as well as the socio-political context in which the Eleuthera-
specific research took place. The first goal of this chapter is to provide a historical and 
socio-political context to the study of memory and landscapes in Eleuthera. This chapter 
will also illuminate how certain common – almost cyclical – patterns in migration, land 
management and ownership, and economic investment have influenced the ways that 
Bahamians, and Eleutherans in particular, relate to the land and conceive of what it 
means to belong, thereby shaping local memoryscapes.  
In the next section, I provide a brief discussion of how these historical patterns 
reappear in the story of the Bahamas in order to provide a guide to the more traditional 
historical account of the region’s history that follows. As a nation of over 700 islands and 
cays, it can be incredibly difficult to assemble an accurate or comprehensive history of 
the Bahamas. Archives are split between Nassau and the National Archives in London, 
which also contains all colonial office records from the seventeenth century through 
Bahamian independence in 1973. There is a commonly accepted canon of Bahamian 
history written by historians Howard Johnson, Michael Craton, and Gail Saunders 
(former head archivist at the National Archive in Nassau). It is important to note that any 
‘comprehensive’ history of the Bahamas might be cursory at best – it is difficult to 
represent several centuries of history for 700 islands and cays in the limited space of a 
dissertation chapter. In producing the historical background for this chapter, I have 
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attempted to highlight key events, movements, and patterns that took place throughout 
the islands or greatly influenced life in multiple islands.  
In the second half of the chapter, I provide a more specific account of Eleuthera 
and the research site surrounding the former Millars Plantation. This section begins 
specifically with the available historical record regarding the 19th century Millars 
Plantation Estate and the Millar family. It then discusses the last century of life in South 
Eleuthera, including major political and economic developments that affected life for the 
island’s residents. Drawing on five years of ethnographic fieldwork in South Eleuthera, I 
have written this history in a way that reflects both the historical and archival record as 
well as the stories and historical accounts given to me by interview participants and 
collaborators, noticed during participant observation, or collected from contemporary 
news sources during the course of fieldwork.  
History Repeats Itself: Patterns in Bahamian History 
Migration 
Tracing the socio-political and economic development of these islands reveals 
some common – almost cyclical – patterns that repeat or reappear in different forms 
throughout the last five centuries. First and most fundamental is the role of movement 
and migration into, out of, and within the Bahamas. The geology and geography of this 
archipelagic nation undoubtedly helped determine even the earliest human settlement by 
Taino and Lucayan people, and continued to affect the ways that later European settlers 
would establish themselves on the islands after the seventeenth century. From the earliest 
arrival of the Taino, to the English Eleutherian Adventurers of the seventeenth century, to 
the contract-farmers of the twentieth century, migration in its various forms and with its 
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various purposes has determined the Bahamas’ populations, economic industry, political 
structure, and cultural identity. The historical patterns of migration in the Bahamas can 
point to the ways in which present-day populations were established in certain places, the 
ways in which political and economic power is divided amongst and within the islands.  
Land Management 
In a 2017 follow-up interview with a resident of Millars Settlement, the 
participant said simply, “[There’s] too many islands in the Bahamas.” Surely, the sheer 
size and variety of islands in the Bahamas has at times created enormous opportunity, 
facilitating migration, entrepreneurship and the establishment of new communities, but 
there’s also the downside that these many islands become a burden, difficult to manage 
and equally invest money and resources. At times the spaces between these islands were 
strictly a matter of distance, access, and communication. As the plantation economy grew 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, distance between islands led to a rise in 
absentee management of estates on the Family Islands, as the landed elite congregated in 
Nassau. Without constant supervision by landowners or governmental bureaucrats, 
Family Islanders began to settle on and claim land without proper title to it, although it 
would rarely become a point of dispute until someone with some degree of political or 
economic clout returned to argue. On Eleuthera, people settled into this way of life and 
self-governed informal land management for over a century, which partially explains the 
suspicion that locals sometimes regard outsiders and government voices who challenge 
island traditions.  
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Economic Investment 
From the earliest period of English settlement in the Bahamas, the islands have 
depended on investment from outside. At times “outside” might have simply meant from 
the colonial motherland of England; other times, it meant investment in the Family 
Islands from the powerful and wealth who resided on New Providence. Even as the 
power of the plantation and absentee owners faded in the nineteenth century, the Family 
Islands were intrinsically linked to the success of New Providence, and the success of 
New Providence linked to the outside world. Throughout the following section, we see 
several instances in which the economic health of the Bahamas fluctuates with the effects 
of American economics and politics, for example, during Prohibition, the Great 
Depression, the post WWII economic boom, to the global effects of September 11, 2001.  
The Macro: Contextualizing Bahamian History 
Colonization of the Bahamian archipelago 
The Bahamas are made up of over 700 islands, cays and rock outcroppings, 
though only a small fraction are inhabited by human populations. Today, the population 
of the Bahamas is concentrated on New Providence and Grand Bahama, both of which 
are also the most economically productive islands (both islands have economies almost 
entirely dependent on tourism). Outside of New Providence and Grand Bahamas, the 
remaining islands have historically been referred to as “Out Islands,” but in recent 
decades, as “Family Islands.” I use the term “Family Islands” to standardize the reference 
throughout this historical account. The carbonate islands were shaped over millennium of 
fluctuating sea levels sediment distribution during the Holocene and Pleistocene (Curran 
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and White 1995, 1; Keegan 1992). Several of the larger islands sit at the edge of the 
rough Atlantic waters and the calmer and much shallower Great Bahama Bank.  
 
Figure 1. Map of the Bahamas. (D-Maps.com) 
 
Archaeologists debate the period and origins of the earliest migration to and 
settlement in the Bahamas, a topic made all the more difficult to research due to poor site 
preservation due to island agriculture, cave soil harvesting, and soil erosions across the 
islands (Keegan 1992:48). Generally speaking, however, archaeologists have used non-
local ceramics to suggest that the earliest colonization of the islands occurred in the 8th-
9th centuries BCE, with Taino5 people migrating from either Cuba or Hispaniola (or both) 
to several of the larger central and southern Bahama islands (Berman and Gnivecki 1995; 
Keegan 1992). Once in the Bahama archipelago, the Lucayan subsisted on marine 
fishing, gathering, and increasing horticultural practices (Keegan 1992; Schaffer et al. 
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2012).  In 1492, the Christopher Columbus landed at the island of Guanahani, what 
archaeologists believe is the island of San Salvador (Keegan 1992). The Spanish would 
eventually begin to enslave the Lucayan, decimating their populations through forced 
labor and the spread of disease. The Caribbean quickly turned into Europe's own long-
distance playground; the Spanish, French, and Dutch testing out various expansionist and 
colonial schemes and enterprises throughout the 16th and 17th centuries. The Bahamas 
offered a series of useful staging grounds for entrepreneurs and nations to engage in 
piracy and privateering, but most attempts to settle any of the islands failed due to 
insufficient investment of funds and naval defenses, and the fact that the land of the 
Bahamas could not compete with the economic potential of the Greater Antilles and 
mainland North America (Craton and Saunders 1992).  
The English were the first Europeans to truly establish themselves and invest in 
the Bahamas. English expansion into the New World created a web of colonial 
enterprises from Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, to New England and the Chesapeake. 
English contracts with the Virginia Company had parceled both Bermuda and the 
Bahamas into deal, although a separate Company of Adventurers soon was assigned to 
Bermuda in 1615. Bermuda was quickly developed as a prosperous outpost for trade and 
privateering, as well as a fairly productive agricultural marine economy (Craton and 
Saunders 1992). Divisions on Bermuda between Royalists who were loyal to the 
Anglican Church, and Independent Puritans favoring Republicanism would lead to the 
creation of the Company of Eleutherian Adventurers with the intention of establishing a 
new colony in the Bahamas for those dissidents who stood against the Crown. The 
Company left Bermuda for the Bahamas in the spring of 1647. Half of the company 
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shipwrecked off the northern coast of Eleuthera, while the remaining ship turned north to 
Virginia for assistance, supplies, and in the hopes of recruiting more settlers. Meanwhile, 
this first wave of English settlers took up shelter in a cave on the northern coast of 
Eleuthera, today called "Preacher's Cave." The population fluctuated somewhat over the 
following decade, as Puritans and Republicans from Bermuda and the mainland colonies 
shuffled through the English territories. Overall, the population remained small and 
unstructured until a new settlement was established at the island now called New 
Providence (Craton and Saunders 1992).   
18th century Loyalists and the arrival of American-style slavery 
Even with their increasing populations, the settlements in the Bahamas remained 
small and economically unstable. While some populations turned to agriculture with 
limited success, the vast amount of wealth that people began to accrue came from 
wrecking, wherein people collected goods and funds from shipwrecks surrounding the 
shallow reefs along the island coasts (Riley 1983, 24). English investment in and 
development of the Bahamas increased thanks in part to the support from other English 
colonies on the mainland of North America. However, at the same time, conflicts 
between European competitors in the region also began to increase. The Bahamas 
became an ideal place for competition between England, Spain and France; and these 
conflicts often took the shape of piracy and privateering. Insufficient investment in 
military and naval defenses for the Bahamas left the islands subject to attacks by the 
Spanish especially. The end of the Spanish War of Secession in 1713 saw a massive 
decrease in privateering in the region, and with such vast unemployment came a rise in 
piracy throughout the Bahamas (Craton and Saunders 1992).  
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Not until the 1720s did the Bahamas see intense investment from the English 
Crown in the form of naval support, deterrence of pirates, and the first royal governors. 
With a firmer legislative hand from the ruling governors of the time, the population 
became more stable, and began to grow in population- though mostly through 
immigration and importation of slave labor. By 1731, the population (1,388 in total) was 
spread through Eleuthera and Harbour Island, Cat Island, and New Providence, which 
had the highest population (Craton and Saunders 1992, 120). A third of the population at 
the time was enslaved. Slavery had existed in the island prior to this period, due in large 
part to the capture of Spanish slaving vessels, or the resettlement of slave-holders from 
other English colonies. However, direct importation of African slaves began in 1721. 
Census records in the 1730s indicate a noticeable increase in the number of slave-
holdings of10 or more individuals, and a drastic decline on single-slave holdings. Craton 
and Saunders suggest that this shift is evident of the establishment of plantations in the 
Bahamas, and a sign that it was becoming "sociopolitically undesirable to allow single 
slaves to be so dispersed throughout the free households" (Craton and Saunders 1992, 
125). At this time, we also see the first enactment of Slave Laws regulating the status of 
enslaved individuals, treatment and punishment for crime or perceived injury, and the 
establishment of slaves as “hereditary chattel property” (Craton and Saunders 1992, 136).  
The mid-eighteenth century saw continued conflicts with England’s European 
colonial competitors, especially the Spanish; attempts to regularize economic 
productivity, military defense and legislative control over the Bahamian islands; and 
increased policing and surveillance of the growing enslaved and free black population. 
The Bahamas still had infrequent oversight and support from England, instead depending 
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on their sister colonies on the mainland and Bermuda. During this time, the population 
continued to grow, although more from natural reproduction than through emigration as 
had been the case prior to the first quarter of the century. The plantation economy grew, 
especially on the Family Islands; and 1773 census indicated that the black population of 
the islands (including both New Providence and the Family Islands) made up over half of 
the total population (Craton and Saunders 1992).  
As a British colony, the Bahamas were inevitably drawn into the American 
Revolution. Spanish and American forces blockaded some of the islands and, at various 
times, invaded and took control over Nassau. Craton and Saunders suggest that the 
“easygoing pragmatism” of early English settlers in the Bahamas had given way to an 
“emergent national character” defined by “a sense of ideological detachment, of 
belonging there and nowhere else, and the calculated balancing of the advantages of 
continuing British protection, over the ties of trade and family with the mainland” (1992, 
166) . That character could explain the indifference with which naval and legislative 
influences handled the subsequent offensives by the Spanish and the Americans into the 
islands, as well as the ambivalence that the conquered Nassuvians in particular responded 
to the changing of the guard throughout the American Revolution and the period of 
colonial reshuffling that followed (Craton and Saunders 1992). The remoteness of the 
Family Islands also made it especially hard to maintain a semblance of unified 
attachment or outrage at these military or political developments. 
The final two decades of the eighteenth century perhaps had the greatest influence 
on the development of the Bahamas, in terms of population and land management. 
Following the end of the American Revolution, Loyalists from the Carolinas, Georgia, 
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New York, and Florida began the process of emigration to live in other British territories, 
including Nova Scotia, The Bahamas, and, in cases where individuals had money and 
status enough, to England. In 1784, populations in the Bahamas were concentrated on 
New Providence, Harbour Island and Spanish Wells, and Eleuthera, and amounted to 
4,055: 1722 white men, women and children; 2,333 people of color,  "a great proportion 
of whom were free" (Wylly 1789, 5). Loyalists began arriving in the Bahamas that same 
year, and nearly doubled the population within four years, thanks in large part to the 
importation of huge numbers of enslaved people. By 1788, the total population was 
estimated at 9,296: 3100 White, 5696 Slave, and 500 free people of color, and was spread 
across New Providence, Exuma, Long Island, Cat Island, Abaco, Andros, Crooked 
Island, Turks, Caicos, Eleuthera, and Harbour Island (Wylly 1789, 8). 
The influx of new Loyalists into the islands caused some immediate shifts in life 
in the Bahamas. Conflicts between old and new inhabitants of the islands revolved 
around property (including slave property), and representation in the legislature. Both the 
Governor and Legislature, already with a somewhat unstable and fickle history, now had 
to contend with accusations of favoring either the new or old inhabitants (Parrish 1953; 
Wylly 1789). To attend to the drastically increased enslaved population, and to head off 
false claims of slave-holders, a new "Negro Court" was created to oversee "all questions 
of Negro property, which in the Bahamas Islands is the principal property of the people" 
(Wylly 1789, 22). Many formerly enslaved Blacks from the American colonies arrived in 
the Bahamas with their freedom, which they earned in reward for their service to the 
British in the war. However, upon landing in the Bahamas, many freedmen found 
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themselves at risk of re-enslavement or apprenticeship to planters who needed laborers to 
clear land and work the growing plantation economies.  
In the 1770s, undeeded lands in the Bahamas Islands reverted to the status of 
Crown Land (Wilkie and Farnsworth 2005). When the new wave of Loyalists arrived in 
the mid-to-late-eighteenth century, many were granted tracts of this Crown Land, in 
either New Providence or the Family Islands. Plantations sprung up on all islands, but the 
largest appeared on the Family Islands. To meet the demands of the rapidly developing 
islands, the Governor ordered the construction of new road systems on all islands, 
although many people still relied on water transportation along the island coasts (Craton 
and Saunders 1992). The construction and improvement of roads was part of a larger 
project of modernization brought about by complaints from the growing Loyalist 
population; schools increased, and Nassau's commercial and public buildings were 
improved.  
Many Loyalists imagined the Family Islands as a place to rebuild the plantation 
economies they had been used to in the southern American colonies: "Their ideal was an 
efficient, self-contained agricultural unit, centered on a "great house," sustained by 
simple and contented slaves, but regulated and given tone by the resident planter and his 
family" (Craton and Saunders 1992, 198). Planters realized that cotton could be grown in 
the soils of the Bahamas, and thus began clearing vast areas of land and producing large 
amounts of cotton. A 1789 report to the Crown documents that even plantations with 
small slave-holdings could produce such an amount of cotton as to "double the value of 
the negroes by whose labour it was made" (Wylly 1789, 3).  
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The cotton economy was short-lived. Intensive cultivation of cotton quickly 
depleted the shallow and patchy soils of the rocky Bahamas Islands, and the clearing of 
land for plantations hastened soil erosion in the region's heavy rains. Cotton production 
continued through the first two decades of the nineteenth century, thanks to high demand 
from England mills and the continued clearing of lands in the islands (Craton and 
Saunders 1992); but the economy proved difficult to sustain beyond that due to the nature 
of the soil and the presence of the cotton weevil (Saunders 1983, 36–41). In its place, 
some islands turned to salt production and the government began intensively regulating 
salinas;6 while other agricultural plantations on the Family Islands shifted to provisioning 
for domestic markets (Johnson 1996).  
White Fears of Abolition 
The final decade of the eighteenth century was marked by increasing population 
density in Nassau and racial politics throughout the islands. The growing urban 
population in Nassau was the result of cotton production declines on the Family Islands. 
Although large slave populations were concentrated on the Out Island plantations, many 
free and enslaved Black people still lived in densely populated areas just outside the 
commercial and elite districts of Nassau. Many White Nassuvians feared rebellion by 
both free and enslaved Black communities in the city, a fear that was amplified by the 
French Revolution and the slave uprising happening in St. Domingue. To settle these 
concerns, the government enacted the Consolidated Slave Act for the Bahamas in 1797. 
Although reports on slavery in the Bahamas prior to that point had often reported a rather 
benevolent system of slavery, supposedly full of healthy and contented slaves, these laws 
provided for the rights of masters to control the movements and possessions of their 
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slaves, as well as punishments for discretions, and encouraged self and community 
surveillance from enslaved communities (Saunders 1983, 1985).  
Still grappling with the shifting racial demographics of Nassau in the early years 
of the new century, Nassuvians were increasingly frustrated by England's use of Black 
troops from the West India regiments who were stationed at Fort Charlotte (Craton and 
Saunders 1992). Slave owners and elites took issue with this arrangement and with the 
increasing leniency that the governor and other English representatives took towards the 
Bahamian slave population. However, the fate of the Bahamas’ slave institution resided 
with English Parliament. The slave trade from Africa ended in Crown colonies in 1805 
(Craton and Saunders 1992, 217). In 1811, the first Liberated Africans arrived in the 
Bahamas, seized from slaving ships bound for Cuba; approximately 6,000 would land in 
the Bahamas over the next 50 years. These Liberated Africans were either placed in 
military service or in apprenticeship to approved slave masters in the Islands (Johnson 
1996, 63).  
The increasing size of freed Black communities in the Bahamas and the 
abolitionist sympathies from English rule made many White Bahamians wary of the 
changes headed their way. Most Crown colonies had been required to produce a slave 
registry by 1817, but the Bahamas delayed this until 1822, which Craton & Saunders 
argue was in effect to bypass regulations against the transfer of slaves between colonies. 
Between 1816 and 1823, 2,229 Bahamian slaves were transferred to other British 
colonies, including Jamaica, Trinidad, Demerara, St. Vincent and (Craton and Saunders 
1992, 225). With the prospect of emancipation not long off, Bahamian legislators began 
passing a series of laws imagined to “ease” the islands into a state where over 50% of the 
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population would move from positions of bondage to freedom. In reality, the laws 
intended to uphold the status quo of socio-political and economic relations of slavery and 
put off full and absolute abolition for as long as possible. The laws, passed between 1824 
and 1833, when slavery came to an end, relied "on the notorious difficulty of 
implementation under Bahamian conditions," and served to create a "buffer class" of free 
Blacks who would prevent any major revolution following the new emancipation of 
slaves (Craton and Saunders 1992, 228).  
Slavery came to an end in the Bahamas and throughout the British Empire in 
1833, with the passage of the Abolition of Slavery Act. However, the day of 
emancipation did not arrive until August 1, 1834 (Albury 1975:128). The final slave 
census occurred in the same year and was used to account for compensation for 
slaveowners after the loss of their enslaved human property (Craton and Saunders 1992, 
265–70; Higman 1984; T71-722:212 1835). At the time of emancipation, there were 
roughly 10,000 enslaved individuals throughout the entirety of the Bahamas (Craton and 
Saunders 1992, 289).  
The Slow Transition to Freedom 
The arrival of the Abolition Act did not mean immediate freedom for all. Instead, 
the Bahamas transitioned from slavery into a system of apprenticeship, which those in 
power suggested would ease the transition of emancipation by teaching free blacks how 
to be self-sufficient and support themselves through their labor outside of slavery (Craton 
and Saunders 1998, 12). In actuality, it was a tightly controlled tool that slowed a massive 
demographic transformation as over 50% of the total population of the Bahamas suddenly 
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became free. In effect, apprenticeship kept freed slaves on the same properties where they 
were once held captive, continuing to work for former owners.  
The Bahamas already had a history of apprenticeship and self-hire system prior to 
abolition, seen most clearly through the placement and employment of Liberated Africans 
across the islands (Johnson 1991, 1996). Magistrates carefully navigated the rightful 
desires of newly emancipated communities for their freedom, while ensuring that former 
slave-owners, anxious and dependent on free labor, still had access to productive and 
relatively docile laborers. Crown land was sold in such a way as to make land ownership 
nearly impossible for the newly emancipated who had not yet earned enough money to 
purchase acreage. All of these rules had the effect of keeping newly emancipated people 
dependent on their former owners and tied in place. Antislavery sentiment in England 
eventually forced the Colonial Office to end the Apprenticeship system, which had not 
effectively ceased inhuman treatment and oppression of former slaves in the Caribbean 
sugar colonies. The Apprenticeship period lasted from 1834 to 1838 (Craton and 
Saunders 1998, 4). 
The system of sharecropping and tenant farming that had developed during the 
apprenticeship era continued long after. As the Bahamas shifted away from its former 
slave economy of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, there was an increase 
in absentee-proprietors, especially on the Family Islands. Share-cropping allowed former 
masters to retain the labor of their former slaves, and in some cases, newly freed Black 
people were able to gain access and increasing autonomy over the lands they farmed. 
Most of these arrangements were made informally, and formal contracts regarding land 
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tenancy and share distribution don't begin to appear until well into the second half of the 
nineteenth century.  
A Space to Build Community: The Beginning of Commonage 
Despite their legal freedom, free Blacks struggled to gain formal rights to 
property, as the apprenticeship system often did not pay wages, but gave credit toward 
manumission or tenancy. It was also very difficult to purchase Crown Lands in the years 
after emancipation, by design: "The main idea that informed by metropolitan and colonial 
policy on Crown lands was to create a rural proletariat by limiting land ownership" 
(Johnson 1991, 89). Doing so insured that power and capital remained largely in the 
hands of moderately and very wealthy elite White property owners across all the islands. 
In some of the Family Islands, free Black families and communities took to squatting on 
Crown lands because the market and government had made it nearly impossible to 
purchase land (Johnson 1991, 75).  
Communities started to develop on and around former plantation properties that 
were left by absentee owners before the end of slavery; and many squatters who took to 
Crown land on the Family Islands began to establish communities in place. These 
communities were united along lines of family and fictive kin, and in many cases, by 
their relationship to the land and to their shared experience of enslavement. This 
phenomenon gave way to the creation of commonage, common or generation property 
throughout the Family Islands. In these communities, people turned to subsistence and 
family farming, often taking the names of their former masters.  Commonage was a 
common practice that lasted for over a century beyond emancipation and well into the 
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second half of the twentieth century when internal and foreign investment began 
displacing these communities (Craton and Saunders 1998).  
Craton & Saunders argue that emancipation was a "legal fiction that all persons 
were now equally free," and because of that," no laws were enacted to protect the rights 
of blacks or former slaves," as well as any member of the laboring class who found 
themselves employees (Craton and Saunders 1998, 19). Similarly, although free Blacks 
were supposedly protected under the law and in courts, the electoral system continued to 
favor landed and wealthy White Bahamians. The uneven representation also affected 
seats from the Family Islands, where some districts were overwhelmingly represented by 
the white oligarchy because of population distribution between towns and rural areas and 
open polling that encouraged payment for votes (Craton and Saunders 1998). In Nassau, 
wealthy white merchants were gaining power and capital, and laying the foundation for 
the group of powerful men that would later become known as the Bay Street Boys 
(Saunders 1993). 
The merchant class and credit systems increased significantly in the post-
emancipation years. Immediately following emancipation, most former slave-owners 
found themselves unable to invest in wage-labor, another reason they supported the use 
of free labor under apprenticeship, share-cropping, and tenant farming. Credit was 
especially important for employers and employees as the economy shifted from 
provisioning or cotton plantations, to pineapple and sisal production for international 
export, and to sponging. On pineapple plantations and in sponging, there was a 
significant amount of time between initial investment and return on profits, meaning that 
many people turned to credit to provide for themselves, families while waiting for the 
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first crop to be ready for market or for their sponging expedition to return home. Howard 
Johnson describes the credit and truck systems as "not primarily racial in orientation but 
[as] key elements in a "machine of class slavery" in which merchants dominated both 
whites and blacks" (1996, 115). Even when the growing pineapple industry might have 
made wage labor feasible, "the share system remained the dominant form of labor 
organization" throughout the late nineteenth century (Johnson 1996, 95). Furthermore, 
the credit and truck systems extended so thoroughly through most economic enterprises 
(from agricultural production, salt raking, wrecking, shipbuilding, sponging, etc), that it 
effectively pushed most of the laboring classes out of purely subsistence economies and 
into the capitalist market economy (Johnson 1991).  
The final decades of the nineteenth century and the first of the twentieth century 
were defined by major economic transitions and demographic shifts that saw new arrivals 
in the Bahamas and massive emigration of Bahamians to the United States in particular. 
The development of new nineteenth century economies brought in new laboring classes 
from elsewhere in the Caribbean and East India, as well as a new sponge-fishing and 
merchant class from the Aegean Islands (Johnson 1991). Some of the agricultural 
industries that had skyrocketed in the nineteenth century, like pineapple farming, began 
to taper out at the turn of the twentieth century. In their search for more productive and 
(higher) paying wage labor, many men from the Bahamas sought out new work in the 
United States, especially in Florida and the Keys, where some marine economies had 
already overlapped in the previous century. For many Bahamians accustomed to the 
credit or truck system at home, wage labor in the United States was the first time that 
some were paid in cash (Powles 1888).  In other cases, devastating damage to crops, 
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sponges, or other livelihoods in the Bahamas forced some into the wage-labor of the 
United States out of a basic need for economic survival.  
In the first decade of the twentieth century, immigration was temporary as many 
men traveled to Florida seasonally for work, before returning home with funds and goods 
to support the families they had left behind (Saunders 2016). Many of these migrants 
eventually settled permanently in the United States. In the 1920s, the United States 
passed immigration rules that incidentally barred most Bahamian laborers from 
reentering the country. Many Bahamian would-be migrants then turned to Nassau for 
employment opportunity (Johnson 1996, 159).  
With the decline of many of the Bahamas' major economic industries and the 
depopulation of many of the Family Islands, colonial administrators realized that the 
remittances that had come from overseas Bahamians had contributed significantly to the 
domestic economy (Johnson 1996, 160). In 1917, the Bahamas partnered with a New 
York company that would recruit and place Bahamian laborers in contract work in South 
Carolina, providing legal avenues for Bahamians to find work in the United States. 
New Forms of Foreign Investment 
In the years after WWI,7 tourism, which had subtle beginnings from the late 
nineteenth century, gained a much stronger foothold in the islands (Cleare 2007). 
Domestic and foreign speculators began purchasing and developing private and Crown 
land that had long been unclaimed, at least in title. Colonial administrator encouraged 
tourism development in Nassau, where the economic boom facilitated improvements to 
infrastructure, including increased car traffic, paved roads, some electricity, telephone 
service and regular air and sea traffic (Saunders 1997). The Family Islands, already 
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struggling with various economic losses and depopulation, continued to struggle without 
the same level of economic investment as the capital city and island. More and more 
people moved to Nassau in search of employment; as the urban population increased, so 
did crime rates and the potential for major conflict and riots. Especially as American 
investment in Nassau flourished, the racial segregation and Jim Crow attitudes of the 
United States began further infiltrating Bahamian society, solidifying the color line that 
was already in existence (Saunders 2016).  
The Great Depression of the 1930s hit the Bahamas hard. The islands had already 
suffered immense losses from deadly hurricanes in the 1920s and the staple agricultural 
economies had greatly diminished or completely disappeared. Out Islanders sought work 
in Nassau, but options were scarce, and overcrowding exacerbated the problems that the 
city faced. With few economic alternatives, Bahamians turned to tourism development as 
a route to recovery. The Governor and other bureaucrats worked to develop New 
Providence and appeal to American tourists, some of who had already sought out 
Bahamian markets during Prohibition (Cleare 2007; Saunders 2016, 1997). The tourism 
economy had a beneficial effect on white Bahamians, and boosted the power and wealth 
of Nassau’s Bay Street oligarchy (Saunders 1993). By catering to American tourists with 
their segregationist attitudes and demands, tourism development amplified racial 
segregation and discrimination in Nassau (Jenkins 2000; Saunders 1997, 1993). The 
concentration of tourism development in Nassau worsened the government's neglect of 
the Family Islands.  
Another large wave of migration occurred during the Second World War. Some 
Bahamians enlisted in British, Canadian and U.S. Armed forces (Jenkins 2000). Others 
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sought employment in the domestic economy centered in Nassau, while still others went 
to work in the United States as part of "The Contract." In an agreement between the 
British and U.S. governments, Bahamian workers went to the United States to provide 
agricultural labor in place of American men who had enlisted in the military. Most of 
these contracts were temporary and seasonal, but men (and occasionally women) 
regularly cycled through the system.  The population of Out Island communities shifted 
dramatically because of the economic emigration to Nassau and the United States; many 
women and children remained behind, and in other cases, communities disappeared as 
former residents settled elsewhere (Jenkins 2000; Craton and Saunders 1998, 396–400). 
Emigration from the Family Islands has increased to this day; in 2000, Jenkins reported 
that less than 20% of the Bahamian population lived in the Family Islands, compared to 
73% in 1901 (2000, 212). 
Transforming the Socio-political and economic landscape  
The mid-twentieth century in the Bahamas saw massive social and political 
transformation. Long-lasting racial tensions began to bubble over in the 1940s due to the 
depressed economy, overcrowding in Nassau, racial discrimination, and the influence and 
interference of American investors. In 1942, large-scale riots occurred over three days in 
Nassau as predominantly Black and other non-white laborers pushed for higher pay in 
construction jobs. The Burma Road Uprising, as it would come to be known, would 
eventually lead to the creation of trade unions in the Bahamas, the creation of political 
parties, and election be secret ballot in the Family islands in 1944 (Saunders 2016). 
Economic growth in the post-war years had created more wealth in the Bahamas, 
as well as the creation of more distinct middle-classes that fell between the wealthiest and 
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most influential socio-economic cohort, ie, the Bay Street Boys, and the very poor urban 
and rural Black Bahamians. The first political party, the Progressive Liberal Party 
emerged in 1953, and quickly aligned itself with labour issues, sometimes working 
closely with trade unions; the PLP began winning seats in the House of Assembly in 
1956 (Saunders 1993). In the same year, the Assembly passed an Anti-Discrimination 
Resolution, which "open[ed] up to blacks all public places, such as hotels, restaurants and 
theatres, which formerly had been closed to them" (Albury 1975, 275). The 1954 Hotels 
Encouragement Act signaled a further endorsement and investment in tourism by the 
government (Cleare 2007).8 
Racial and economic tensions again flared over tourism development in the late 
1950s. A general strike in 1958 by the taxi-cab union revealed the impact that tourism 
had on the Bahamian economy: cab drivers protested the arrangement between hotels and 
private bus and taxi companies that would ferry passengers directly from the airports to 
their hotels, bypassing and isolating the cabs operated by the Taxi-Cab Union. The strike 
immediately affected the opening of the airport, tourism traffic, and made an embarrasing 
impression on international audiences. The reforms that followed would improve the 
position of labor unions in the Bahamas and push the Colonial Office to favor more 
reform in the Bahamian Assembly rather than the Bay Street monopoly that had run 
rampant for over a century (Saunders 1993). 
In the following decade, the right to vote was extended to women throughout the 
Bahamas, and the House of Assembly went through a series of reforms addressing the 
electoral system and term limits (Saunders 2016, 1993). A new Constitution was 
negotiated in 1964, and again in 1969 after the PLP swept a majority of seats in the 
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Assembly, signaling that "Black rule was here to stay" (Albury 1975, 280). The new 
Constitution outlined the following changes: 
 "The government was given an overall majority in the Senate, the Premier 
became 'Prime Minister', and the Bahamas was officially designated 'The 
Commonwealth of the Bahama Islands." (Albury 1975, 280)  
Following the trends across Britain's former colonies, the Bahamas became an 
independent nation in 1973. The 1972 election was invariably tied to the prospect of 
independence, and the victory of the PLP demonstrated the people's support of such a 
move (Craton and Saunders 1998, 359) 
An Independent Commonwealth of the Bahamas 
In the years following Independence, the country tried to distance itself from its 
former colonial relationship with the U.K. and resist the socio-political and economic 
influences of the United States. The Bahamas gradually entered the global stage and took 
its place at the table in negotiating and adopting international trade deals and diplomatic 
agreements ranging from NAFTA to the United Nations Commission on the Law of the 
Sea.  
In the 1980s, the Bahamas found itself dealing with serious problems with drug 
trafficking which had been ongoing for at least a decade. The illicit trade in drugs had 
wide-spread and significant impacts on domestic and international socio-political and 
economic relationships, especially with the United States. Following a 1984 Commission 
of Inquiry, "a very large number of Bahamians- if not the entire Bahamian people- stood 
accused of profiting from a clandestine business in a manner that echoed the immoral 
opportunism of piracy, blockade-running, and rum-running days but far outstripped them 
in scale and evil effect" (Craton and Saunders 1998, 375). The United States and 
Bahamian governments first cooperated in an attempt to end the drug-trade in the 
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Bahamas, but the U.S. had greater resources and influence, leaving the Bahamas at the 
mercy of U.S. interference. Conflicts over sovereignty ensued, but by the mid-1990s, 
both countries were successfully collaborating once again, and the once heavy flow of 
drugs began to decrease; instead the two nations continued collaborating on surveillance 
of illegal fishing and immigration (Craton and Saunders 1998, 384). 
Tourism was well established in the Bahamas before Independence in 1973, even 
extending to the Family Islands by the 1950s. The impact of and dependency on tourism 
economies continues today, although global markets and crises have had significant 
effects on the sustainability and success of some tourism industries in the past two 
decades. Reliance on American tourism has made the Bahamian economy especially 
vulnerable to crises from their northwestern neighbors; the terrorist attacks on September 
11, 2001 and the 2008 Great Recession had swift and damaging effects on tourism in 
Nassau and the Family Islands. Tourism has remained the main economic driver in the 
Bahamas in the 21st century, even as global events may shift the flow of foreign tourists. 
In 2016, the Bahamas was ranked fourth amongst Caribbean nations for tourism, 
according to the Caribbean Tourism Quality Index Resonance Report, following the 
Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, and Cuba (The Nassau Guardian 2016).  
 The Micro: Setting the Scene in Eleuthera, Bahamas 
The following section provides a context on the geography and socio-political 
history of South Eleuthera, the main regional space wherein this dissertation research 
took place. Here, I outline the settlement of this rural, agrarian area, describing the 
development of the communities in question, their origins, contemporary economies, and 
culture. Finally, I provide a brief discussion of my research timeline and how it coincided 
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with local events and socio-political developments on the island. Throughout this section, 
I draw on a variety of archival and secondary historical sources, as well as ethnographic 
observation and interview data. Oral histories referenced throughout are my own, 
conducted between 2013-2017. In some cases, this interview and participant observation 
data has been checked against news media, historical texts or legal documents, and has 
been noted as such. In other cases, I take local knowledge of major historical events and 
experiences of life in South Eleuthera at face value because they reflect the personal 
understandings of this place and its history in ways that are rarely reflected in either 
archival documentation, media reporting, or historical analysis.  
This dissertation focuses on the southernmost district of Eleuthera. Eleuthera is 
roughly 120 miles long, and no more than 2 miles wide. The northern part of the island is 
connected to the rest by a very thin natural bridge that has now collapsed; the road and 
bridge that connects the island is commonly called the Glass Window Bridge. At the time 
of the last census taking in 2010, Eleuthera was the fourth most populous island in the 
Bahamas after New Providence, Grand Bahama, and Abaco. The total population of the 
island at that time was 8,202; 2.33% of the total Bahamian population of 351,461 (The 
Department of Statistics 2012). 
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Figure 2. Map of Eleuthera. (Google Satellite) 
Radiocarbon dating of skeletal remains in Lucayan burials in North Eleuthera 
suggest that the island may have been occupied as early as the early 9th century BCE, 
though analysis of shell beads and basket-impressed pottery found with two additional 
individuals provide a later date of 1050-1300BCE (Schaffer et al. 2012, 52). Eleuthera 
was also the first landing spot of the Eleutherian Adventurers, though early English 
settlement was concentrated in northern and central Eleuthera, and on Spanish Wells and 
Harbour Island off the northern coast, until after the Loyalist wave of the 1790s. Today, 
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there are three Parliamentary districts on Eleuthera: North, Central, and Southern. There 
is no absolute delineation of South Eleuthera, but general consensus says that the region 
runs from Tarpum Bay in the northernmost boundary to the southern tip of the island at 
Lighthouse Point. Rock Sound and Tarpum Bay are the largest populated areas, generally 
considered towns, whereas the other villages throughout the region are much smaller in 
scale and referred to as "settlements"; these include (from North to South) Tarpum Bay, 
Rock Sound, Cotton Bay, Green Castle, Deep Creek, Waterford, Wemyss Bight, John 
Millars, Millars, and Bannerman Town.  
In the past, Eleuthera was commonly referred to as the “breadbasket of the 
Bahamas,” due to major agricultural production across the island, dating from the earliest 
English settlement and Loyalist cotton plantation era, to provisioning for the Bahamas 
and international export of tomatoes and pineapples in the nineteenth century. Large- and 
small-scale farming, as well as marine economies like fishing and sponging continued 
into the first half of the twentieth century, but agriculture began to decline as populations 
moved to other islands and the United States in search of employment in the second 
quarter of the century. By the mid twentieth century, tourism had replaced agriculture as 
the economic driver of the island.  
The Millar Family and their Property 
The Millar family settled in the Bahamas at the end of the eighteenth century, 
presumably as part of the wave of Loyalist immigration following the end of the 
American Revolution. The family was originally from Scotland, but likely arrived in the 
Bahamas by way of the American colonies in the 1780s or 90s, bringing with them a 
number of slaves already in their possession. The patriarch of the family, George Millar, 
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established a plantation on Long Island, called "Strawberry Hill Estate." George Millar 
died in 1798, leaving all his property to his "natural children Robert Millar, Archibald 
Millar, Ann Millar, James Millar and George Millar (by Rebecca Darling of said Islands 
deceased)" (Millar 1795) . Records of Millar's death indicate that he had roots in 
Midlothian, Scotland, and in his will, he requested that his children be sent to Scotland 
for an education.  
In 1803, Robert Millar began cultivating cotton on Long Island, at about the same 
time that cotton began to fail across the Bahamas and many planters emigrated or 
abandoned cotton entirely (Millar 1835). Millar also moved "a considerable number of 
Slaves, belonging to the estate of [his] deceased father, George Millar, Esquire, ... to a 
new settlement, near the South east end of Eleuthera, and there placed under an 
Overseer" (1835, 50). The original survey of the property measured out 1,000 acres of 
land, "measured and laid out unto Robert Millar, Ann Millar, [illegible] Millar and 
George Millar" (Department of Archives [DA] 1803). Robert Millar took charge of the 
Eleuthera property in 1806, building a strong cotton plantation that managed to resist 
devastation by the cotton bug and caterpillar that had decimated so many other 
plantations on this and other islands. In an 1835 article in the Journal of the Bahama 
Society for the Diffusion of Knowledge, Millar described the process he implemented on 
his cotton plantation to defend against pest damage: yearly soil fertilization with manure, 
late-season planting, intensive pruning and management, and slash and burn at the end of 
harvest to destroy any potential for insect survival and infestation in dormant months. It 
was by this system that Millar was able to continue producing cotton for decades after 
most of the Bahamian cotton economy had crashed.  
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In the decade prior to the abolition of slavery in the Bahamas, Millar, like all 
other slave holders, had to participate in four slave censuses. In the final census in 1834, 
Millar owned 115 slaves; 93 on Eleuthera, and 22 on Long Island. Ten additional 
individuals were manumitted in July 1934, just prior to the census.  Of the 115 people 
owned by Millar, 48 were under the age of 9 years, and therefore did not work in the 
fields or other plantation labor. (See table 1 and Appendix B for further details.) 
According to Millar’s slave return from 1835, he was due to receive £2,675 in 
compensation for the loss of his formerly enslaved human property (T71-722, 212). 
Table 1. Summary, Return of Robert Millar, Register of Slaves 1834 
 
In the years following emancipation, magistrates visited Millar’s estate on 
Eleuthera and praised what they viewed as an ideal model of apprenticeship, especially 
compared to some former masters who neglected and poorly treated their apprentices.  
Following their 1835 visit to Eleuthera, magistrates called Millar a "highly honourable 
exception" to the other cases they had witnessed during their travels (Craton and 
Saunders 1998, 15; CO23/97, 85). Craton and Saunders summarize the magistrates 
report, saying:  
In June 1836, it was reported that Millar had manumitted fifty-six of his 
apprentices for fixed sums, payable over twelve months, and freed fourteen others 
without payment on the sole stipulation that they, not Millar, be responsible for 
looking after their aged parents. Millar's former apprentices were allowed to keep 
their houses and ground and were provided with enough wage labor to allow the 
industrious to fulfill their obligations and still live comfortably. The magistrates 
thought Millar an extremely humane master, reporting that the only two cases of 
Millar Family Slave Holdings at Emancipation, 1834  
Eleuthera Under 
age 9 
Female Male African Field 
labourer 
Domestic 
servant 
Eleuthera 93 38 49 44 6 49 5 
Long 
Island 
22 10 10 12 2 12 0 
Total 115 48 59 56 8 61 5 
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punishment on the estate were for child neglect. Overall, the only complaints 
recorded on the magistrates' second circuit were the lack of ministers licensed to 
perform marriages and the difficulties experienced in getting crops to market in 
Nassau. (Craton and Saunders 1998, 16) 
 Millar used apprenticeship to establish sharecropping and tenant farming 
arrangements that would last for years. Special Justice Thomas Winder described Millar's 
estate in the years after emancipation:  
"Voluntary agreements were... entered into between Mr Millar and the heads of 
families, to remain on the estate and to work the same upon terms very liberal and 
beneficial to the people, and calculated to promote their industry, portions of land 
being allotted to each family, and every facility afforded them of fulfilling the 
contracts entered into, and comfortably maintain themselves and children." 
(CO23/97, 85) 
In using the sharecropping system, Millar was able to use the labor of his former 
slaves, while the formerly enslaved were given access to land (on which they produced 
foodstuffs for the estate and for themselves). Winder remarked that doing so created in 
the formerly enslaved, tenant farmers "a distinct interest in the produce of their industry 
and in the protection of the property entrusted to them... [and they] appear to be sensible 
of the advantages their own good conduct has obtained for them, and having tasted the 
sweets of their labour, are not likely ... to be soon detached from the Estate" (Winder in 
Johnson 1996, 86). 
 Despite the limitations and known repressions of apprenticeship and 
sharecropping, there was a kernel of truth in Winder’s prediction as many of the 
descendants of the former slaves of Millar's plantation continued to live and work on the 
former plantation acreage. Robert Millar died in 1845 at the age of 58. Robert's sole heir 
was his sister, Ann, who at the time lived in New Providence, to whom he left all his 
material and landed property (Millar 1845). It is unclear if Ann ever spent any time on 
the estate in Millars, and if so, to what extent. Oral histories that  
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I conducted with elder residents of the Millars community in 2015-2016 suggest 
that she did live on the Plantation hill at some point as there is a building that is often 
referred to as Ann Millar's house. Others speak fondly of a Nanny Millar as the last kind 
and benevolent owner of the land. It is unclear how the former plantation estate was used 
between Robert's death in 1845 and Ann's death in 1871, but there are some obvious 
continuities between the names on the 1834 slave census and the names of "old servants 
and former slaves" listed in Ann's last will and testament.  
Ann Millar died on August 10, 1871. Both her will and gravestone describe her as 
"Spinster" and resident of New Providence (Millar 1869). Despite that, her will details a 
very long list of heirs and assigns who would receive a variety of her material 
possessions, land, and monetary inheritance. At least sixteen of these individuals, often 
referred to as her "old servants and former slaves" also appear on the 1834 slave census, 
suggesting that many of them remained either in employment of the Millar family, or 
continued to reside on the former Millar Estates in Eleuthera and Long Island. The case 
of most interest to this research is the inheritance of the former Eleuthera plantation 
property: 
 The tract of land on the island of Eleuthera known as “Millar’s 
Settlement” containing about one thousand acres, a part of which, however, I have 
already disposed of, I give and devise the residue thereof to my old servants and 
former slaves old Scipio, and his wife Phyllis, old Harriet, Tom and his wife 
Grace, and her children, sailor George and his wife, Sarah, and her children, 
Dinah Millar, and her children, to be held and enjoyed by them in common and by 
their descendants forever.  
 The land adjoining “Millars Settlement” aforesaid (excepting two hundred 
and fifty acres thereof) part of a tract originally granted to William A. Bowles, I 
give and devise unto my old servants and former slaves now residing or who may 
be residing at the time of my death, on “Millars Settlement” aforesaid including 
also the last mentioned parties and old Jack, his wife Chloe and her children, and 
Allan Millar, to be held and enjoyed by their in common, and by their descendants 
forever.  (Millar 1869) 
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Many residents of the southernmost settlements (including Bannerman Town, 
Millars, John Millars, Wemyss Bight and Green Castle) of Eleuthera trace their ancestry 
back to Millar's "old servants and former slaves” listed above. 
Community Life in South Eleuthera 
The area remained largely agricultural throughout the late nineteenth century, 
though cotton production likely ceased by the mid-nineteenth century. Instead, residents 
did subsistence farming for their family, and began working on some of the agricultural 
production that would give Eleuthera it's title of "the Breadbasket of the Bahamas." 
Modern-day residents have long histories and personal memory of family farmland 
throughout what now looks like untamed jungle bush to the untrained eye.  
My interviews with residents over the last five years commonly refer to the once 
bustling Bannerman Town, saying that it was once like a city where people would come 
from all over the island for festivals, community gatherings, and a dock that supported 
heavy traffic from exports, laborers and the mailboat. However, Bannerman Town has 
been depopulated and abandoned for nearly a century; few people have any living 
memory of the community beyond the stories they were told by family about its former 
prominence in South Eleuthera.  
Similarly, another settlement by the name of Hartford, to the north of John 
Millars, had completely emptied out by the middle of the twentieth century. One woman, 
age 84, who splits her time between Eleuthera and Nassau told me that she was the last 
child born in Hartford, but the population had already diminished almost entirely by the 
time she was a small child. Still, people have varying knowledge about the settlement that 
was once a strong community; the "old road" that connected John Millars to Wemyss 
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Bight once ran directly through Hartford, but it has since overgrown completely and I 
was met with surprise and humor when I suggested that I would like to see it during 
fieldwork. Most likely, both settlements fell victim to the waves of migration that 
depopulated so much of the Family Islands in the 1910s, and again in the 1940s. Those 
who emigrated to Nassau or the United States never returned, and those who remained 
gradually found their ways into more economically productive and livable communities.  
Tourism Takes Hold in Eleuthera 
The entirety of Eleuthera remained a relatively productive agricultural island 
through the mid-twentieth century; The Hatchet Bay Company in North Eleuthera 
produced a variety of agricultural goods, poultry, and dairy, while Central Eleuthera 
dominated pineapple production and international export of the fruit for decades. South 
Eleuthera, on the other hand, was a major tomato producing region and several 
packinghouses throughout the southern settlements served the small and larger farms that 
concentrated on tomato farming. In 1939, American investor Arthur Vining Davis 
acquired 5,000 acres north of Rock Sound, where he developed Three Bays Farms which 
concentrated on tomato production and canning (Delancy 2015). The investment brought 
employment to a large portion of South Eleuthera and helped modernize the Rock Sound 
area with electricity, improved roads, running water and telephone lines (Saunders 2016, 
212). Most people in their 50s and above have memories of tomato farming and packing 
in South Eleuthera, while others reminisce about family farms and tomato fields that now 
sit under abandoned resorts that would follow after the agricultural boom.  
By the mid-1950s, Davis had developed the Rock Sound Club, which offered 
resort living and second-homes for ex-pats (Cleare 2007). He soon sold some of his land 
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to Juan Trippe, the founder of Pan American Airways. By the end of the 1950s, Trippe 
had developed the Cotton Bay Club, a resort and private homes just north of Wemyss 
Bight. Trippe expanded the small Rock Sound airport to enable daily flights from New 
York to Eleuthera (Smith 2013). It was a major investment and economic boom for the 
island, enabling even more investment and development in the south.  
Many local residents from Wemyss Bight worked at the Club in domestic and 
other tourism services, and the settlement experiences an economic boost that established 
new businesses for visiting tourists who wanted an evening outside of the Club. A large 
portion of my interview participants told me of their past work experience at the Cotton 
Bay Club, either working in the houses regularly or hired for special events; others 
remember their parents or family members heading off to work there daily. One woman 
proudly told me of the time she worked a special event at one of the houses where she 
met the Bush family, "the boys were still young in those days," she says about former 
president George W. Bush and Governor Jeb Bush. Many participants tell me of the 
opportunities they had to travel the world while working for families at Cotton Bay, as 
most of them were American, Canadian, or British, and spent most of the year away from 
Eleuthera.  
The Deep South Struggles 
Trippe also began developing the Cape Eleuthera Resort in the 1970s. The grand 
plans for the resort encouraged improvements to the nearby settlements in South 
Eleuthera, especially Deep Creek. However, the development never took off as hoped, 
and was bankrupt a few years later. After Trippe's death in 1981, Cape Eleuthera passed 
to a new developer who never fully invested in it, and it was finally closed in 1983 
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(Smith 2013). This marked the start of another major economic downturn on Eleuthera, 
as the developments that had brought modern life and tourist dollars to the island began 
to close their doors up and down the island.  
The southernmost settlements, Millars and John Millars, had not done well during 
the three decades of economic growth in South Eleuthera. The Cotton Bay development 
employed many people from the Wemyss Bight, Waterford and Green Castle settlements, 
and the company provided transportation to and from the work site. Some of the elders in 
Millars explained to me that the company refused to do the same for workers who lived 
any further south; it was simply too far away to be worth it. The settlements are roughly 
nine miles away the Cotton Bay Club, and there has never been public transportation on 
the island. The Cotton Bay Club closed in the mid-1990s, shuttering its doors to most 
visitors and local employees and nearby businesses. A few homes remained opened and 
some of these second-home owners still employ local housekeepers and grounds staff 
today, although even that is changing as the homeowners sell their properties and reduce 
staff. These changes are hard felt and openly discussed amongst neighbors when it occurs 
to this day. During fieldwork, I recall several conversations and interviews breaking into 
tangents when a participant learned a house was closing and would ask after whatever 
neighbor was known to work there.  
One small economic opportunity took root in the 1990s, when another American 
company, Landquest International,9 acquired land in Bannerman Town to build a cruise 
port (Smith 2013). According to local interview participants, the government leased the 
land to the company for an insignificant amount of money, and with no consultation with 
locals. Residents of Millars were at first hopeful for the prospect of economic 
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development in their settlement, as the company assured them that the tourism economy 
would reach beyond the facility's gates and that they would employ locals. Neither came 
to fruition. 
A new resort was built at Cape Eleuthera in the early 2000s, this time under the 
ownership of Landquest International. Development at the Cape is still underway, and 
new cottages were just opened there in the summer of 2017. A Bahamian businessman 
and real estate developer by the name of Franklyn Wilson began acquiring land 
throughout South Eleuthera (including Trippe's former properties) in the late 1980s. In 
the 1990s, he sold part of the Cotton Bay land to a Colombian billionaire, Luis Carlos 
Sarmiento, who uses the property as a "private hideaway" and has failed to invest in any 
development on the property (Smith 2013). Wilson also began work on a new Cotton Bay 
Club, sometimes called Sea Shells, but the project has been at a complete standstill for 
almost a decade.  
Beginning in the mid-1990s, locals began challenging Wilson in court, claiming 
that his purchase of South Eleutheran land violated their rights to the generation property 
they had claimed since the mid-nineteenth century. The Wemyss Bight Association filed 
a suit against Wilson's Eleuthera Properties, Ltd in the 1990s, arguing that Wilson did not 
have title to the land (that the original parcel of land that Davis acquired in the 1930s was 
a 99-year lease) and therefore he could not sell it or develop it. The suit remains 
unsettled, although one collaborator often suggested to me that Wilson was waiting to see 
how other legal cases might settle out before coming back to the original Wemyss Bight 
suit.  
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In 2010, Eleuthera Properties, Ltd attempted to gain title to over 2,000 acres of 
land between Wemyss Bight and Millars, including a portion of the former Millar 
Plantation Estate, using the Quieting Titles Act of 1959.10 Soon after, the Bannerman 
Town, Millars and John Millars Eleuthera Association and several additional parties 
countered that 1) Wilson's claim to the land did not start with a rightful title, 2) they were 
the rightful owners of the property as they had received it as inheritance from the last 
owner of the acreage, Ann Millar, and 3) the community has long resided on and 
occupied the land in question, and therefore had possession of title (CACB 2016; Hartnell 
2014). The Supreme Court has twice ruled against the descendant community, 
represented by the Association, first in 2014 and again in 2016. I first visited Millars in 
August 2013, several weeks after the first Supreme Court proceedings. The case was on 
most people's minds; it was difficult to escape, and rightfully so, because it revealed how 
intrinsically the land, memory, and identity are related in this place.  
Developing a Community Based Heritage Project in South Eleuthera 
The debates around this legal suit were both the foundation and the backdrop for 
the entirety of my dissertation research. Each time I returned to the field, I used an 
ethnographic lens to understand how new social, political, and economic development 
reflected on what many participants felt is today's most pressing question: What will 
happen if this land is taken away from the communities who have developed on and 
around this place and amidst this local history? My research was inevitably shaped and 
transformed by my ethnographic investment in the site and with the communities of 
South Eleuthera. Living in this space meant that I was surrounded at all times by the 
precarity of a rural livelihood; my conversations and those of my neighbors were 
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dominated by talk of land, money, and work. The airways in the car and newspapers that 
say at the from on the local market featured worried voices and angry headlines on the 
state of Bahamian politics and economics. I have tried to capture some of the contextual 
atmosphere in the following section to illustrate the ways that my research unfolded and 
how that shaped the development of my final research questions and conclusions.  
In 2015, I returned to the field just two weeks after the Bannerman Town 
Association had made its appeal case in front of the Supreme Court in Nassau. Many of 
my key contacts were on edge and fired up over the newly reenergized attacks on their 
claim to the land. In the backdrop, the massive new development in Nassau – BahaMar – 
billed as the new Caribbean Riviera, was folding underneath bankruptcy, political 
corruption, poorly executed construction and high unemployment due to delays in 
construction. The failure of Nassau's newest investment in tourism filled the headlines of 
newspapers, social media, and the airwaves that I could sometimes catch on the car radio 
between interviews. The topic loomed in the background on my conversations about 
tourism development in Eleuthera and the potential outcome of the Millars case.  
In 2016, I returned to the field in the middle of a campaign leading up to a 
constitutional referendum on a series of gender equality amendments. So many of my 
fieldnotes revolved around the referendum. Gender equality- and in many cases, rampant 
homophobia- was on many minds. While many people were genuinely concerned that 
these gender equality amendments might pave the way for the legalization of gay 
marriage (or, following the fallout in the U.S. from South Carolina's bathroom bill just a 
few months prior, support for trans-rights), others were wary of the Nassau-based 
government making any broad statements regarding the lives of all Bahamians. Family 
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Islanders, who generally feel neglected by the government on good days, were especially 
suspicious of this referendum and used their voting powers to reject the gender equality 
amendments and send a strong rebuke to the ruling PLP Parliament, who they felt had 
overstepped its role in governing the people and introduced immense corruption into the 
Bahamas. Nowhere was this more present in the minds of South Eleutherans as in the 
Supreme Court's questionable ruling against the land rights of the Millars community 
over the previous 3 years.  
Finally, I returned to the field in May and June of 2017 for the final stage of my 
dissertation research. Less than one month had passed since the PLP was swept out of 
Parliament on a wave of resentment towards government corruption, complacency, and 
neglect of major portions of the population. Many individuals were still trying to come to 
terms with the effect of the election, from shifting employment, infrastructural promises 
and the hope for new benefits for those who had not been favored by the PLP's priorities. 
The Bahamian election also provided an interesting point of comparison for those who 
frequently asked me about how the U.S. was faring after the 2016 election. Within my 
first week in the field, Donald Trump had withdrawn the U.S. from the Paris Climate 
Accord. It was not hard to notice the cruel irony on an island that is not-so-slowly 
eroding into the sea, and where individuals struggled to farm in the unusually hot and dry 
summer. I was also present for the opening of a new cruising season in South Eleuthera. 
Princess Cruises had previously owned and operated its own private complex in South 
Eleuthera, but Carnival had taken over management of the port of call, shifting a hub of 
economic activity to this isolated corner of the island- which had many locals excitedly 
waiting for increased traffic and new increases to income.  
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Tourism: The Double-Edged Sword 
During a 2015 interview with a resident of Millars Settlement, I asked what he 
thought of potential tourism development projects on the island. He responded, “We 
always need a form of foreign investment … If you are in foreign investment, if you want 
to do a hotel, I can do something else in the area of the hotel that piggybacks off of your 
hotel. That's a form of foreign investment coming in. Tourism is our main industry.” 
With tourism accounting for 50% of the Bahamas GDP (Central Intelligence Agency 
2019), and a majority of the biggest hotel and resorts in the islands under foreign 
ownership, it’s clear that outside foreign investment is still critical to life in the Bahamas 
today. It affects the national economy as much as it does the woman plaiting straw and 
sewing raffia Frozen characters onto bags on her front porch. The dependence on foreign 
economies and on economic investment from outside the Family Islands is key to 
understanding daily life in the islands as well as some of the most contentious issues 
around development and land management. In the case of tourism, foreign investment is 
not by any means an evil thing but is instead often a double-edged sword. Many people 
see foreign investment in the Bahamas as a saving grace for some of the more 
economically depressed islands but acknowledge that allowing and encouraging tourism 
development means giving up land and traditions that have literally sustained many small 
communities for generations. This conflict sits at the heart of much of this dissertation as 
I document how individuals and collective groups relate to land that they are at risk of 
losing for the sake of development.  
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CHAPTER 3 
DEVELOPING A COMMUNITY-BASED METHODOLOGY 
 To do archaeology today means to engage with diverse community members and 
groups at all points of the project. The ethic of doing community-based archaeology has 
become more widely accepted in the discipline, but for me, it never really felt like a 
choice- the collaborative nature of the project was non-negotiable. As is the case in most 
collaborative research projects, however, the form of engagement changed multiple 
times. At the start of the project, my conceptualization of community archaeology in and 
around Millars meant working with local residents to identify sites of interest for future 
archaeological excavation. But early visits to the site took a different approach, and I 
learned through informal conversations with South Eleutherans that a different 
framework, and perhaps a different research agenda entirely, was going to be necessary 
to make this a meaningful and truly community-based project. 
Building a Methodology 
 In chapter one, I outlined the theoretical framework of the dissertation, drawing 
on Black Feminist Theory, Memory Studies, and Caribbean Cultural Theory in particular. 
Combined, these theoretical frameworks helped shape this project, producing a rich and 
nuanced analysis of community memory and landscape in the Bahamas. These theories 
are also well suited to each other because they attend to both the individual and the 
group, and help expose the intricate relationships between actors, memory, and materials.  
 In building the methodology for the dissertation, I was drawn again and again to 
Black Feminist archaeology (Battle-Baptiste 2011) and community-based, participatory 
research (Atalay 2012). Neither approach has a set methodology on its own, but rather 
offer guidelines and goals for using the theories and frameworks of black feminist 
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epistemology and community collaboration. Black Feminist archaeology connects the 
study of the past with the contemporary as a way of understanding how inequalities and 
oppressions have taken root and continue to impact the lives of real people. As a 
methodological framework, it also emphasizes recovering and amplifying the voices of 
black women in the past and present. To accomplish these tasks, archaeologists must 
deeply engage and collaborate with contemporary communities to develop research 
questions and methodologies that will address the issues that are most pressing and 
relevant to those whose past and present we study (Battle-Baptiste 2011, 70–71).  
 Black Feminist archaeology offers a powerful critique of archaeology as a 
discipline, as well, stepping away from strict material analysis in order to bring together 
diverse strands of evidence and theorization that come directly from the communities we 
work with in the present. Herein lies what I see as a patchwork quilt where Black 
Feminist archaeology, memory studies, and community-based, participatory research 
(CBPR) intersect. Atalay (2012, 27) calls this “braiding knowledge,” in which diverse 
voices and datasets overlap and intersect to create a fuller, richer, and more diverse 
account of a site, a history, a people. Archaeology is just one strand of knowledge that 
can be used to construct this narrative.  
 In the case of this research, many community members in Eleuthera turned to me 
as the archaeologist and holder of expert knowledge that might be able to help uncover 
the history of their land and their community. I found this position uncomfortable at 
times, worrying that by accepting the position of expert, I was also re-centering the 
project around scientific authority and dismissing the voices of my participants. But in 
revisiting Battle-Baptiste’s conceptualization of Black Feminist Archaeology, and 
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Atalay’s CBPR, I see that using the archaeological toolbox and archaeological knowledge 
is not necessarily a negative in the scheme of collaborative research, but a valuable 
additive to the research process. Battle-Baptiste reminds us that Black Feminist 
Archaeology uses “the tools in [our] discipline to shape and enhance the stories of people 
of African descent in the past, present, and future” (Battle-Baptiste 2011, 66). It is an 
additive strand that makes up that braided knowledge. And in the case where community 
members want input from that source of “expert knowledge”, to refuse that position is 
antithetical to the collaborative potential of these research frameworks.  
With, By, and For: Community-Based, Participatory Research 
 There are many ways of doing community-oriented archaeology, with variations 
in levels of engagement, goals and motivations, and commitment. Public archaeology 
gained traction in the discipline in the 1990s, thanks in large part to attention in North 
America to the establishment of NAGPRA and the excavation of Manhattan's African 
Burial Ground. Tim Schadla-Hall broadly defined public archaeology as "concerned with 
any area of archaeological activity that interacted or had the potential to interact with the 
public – the vast majority of whom, for a variety of reasons, know little about 
archaeology as an academic subject" (1999, 147). Early conceptualizations of public 
archaeology centered on CRM, which was inherently "public" because it relied on public 
funds, support from lawmakers and developers, and focused on managing cultural 
resources for the public (Merriman 2004). Unsatisfied with superficial outreach and last 
minute “pizza party” engagement, archaeologists began expanding the reach of 
community collaboration, forging deeper partnerships with communities around and in 
our research sites, thus giving rise to new variants in community engaged archaeology.  
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 Chip Colwell-Chanthaphonh and T.J. Ferguson frame the variations in 
community engaged methodologies in archaeology as a “collaborative continuum,” 
where one end might include one-sided outreach in which archaeologists share their 
expert knowledge with community members, and the other end representing mutually 
beneficial cooperation in which researchers and communities work together to 
accomplish shared goals (Colwell-Chanthaphonh and Ferguson 2008, 10–11).  Sonya 
Atalay offers a useful distinction between different levels of collaboration between 
archaeologists and communities based on the level of participation by the public or local 
community and the level of community power in decision making within any kind of 
collaboration (2012, 48). In my research in Eleuthera, I used a model based on the 
community-based, participatory research framework proposed by Atalay (2012), keeping 
the motto “research with, by, and for” local, descendant, and indigenous communities at 
the center of the work.  
 Every project in every place is different and offers unique obstacles, community 
goals and desires, and logistics, CBPR allows a range of flexibility that was ideal for this 
research. First and foremost, however, this framework ensures that the research is not 
done just for the sake of academic research, but with consent from, and consultation and 
collaboration from the community throughout the project. This allows the project to take 
shape around the needs and demands of the community (which in itself can consist of 
multiple groups with varied goals and needs).  
The CBPR framework can allow researchers and community members to 
collaboratively construct the project’s framework, from research questions and goals, to 
logistics, to methods, analysis and dissemination. It is important to note, however, that 
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the level of engagement and collaboration at each point can vary. In the case of this 
project, the research arc developed out of several years of collaboration and consultation 
with individuals and partner organizations in South Eleuthera. For five years, I returned 
to Eleuthera to get a better sense of the island’s geography, the landscape, the people, the 
history. At first, the focus remained on research questions that would have led directly to 
archaeological excavation on the Millars hill. In an ideal world, I would have hosted 
community meetings at the start of research development to work through what I 
imagined to be a truly collaborative research agenda. As with all research, however, 
travel logistics, calendar conflicts, research funding, and a myriad of other obstacles 
meant that I adopted a more flexible approach, while still adhering to the principle of 
“with, by, and for.” Slowly, through continuous visits to Eleuthera that relied on 
ethnographic embeddedness and through direct and indirect collaboration and 
consultation with partners, I stitched together a project built around the questions, the 
needs, and the goals of local people which were expressed in daily conversation, over 
shared beers and conch fritters, in parks under the burning sun, or while driving a 
neighbor to the market.  
The collaborative process involved in this work, and in CBPR more broadly 
intersects perfectly with a Black Feminist framework. Black Feminist epistemology 
emphasizes the lived experiences of individuals and de-centers the authority of the 
researcher to equally value the voices of collaborators in the co-creation of knowledge. 
That means that terms like “research subjects” or “informants” are not fully 
representative of research roles. Instead, I use participant, partner, collaborator to 
indicate that the work here is as much as product of the efforts of those who opened up 
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their lives, their homes, and their stories to me. Through casual conversation and formal 
interviews, to participant observation, meetings, and special events, this project took 
shape as a result of the privileging the lived experiences, the personal memories, and the 
words of people who have lived their daily lives in South Eleuthera.  
A key to the success of this framework meant designing a project with intentional 
flexibility; being open to and quickly adapting to unforeseen changes or developments in 
the course of the research. Doing so allowed collaboration and co-creation of knowledge 
throughout the project and acknowledged that life (for myself and my participants) rarely 
goes according to plan. This perspective also draws on the principles of grounded theory, 
in which continuous engagement with the data and the site can lead to further 
development of the research questions, the methods, and the ways in which the data is 
preserved and disseminated for broader and future audiences. 
The nature of community-based research in this context which is so deeply 
wrapped up in politics, legal rights and issues of recognition meant that the explicit goals 
of my participants were at times more overtly political and applied than my 
anthropological and academic oriented questions. Although at times I found this 
divergence frustrating, uncomfortable, or even scary, I also knew that discarding or 
devaluing those different goals were antithetical to the process of the research project. 
And so, I came to rationalize the tension between these goals as the difference and the 
distance between the academic side of the project and the applied, political side of the 
project. As I shifted from research and data collection to writing, I worked 
simultaneously on drafting the dissertation and a community report that I would share 
with community partners and research participants in Eleuthera. These aspects were not 
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mutually exclusive, but constitutive of the community based, participatory framework of 
the project. By exercising my research expertise, I was able to add to the collection of 
information that the local community already had about the history of this land. By 
listening to and learning from the local community as they invited me into their lives and 
into their story, I was able to see the mechanics of community memory at play. In many 
ways, some community partners and participants were looking for somebody to help 
untangle the memory knot around the land and the associated legal suit. Thus, I got a 
close up and intimate view of the tangled lines that had wound themselves around the 
issue. This will be discussed further in chapter four. 
Understanding the Data 
Identifying the Data 
 Over the course of the dissertation research process, I assembled a large and 
diverse dataset from archives, archaeological survey, and ethnographic interviews and 
participant observation. At times, the management and analysis of the data became 
difficult because the format and amount varied drastically depending on the method of 
data collection. A brief summary of the data used throughout the dissertation follows, 
before a thorough discussion of the methodologies I used to collect said data.  
Archival Data 
 Archival data includes original records and documentation stored in the National 
Archives of the Bahamas (located in Nassau), and the National Archives of the United 
Kingdom (located in London). Some examples of this archival data include vital records, 
Last Will and Testament, land grants and land survey records, maps, accounts and letters 
kept by the Colonial Office, census records, accounts and legers, and newspaper 
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clippings. Most of this type of data has been used to create a detailed historical timeline 
of the research site and can therefore be found in chapter 2 of the dissertation.  
Ethnographic Data 
 The ethnographic data in this dissertation comes from interviews, oral histories, 
participant observation, informational meetings, and focus groups. It takes the form of 
transcripts of recorded interviews, field notes and memos that I wrote after attending 
events, conducting interviews, and observing public spaces, as well as photos, either 
taken by me or given to me by participants, of events, public spaces, houses, people, and 
miscellaneous objects that may have appeared in my fieldnotes. The ethnographic data is 
present throughout the dissertation, but especially informed chapters four and six.  
Archaeological Data 
 Archaeological data came from pedestrian survey, site mapping, and photo 
documentation of features on the landscape. I did not excavate during the course of the 
research, nor did I collect surface finds. Archaeological data referenced in the dissertation 
include photos (traditional and 360° panoramas) of sites, standing structures, and surface 
finds, GPS data collected during walking interviews, windshield and pedestrian surveys, 
and fieldnotes specific to landscape features, standing structures, and surface finds. The 
archaeological data greatly informed chapter five of the dissertation.  
Methods of Data Collection  
 The methodological framework for this dissertation necessitated a huge degree of 
flexibility to allow for changes as new participants joined the project and as new 
information came to light through data collection and analysis. Additionally, thanks to 
dissertation fieldwork funding through the Wenner-Gren Foundation, I was able to extend 
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the length of my fieldwork during the last two years of data collection. With more time in 
the field I could incorporate more community feedback in the development of new 
methods and follow up on insights from earlier interviews, site visits, or data analysis at 
home. I incorporated more diverse ethnographic methods into my data collection and was 
able to share my findings as I went, getting new feedback, suggestions, and confirmation 
of things that did or did not work.  
Acknowledging the Hardships of Research 
As a trained archaeologist embarking on a largely ethnographic project, I faced a 
steep learning curve as I figured out what it meant to collect and engage with 
ethnographic data. In many ways, this was a deeply personal journey that forced me to 
confront personal and professional fears and weaknesses that I had not previously 
associated with my academic path. Most of my previous fieldwork was team-based and 
on very different terms as an archaeologist doing manual, and physically exhausting 
labor. I quickly realized that being a ‘lone ethnographer’ was drastically different and 
terribly uncomfortable in unexpected ways. The isolation grew significantly as I worked 
alone on interviews, participant observation, met with people individually, and embarked 
on analysis of my data alone. The familiar physical exhaustion of archaeological 
fieldwork was replaced with a growing emotional and mental fatigue that eventually 
affected my ability to collect data, foster research relationships and do the hard work of 
revisiting and sitting in the depths of data analysis.  
 I bring this up because it is important to understanding the methodological 
choices made throughout the course of the research and because these feelings – the 
painful and raw, the hopeful and excited- made their way into every corner of this work. 
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It affected how I conducted myself in the field and the reasons that I came to rely so 
heavily on some relationships. In many cases, the older women who took me into their 
homes to tell me about their lives had no idea that their company and kind offers of a cold 
soda or hand towel to wipe away the humid air and sweat were lifelines to me in a time 
when I desperately wanted a friendly, comforting face. As I returned to these participants 
over and over, they not only became major figures in my research, but dear friends. I am 
indebted to their kindness and attention; I know that this work would have been 
impossible without them. 
Research in Phases 
 As I embarked on the early stages of research, I wanted to make sure that I gained 
a fuller and deeper understanding of life in South Eleuthera before digging into the 
specifics of the Millars land. The research was split into three phases. The first consisted 
of archival research on the history of Eleuthera and the Millars acreage, and preliminary 
semi-formal interviews with community members and research partners to build rapport 
and learn about the general conditions of the land and life in South Eleuthera. Phase two 
was largely ethnographic in nature. Through semi-formal and unstructured interviews, 
oral histories, and participant observation of daily life and unique community events, I 
was able to glean a more comprehensive view of life in contemporary Eleuthera than I 
would have been afforded through archival or archaeological studies alone. It was during 
this stage where I began to see through trial and error, which ethnographic methods were 
most useful in this context, and which themes and patterns continuously showed up in 
people’s words and actions. In phase three, I began to incorporate more archaeological 
methods and frameworks to my work by grounding my data collection methods in the 
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land. I also included several public presentations of my work during this third and final 
stage of research in order to share my findings and open up further discussion on areas of 
future research or inconsistencies in my work.  
Ethnographic methods 
When I began this project, my research questions centered around the Millars 
plantation history because that was what originally brought me to Eleuthera, and that is 
how people understood my presence there. I was the archaeologist working up in Millars. 
I looked for clues in my interviews and daily interactions that would tell me about how 
people thought about the plantation landscape and their relationship to it. I asked 
questions about what local residents had learned about the plantation from their parents. 
Often, my participants might give me a bit of information or offer the common refrain, 
“Things were hard back in those days,” before explaining that anybody who knew 
anything about that topic was dead and gone by now.  
The more that I talked to people, the clearer it became that people did have a 
nuanced and unique understanding of this place and its history, but it wouldn’t be 
accessed through blunt questions about the plantation proper. Other topics increasingly 
took up our interview time, and while not directly related to the plantation, they were no 
less crucial to understanding the way that these communities understood their 
relationship to this place. In my eagerness to carry out my research, I had forgotten so 
much that I had read about doing community-based archaeology. Regular folk don’t 
follow your research timeline and your agenda; you meet participants and collaborators in 
unexpected ways and in surprising places; and little gems of revelation might occur to 
you over seemingly irrelevant conversations (Agbe‐Davies 2010; Battle-Baptiste 2011, 
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73; González-Tennant 2014; Marshall 2002). In reflecting on her engagement with the 
local and descendant community near the Hermitage, Battle-Baptiste (2007) poses the 
question, “How could I understand this plantation without understanding how the land 
operates in the minds of contemporary people” (104). Social flexibility allowed some 
great insight and embracing the ethnographic entanglements helped contextualize the 
research, the space, and your place in it. 
People told me about the lack of jobs in south Eleuthera since the tourism industry 
began building large hotels just out of range of the southern settlements. With no public 
transportation and no way of reaching these new construction or hospitality jobs, people 
began leaving the island in search of other employment. Agricultural production fell, the 
settlements emptied out, and those that remain today must navigate seasonal employment 
in an area where food is expensive, stores are far away, and fewer and fewer people are 
accustomed to raising their own food. Those who do still maintain these small farms and 
garden plots have intimate understandings of the landscape around them, they know 
when to plant and harvest, where to find the fertile soil in otherwise rocky fields. They 
know where their ancestors' 'slave walls' are because they have to climb over them to pick 
the beans that trail across trees and into the bush behind their homes.  
 Generally, the people who are still farming this land or have memory of doing so, 
are over the age of 50. When I spoke with them or walked with them through the fields, 
they shared their worries that younger people have no knowledge of this land or these 
practices- and worse, they don't care. Those comments led to me a younger generation of 
participants, people in their 30s who tell me they caught the tail-end of those 'good old 
days'. They remember stripping cascarilla bark and catching conch with their 
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grandfathers, bathing in the old wide wash basins that never get used anymore and filling 
the streets of the settlement on Guy Fawkes Day as their parents and extended family 
roast green corn and goat beside the creek. And this generation told me that kids today 
have absolutely no memory of these things, and no desire to learn about them because 
they're too busy playing video games or whats-apping. Those young people revealed that 
they have a deep love of their home communities but know that to stay on Eleuthera 
means to limit their educational and professional opportunity.  
Semi-structured and oral history interviews 
Over the course of three years, I interviewed 27 individuals from throughout 
Eleuthera, most of whom were residents of the three southernmost settlements on the 
island; Millars, John Millars, and Wemyss Bight. These interviews were semi-structured, 
following a general guideline of questions focused on each participant’s life experiences 
on the island and beyond, family memories, and several more specific questions about 
contemporary challenges or hopes for the future. Many of these interviews veered away 
from the set of questions I had developed and turned into informal and somewhat casual 
conversations, enabling the discussion to freely flow across topics of interest and value to 
those I spoke with. Most interviews lasted about half an hour.11  
Interviews generally consisted of three areas of focus: personal history; memories 
of this space; the future. I developed a guide of sample interview questions but did not 
always adhere to each and every question, instead letting the tone and the participant’s 
interests take the conversation in different directions when possible. However, these three 
foci were largely consistent across all interviews. The first foci helped to explain some of 
the life history of each participant and allowed a deeper emic understanding of what it is 
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and was like to live in South Eleuthera throughout most of the twentieth and twenty-first 
centuries. The second portion of the interview sought to elucidate information and 
memories specific to this landscape, to understand if and how the landscape operates as 
backdrop to or as a character in history. Finally, the interview would end by focusing on 
hopes for the future, as an attempt to underline the major concerns and values of each 
participant when it comes to either (or both) the land or the living community.  
 Interview participants ranged in age from early thirties to late eighties. During the 
first year of fieldwork, all participants were over the age of 50, which created a very 
specific demographic from which my data came. When I returned to the field in 2016, I 
sought out participants from younger age groups, finding several participants in their 30s, 
in addition to those individuals over 60 that I continued to interview. I was unable to 
interview any individuals under 30, and no minors under 18.  
Youth focus groups  
 The age demographic became a significant issue during data collection because so 
many of the community elders that I spoke with expressed enormous concerns that 
“young people” were slipping away from traditional community networks and cared very 
little about their roots in South Eleuthera. I wanted to hear from those in this age group to 
find out whether their perspectives lined up with the assumptions that older people were 
making about them, or if they had their own unique ways of relating to and understanding 
this place that they call home.  
At the start of my 2016 fieldwork, I was introduced to the librarian at the Wemyss 
Bight community library by another participant. The local librarian (whom I discuss in 
greater detail in chapter 6) was ecstatic about the idea of talking to young people, and she 
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eagerly assisted me in finding potential participants and setting up a time to use the 
library on two separate Saturdays in June 2016. There were two attempts at focus groups. 
The first was very sparsely attended because it was scheduled for the same day as the 
funeral of a well-known and respected community member. Despite attempts to adjust 
the timing of the focus group so that it did not coincide with the funeral, many young 
people who we expected to see were unable to attend. Three young men joined us in the 
hour before they had to race off to a baseball tournament. They ranged in age from 14-18. 
Because of their age, I asked questions about what they might like to do after finishing 
high school; whether they had job or education interests here on or elsewhere in 
Eleuthera; and what challenges they face or have noticed in and around South Eleuthera.  
The second focus group the following week was scheduled for a Saturday 
morning, leaving enough time for another large community event in Deep Creek, two 
settlements north of Wemyss Bight.12 This time four youth between the ages 11 and 14 
came out for the focus group. During the meeting, I asked questions about what each 
person knew of the history of Eleuthera, and of the Bahamas more broadly. I asked 
whether they learned in school about the history of slavery or slave plantations, to which 
they answered no- although sometimes they learned about pirates. Like the older 
participants from the first focus group, I asked this younger group what they might like to 
do after they finish school, and whether that might take them out of Eleuthera. Finally, I 
had the youth participants draw several pictures of (1) something that means a lot to me, 
and (2) "Home."  
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Figure 3. Participant drawing from youth focus group. 
The focus groups – while fun and informative for me, and I hope for the 
participants – did not necessarily help me reach my goal of engaging with and 
incorporating younger voices into the project. At the suggestion of Clara, the librarian, I 
approached the primary school about visiting a classroom and running an in-class focus 
group. Working at the primary school offered a different set of challenges. The school 
principal was interested in my proposal but suspected that such a topic would be better 
suited to high school students than the fourth or fifth graders I had in mind. Still, she 
directed me to the fourth-grade teacher, who introduced me to the class, helped me 
explain what I was doing and pass out parental consent and student (minor) assent forms. 
Only a handful of the students had a signed parent permission slip when I returned the 
following week for a classroom visit/focus group.13 This meant that I would not be able 
to involve the whole class in the focus group or use this visit as a moment of explicit data 
collection. I carried on with my plan of telling the students about myself and my research 
and included all students in the exercise I had developed in which I asked each individual 
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to draw a picture of what “home” looked like to them. Aside from general observations 
and the stories shared by the five students who returned their forms, this classroom visit 
serves mainly as an informal insight into how young people might engage with the 
questions I posed about home, community, and local value.  
Participant observation of community events 
I turned to participant observation to fill in the ethnographic record of life in 
South Eleuthera. This was perhaps the biggest departure from the discipline of 
archaeology, even archaeologies that have turned to collaborative and ethnographic 
methods of interviews, focus groups, and oral histories.(González-Tennant 2018; 
Hamilakis 2011) By living, eating, breathing, and moving through the South Eleuthera 
landscape that I was there to research, I was able to gain a deeper and more realistic 
understanding of life in this place. I felt the same heat and humidity, suffered through 
power outages and intense summer storms that roll across the island, struggled to find 
affordable and nutritious foods at the grocery stores on a weekly basis; I got a sense of 
the inconveniences that come with an irregular water supply and lack of public or easy 
transportation between settlements; I learned how the regular ebbs and flows of work, 
family, church and school affect social interaction and community within the settlements. 
And I also got plenty of sand flea bites, lending me some sympathetic street cred from 
those who shared stories of getting eaten alive by the bugs when they played by the creek 
as children (conveniently directly beside my apartment). 
I lived full-time in the settlement of Wemyss Bight, which is as centrally located 
in the deep south of Eleuthera as you can get. I was approximately twenty kilometers 
(and a twenty-minute drive) south of Rock Sound, the main town and source of groceries, 
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cash, and gas. I was also approximately 11 kilometers (and a 15-minute drive) north of 
Millars and Bannerman Town. Thanks for a research grant that covered the cost of a 
long-term rental car, I moved easily between settlements as was necessary for interviews, 
meetings, and site surveys. But for the most part, my experience living in Wemyss Bight 
settlement crucially affected my view of life in South Eleuthera. Granted, living in 
Wemyss Bight granted me privileges over living in John Millars or Millars because there 
were (albeit limited) options for gas, takeaway, and limited groceries within the 
settlement. But this position also granted me a level of respect from potential participants, 
as most people upon first meeting were surprised to find that I was living in a settlement 
and not commuting from Governor’s Harbor (a 75-kilometer drive from Millars 
Settlement) and the main tourist hub on the island. This position enabled me to relate to 
my research participants and better appreciate the situational perspectives and histories of 
this place.  
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Figure 4. South Eleuthera settlements. North to south: Rock Sound, Wemyss Bight, 
John Millars, Millars. (Google satellite) 
In addition to participating in and observing daily life in the settlement, I also 
carried out participant observation at special events throughout South Eleuthera. 
Throughout the years of research, I attended the Bannerman Town, Millars and John 
Millars Homecoming twice, as well as the Deep Creek Conch Fest twice. I went to a 
fundraising event at Davis Harbour in Wemyss Bight, hosted by the Single Parents 
Foundation of the Bahamas. I visited Princess Cay in June 2017, on the opening day of 
the new cruise season, and opening day under new management by Carnival Cruise Line.  
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Informational interviews  
When possible, I conducted informational interviews with representatives from 
community organization and research partners to gain more detailed insight on ongoing 
issues of the island and throughout the Bahamas. These provided a useful comparison to 
some of my own observations and the accounts of my interview participants and helped 
to show how different groups are working to address or combat some of the issues they 
see as the most significant problems facing Eleutherans today. Some of these 
informational interviews became key to the collaborative element between community 
partners. In the case of the One Eleuthera Foundation, it was through these meetings with 
various staff, program managers, and the CEO that I was able to see behind the scenes, 
and beyond the written materials or news coverage on what the Foundation is prioritizing 
and how they have tailored some of their approaches and programs to better address these 
goals.   
Archaeological methods 
One of the great difficulties of this research was maintaining an archaeological 
perspective in the methodology and analysis, as well as demonstrating to community 
partners that I was, in fact, doing archaeology, even if I was not excavating at the Millars 
Plantation site. In part, this was an internal conflict between what constitutes archaeology 
to me, as well as what community members and collaborators know or expect of 
archaeology. In chapter one, I discussed the nature of Black feminist archaeology as an 
interdisciplinary approach to understanding the past and the contemporary, and which 
uses the tools of archaeology to unearth or uncover the experiences, perspectives, and 
values of African-descended peoples. In this case, the archaeological tools were not 
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simply physical excavation, but an interpretation of the natural and cultural landscapes of 
South Eleuthera, and the ways in which people today engage with the oral and material 
history of this place and these communities.  
 A key goal of the archaeological method was to gain a clear understanding of the 
landscape’s geography and gather data on standing structures throughout the former 
Millars plantation estate. It was difficult to find accurate maps of Eleuthera during 
preliminary research in the archives and through secondary historical sources, a problem 
that is seemingly quite common for Caribbean archaeologists (Farnsworth 
2001;González-Tennant 2014; Leech 2008; Meniketti 2016; Ryzewski and Cherry 2016). 
Contemporary maps of the Bahamas tended to provide a macro view, meaning that 
details on each respective island were difficult to inspect. Archival maps were also 
difficult to procure from the National Archives in Nassau, and other than some rough 
sketches of the plot size and shape of the Millars land when it was originally surveyed in 
1801 and 1803, there was no map available of the 19th century landscape. As my research 
progressed, I was able to find new maps from collaborators and participants, and in 2016, 
finally made a lucky introduction to a local surveyor who lived in Rock Sound and who 
had previously been employed by South Eleuthera Properties. He provided several digital 
copies of maps of South Eleuthera, including one that illustrated “ruins” in the place of 
Bannerman Town, Millars, and Hartford. 
 Without a usable map to rely on, I depended mostly on Google Maps for getting 
around and placing myself in the field. I first attempted to use mobile phone GIS apps to 
locate myself and landscape features when I was out during interviews or site visits, but 
this proved difficult and unreliable for a number of reasons. I purchased a handheld GPS 
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device in 2016, which I was able to use for without any problem during walking 
interviews, site visits, and for tracking my driving (especially useful when following 
track roads that were not necessarily recorded on available maps).  
 If this research had been part of a larger field project with more trained 
archaeologists, funding, and resources, we might have been able to produce a more 
comprehensive map of the area by using a total station, although this would have required 
clearing a significant amount of vegetation before beginning. In a similar case in Nevis, 
Roger Leech (2008) utilized a navigation-grade GPS device to survey an area that was 
too large, and with features too widespread and overgrown with vegetation to make 
traditional mapping technologies productive. In Leech’s study, the mobility of the GPS 
device allowed archaeologists to locate previously unmapped, abandoned plantation 
buildings that indicated how settlement and cultivation patterns on the island changed 
over time.  
Pedestrian landscape survey  
 The primary archaeological tool for coming to understand the landscape was 
through pedestrian survey, which was improved by the addition of a handheld GPS 
device in 2016. I walked the Millars plantation hill many times, either alone or with other 
researchers, or during walking interviews with research participants. In the early stages of 
research (before the purchase of the GPS device), pedestrian survey on the hill helped to 
familiarize the site, the standing structures, and the ecology of the area by look and feel. 
Although many structures were in various states of disrepair, it was clear that the ecology 
is itself a unique character in this landscape. How quickly cleared paths become 
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overgrown with vegetation; grasses shooting up from the group, vines slipping out of the 
trees, and brambles and bushes fill out without people or goats maintaining the area.  
 Tours of the site with research partners and representatives from the Bannerman 
Town, Millars, and John Millars Association helped provide general information on the 
landscape, but also led to the development of certain research questions as people told 
varying stories or interpretations of some of the buildings and open spaces. It was not so 
much the variation in information, but the different weight that some people placed on 
certain areas, certain structures, and historical moments that led me to the question of 
how individuals engage with and understand this historical and cultural landscape around 
them.  
 In some cases, these tours were intended to be walking interviews, in which 
participants would walk through the landscape and describe the place in their own words, 
at their own pace, and according to their own values. This was both informal and very 
open-ended, which sometimes led to hours of audio to transcribe, but within that was 
invaluable data from individuals who could both recall stories of the past and point to and 
index history onto the landscape.   
Digital Archaeology 
Geospatial documentation  
Starting in 2016, I used a handheld GPS tracker in many walking tours and 
pedestrian surveys of the landscape around the southern settlements. The tracker enabled 
me to create a map of the routes I had followed and the sites that people had pointed out 
to me in conversation or on site. I had visited many of these sites in previous research 
periods, but the addition of a GPS device allowed me to locate each place on a physical 
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map. The GPS tracker, a Bad Elf Pro, could transfer the recorded data to the 
corresponding Bad Elf application on my mobile phone or tablet, thus displaying on a 
map any route or physical points that I had logged with the handheld device throughout 
the day. The data could also be exported from the Bad Elf application to other GIS 
applications, including ArcGIS. I made the decision to export the mapping data to Google 
Earth and Google Tourbuilder because these applications were open access and do not 
require in-depth training in GIS software. My goal, as with the entire community-based 
project, was to make sure that this data would be legible and usable by community 
members. It simply did not make sense to place this data in a format or an application 
with which I barely had any experience; I did not want to alienate any participants from 
the data that had shared with me.   
Throughout data collection, I had used digital photography to document the 
spaces I had visited during site tours, walking interviews, and pedestrian survey. In 2017, 
I purchased a Ricoh Theta camera, which produces 360° panoramic photos. The Ricoh 
stores images on the device itself but can also store images on the camera-specific 
application or the cloud. Alternatively, the photos are easily shared with Google Earth 
and Google Streetview.  
In the final phase of research, I began to pair my GPS mapping strategy with the 
ethnographic data I had collected throughout the project. Using a combination of 
traditional photography and 360-degree photos, I created a visual record of the space, 
which I could also pair with the geographic references from my informal mapping. In 
order to make the GPS data and the photos accessible to community members, I began 
uploading samples to Google Earth and Streetview. In addition to being open-access and 
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easy to use without training, these applications are accessible via computer, tablet, or 
smartphone with an internet or data connection. I wanted to make sure that this data 
would be accessible to community members in the easiest and most convenient way. And 
furthermore, I hoped that the accessibility of these platforms might enable more 
participation from locals who could add to the growing archive from their own devices. 
Photo elicitation 
 I had originally intended on incorporating Photovoice into my focus group 
methodology, which would have 1) enabled participants to document meaningful things 
or spaces with cameras or mobile phones, and 2) elicited conversation and feedback on 
participants’ feelings or concerns regarding these spaces and their relationship to the 
larger community (Wang and Burris 1997; Gubrium and Harper 2013). Unfortunately, 
the focus groups were unable to use Photovoice due to time constraints and low 
participation rates. In one focus group, I quickly came up with an exercise that I hoped 
would mimic Photovoice by providing several of my own photos of places around South 
Eleuthera and asking what participants knew or felt about each space. One photo that I 
included was of Big Ban, the largest structure on the former Millars Plantation Hill, and a 
building that some locals commonly refer to as the Slave Barn. When I shared this photo, 
none of the four teenaged participants could identify the structure, nor did they share any 
stories similar to the ones I had heard from older individuals. But one young man 
casually told me that he and his brothers often go crabbing near that building, offering a 
different perspective on how this structure remains a fixture in local life and memory 
today.    
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 As I began to build a sizable collection of 360° panoramic photos, I realized that 
they may be useful in ethnographic interviews as a potential photo elicitation prompt. 
Using an iPad, these panoramas were easily transformed into “virtual reality mode,” 
meaning that interview participants could move around with the tablet to look in every 
direction, as if they stood in the same place where the photo was taken. I revisited several 
older participants whom I had interviewed early on in the research project, this time with 
the tablet containing the virtual reality photos. The first reaction from these two 
participants was utter amazement. As I showed them photos of the top of the Millars hill, 
one of these elders told me that she had not been up there in years, due to health issues 
and the difficulty or traversing the rough terrain. She looked through many of the photos, 
retelling some of the stories she had shared before, but this time with more engagement 
and vivid detail. It clearly meant a great deal to these participants because it enabled them 
to virtually revisit sites that mean so much to them, but it also aided my data collection by 
solidifying the connection between the ethnographic and archaeological data I had 
collected over the years. Insights from this data are discussed in greater detail in chapter 
five. 
 During community meetings at the end of field research, I shared sample maps 
from Google Streetview and received overwhelmingly positive feedback from attendees. 
Some attendees wanted to make sure that I included the photos and sites that they had 
introduced to me in past years. Others were excited at the prospect of sharing these 
stories and photos with potential visitors and tourists to the island. In this way, the data 
also helps serve the local needs of business owners who would hope to appeal to new 
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tourist audiences who otherwise receive very little information about South Eleuthera or 
areas outside of popular cruise or resort destinations.  
Archaeological Ethnography 
My archaeological interpretations of the South Eleutheran landscape were 
informed greatly by the ethnographic methods. At times, this made it difficult for me to 
decide how to classify my research: was it ethnography or was it archaeology? I 
remember describing my research to an acquaintance who had some familiarity with the 
discipline of archaeology, who responded at the end of my explanation, “so it’s like 
ethnoarchaeology?” I shrugged, “Yes and no,” not wanting to adopt a label to my work 
that is generally associated with using contemporary communities to draw analogy to past 
societies and archaeological sites, but also not wanting to offer a lecture on community-
based archaeology in that particular moment.  
Anthropological archaeologists in the last decade especially have begun 
reclaiming anthropology’s signature tool of ethnography to situate excavations, 
contemporary political and heritage issues, reveal multisensorial experiences of spaces, 
and reconnect past and present material relationships to land, (Castañeda and Matthews 
2008; Hamilakis 2011; Hamilakis and Anagnostopoulos 2009a; Mortensen and Hollowell 
2009). As archaeologists have shifted their gaze towards the contemporary, there has 
been some increased debate around the language and the methodology of 
ethnoarchaeology, ethnographic archaeology, and archaeological ethnography (Hamilakis 
2011). Ethnoarchaeology emerged as part of the new archaeology in the mid-twentieth 
century, and traditionally meant the ethnographic study of contemporary societies in 
order to provide analogic inference and “material correlates” to analyze past societies 
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(Hamilakis 2011; Lyons and Casey 2016). This method might have utilized ethnographic 
method and engagement with contemporary communities, especially those near active 
archaeological investigations, but with the primary goal of revealing some kind of insight 
on the past and constructing generalizable models about human-material interactions, 
rather than a reflection on contemporary communities full-stop. 
 Although the connotation of ethnoarchaeology remains tied up in the critiques of 
analogy and the ethical question of reducing contemporary communities to “proxies for 
the people in the past,” Hamilakis considers ethnoarchaeology an important disciplinary 
foundation for archaeological ethnography and an archaeology of the contemporary 
(Hamilakis 2011, 402; Hamilakis and Anagnostopoulos 2009b). A 2016 special issue of 
World Archaeology offered several global case studies of contemporary 
ethnoarchaeology as a way of illustrating the usefulness of the approach within the 
discipline of archaeology today, as well as commentary from critics and supporters of 
ethnoarchaeology (Lane 2016; Lyons and Casey 2016). In his review of the 
ethnoarchaeological case studies, Alfredo Gonzalez-Ruibal (Gonzalez-Ruibal 2016, 688) 
asserts that if scholars use the label of ‘ethnoarchaeology’ to signal their engagement or 
collaboration with local contemporary communities, or the integration of indigenous 
ways of knowing, or a reevaluation of temporality and scientific authority, as many did in 
this special issue, they might as well simply classify their work as archaeology, as this is 
the direction that the discipline has moved in recent years. Though there are still 
archaeologists who stick to strict processual analyses of past societies or who engaged in 
limited ‘outreach’ rather than collaborative research, I agree that those of us who value 
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this kind of work should embrace an image of archaeology that adheres to these kinds of 
progressive, mindful, and decolonial principles. 
Hamilakis and Anagnostopoulos proposed a new approach, termed 
“archaeological ethnography,” which they conceptualize as “a trans-disciplinary or even 
a post-disciplinary and transcultural space for engagement, dialogue and critique, 
centered upon the material traces of various times and involving researchers as well as 
various other participants” (Hamilakis and Anagnostopoulos 2009b, 73). An 
archaeological ethnography helps to accomplish – and potentially engulfs – the methods 
and research practices that might variously fall under the umbrellas of community-based 
research, ethnoarchaeology, ethnography, indigenous archaeology, cultural studies, and 
more. It encourages transdisciplinary collaboration and “continuous creative and 
productive dialogue with people and communities, and with their discursive and practical 
engagement involving matter and time” (Hamilakis 2016b, 3). It is with this philosophy 
of archaeological ethnography in mind that I set up the remaining data analysis chapters 
of the dissertation.  
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Figure 5. Research Framework, Contemporary Archaeology of Land and Memory 
To paraphrase Gonzalez-Ruibal (2016) and Hamilakis (2016b) ethnographically 
informed archaeology simply is archaeology. My dissertation has been shaped 
theoretically and methodologically by the interdisciplinary and decolonial natures of 
Black feminist archaeology and by community-based participatory research. I have 
collected and analyzed data in the space of archaeological ethnography, drawing together 
the diverse strands of knowledge I gained through archival records and site surveys, as 
well as the knowledge I borrowed from participant interviews and oral histories. The 
following three chapters braid – or in the case of the Bahamas – plait a rich and complex 
story of historical and contemporary life in South Eleuthera, illustrating how individuals 
use and relate to the material landscape and how collective groups use memory and social 
relationships to each other and material as a tool for community building and local 
political power. The dissertation brings together ethnographic and archaeological data 
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and methods, embodying the classic disciplinary adage that “archaeology is anthropology 
or it is nothing” (Willey and Phillips 1958, 2). 
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CHAPTER 4 
“THIS IS HOME TO US”: INDIVIDUALS REMEMBER LIFE IN SOUTH 
ELEUTHERA 
 This chapter focuses on individual memory of the South Eleutheran landscape as 
reported through ethnographic interviews. Drawing on Luisa Passerini’s study of oral 
histories as representative tropes of cultural affiliation, I track several distinct patterns 
that reappear in four individual accounts of life past and present in South Eleuthera. 
These patterns, what I refer to as schemas of remembrance, coalesce around building 
community out of economic poverty, creativity and entrepreneurship, and independence, 
and each schema in turn shapes individual relationships to the land. Finally, I return to 
Stern’s concept of the “memory knot” to assess how the legal conflict around the Millars 
Estate has rooted itself in people’s lives, affecting the ways in which they reflect on the 
past and conceptualize their place in the contemporary community. 
Schemas of Remembrance 
"Oral testimonies are used in this work for what they tell us, directly and 
indirectly, about the everyday side of culture. This is taken to include the 
following: the 'mentalities' characteristic of (though not exclusive to) the working 
population; the understanding of the world passed down from generation to 
generation through oral tradition; the conflicts of power that take place on a 
cultural and symbolic plane rather than within a narrow political sphere." 
(Passerini 1987, 1) 
 In her 1987 text, Fascism in Popular Memory: The Cultural Experience of the 
Turin Working Class, Luisa Passerini uses oral histories of 67 working-class individuals 
to examine the experiences and memories of Fascist Italy in the 1920s and 30s. By 
analyzing the words of individuals who lived through this era rather than relying on 
political texts and official state documentation, she reveals the ways in which her subjects 
created self-representations using many stylistic forms and structures of traditional Italian 
folklore and popular culture to resist the socio-political state of Italy at that time. 
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Memories shape and are shaped by shared (and contested) experiences and values over 
generations, and everyday acts take on a symbolic meaning; thus, the construction of 
identity and self-representation become inherently political. Passerini argues the 
significance of self-representation is not necessarily the literal representation but the form 
that it takes and the way it is constructed and used by individuals over and over again. 
Her analysis of narrative form includes consideration of orality, specificity and 
distinction between regional dialects when speaking, and satire, as well as the inclusion 
of mythological and literary archetypes, the blending of chronological time, and the 
depiction of choice in an otherwise repressive historical regime.  
 Passerini’s analysis of self-representation and schemas of remembrance are useful 
to this study of individual memory in Eleuthera precisely because her study relies 
specifically on oral history as a unique access point to understanding individual and 
collective identity and relation. Oral history interviews formed a significant portion of my 
data collection methods during fieldwork because of the ways they allowed me to access 
individual experience and knowledge of life in South Eleuthera. These were also 
crucially informative data collection methods precisely because archival records held 
very little information that might reflect the everyday lives of people who called this 
place home in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
 Diana Taylor, in her introduction to The Archive and the Repertoire, differentiates 
between the archive, most often the product of colonial control, which records and stores 
"supposedly enduring materials (i.e., texts, documents, buildings, bones) and the so-
called ephemeral repertoire of embodied practice/knowledge (i.e., spoken language, 
dance, sports, ritual)" (2003, 19). For Taylor, the act of performance and performances in 
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themselves create a shared repertoire and "function as vital acts of transfer, transmitting 
social knowledge, memory, and a sense of identity through reiterated, or what Richard 
Schechner has called 'twice-behaved behavior'" (2003, 3). The repertoire is full of 
embodied knowledge, and if we include oral histories and life history narratives as part of 
the repertoire, Passerini provides a useful analytic of how schemas of remembrance and 
self-representation indicate historical patterns of shared (or contested) experience that are 
not accessible through archival or material data.  
Five Lives 
 The following analysis comes from interviews and interactions I had with five 
separate individuals over the course of five years, each of whom can trace their family 
lineage to at least one ancestor who was named in Ann Millar's will. Each individual had 
an enormous impact on my research, and at times led me down new and unexpected 
research pathways. Before discussing each case, I feel it’s important to provide a portrait 
of each person and how they entered into my research project. After our initial meetings, 
I met and spent time with each individual on several occasions over the succeeding years, 
and I am truly grateful to the friendship and support in my research that I received from 
these people. The following profiles will introduce each person in the chronological order 
in which I met them during the course of my research, along with some key insights they 
offered that ultimately shaped my interpretation of the South Eleutheran cultural 
landscape. At the end of the individual profiles, I will highlight how these individuals and 
the stories they shared with me help illuminate some common schemas of remembrance 
and identification in this particular geographic and cultural space.  
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George Bullard 
 I first met George Bullard in 2013, during my first visit to the Millars Plantation 
hill with Dr. Whitney Battle-Baptiste and another graduate student, Honora Sullivan-
Chin. Whitney had visited the site during a previous visit to Eleuthera and had some 
familiarity with the area, so she led Honora and I up Millars Hill alone to survey the site 
and take photos of the standing structures- at least what we could see through the 
overgrown bush. We had been there for maybe twenty minutes when George showed up, 
driving his green jeep past where we had left our car on the track road, and straight up the 
hill to meet us. Whitney had met George on her first stay on Eleuthera, so the two of 
them already had a friendly rapport. I remember George’s amusement at our wandering 
through the overgrown plantation hill – how could we see anything? Two days later, we 
returned to the hill with George to see paths cleared, tall stone walls reaching to the sky, 
and a small crew of men clearing the rest with machetes. George gets things done. He's 
an ideas man, but he's just as good at the execution and he knows it; never waiting to 
begin or finish a project when he knows it should or could be done.  
 Born on Eleuthera in 1963, but raised partially in Nassau, George is one of a large 
cohort that has spent much of his life away from his home island. He lived in Millars for 
the first 6 years of life but moved with his mother to Nassau at the age of six, after his 
father died. He spent his childhood summers with adult siblings who had their own 
growing families in South Eleuthera, and often reflects back on the days of his youth 
running between family homes, the beach, and a landscape that generally looks 
drastically different from the one he inhabits today. It is easy to see how the young boy 
was shaped by this place and its people. In conversation, he talks earnestly about his 
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home community, and his eyes widen and shine with excitement as he travels back in 
time to the days when he explored the hills, caves and beach of Bannerman Town and 
Millars.  
 After finishing school, George joined the police force for 11 years, and through 
this work in a specialized unit, traveled throughout the Caribbean and Southern Florida. 
But throughout that time, it was his fond memories of Eleuthera that finally encouraged 
him to come home. "I could have continued," he says, "but I just didn't want to anymore." 
He left the police force and moved to Eleuthera, building a house beside his brother's on 
the main street of Millars Settlement. As he settled back into life in South Eleuthera, he 
found himself revisiting the places and sites that filled his childhood memories. Granted, 
much had changed, including the arrival of modern amenities and materials that made life 
more comfortable- from window screens to refrigeration.  
 Since returning to live on Eleuthera full-time, George has become a well-
respected and loved member of the community. He currently serves as treasurer for the 
Association and was elected as chairman of the Homecoming committee in 2011. He is 
also the President of the Princess Cay Vendors Association. George is also an 
entrepreneur. He runs a craft and media store in Rock Sound, where he sells crafts, and 
other tourist-oriented items, as well as DVDs and CDs for general audiences. He also 
operates a small bar out of his home. Many of his neighbors will stop by for a drink and 
conversation at one of the three tall stools by the bar or grab a quick soda from the 
stocked refrigerator before going about their business. A pool table, and fitness 
equipment stand beneath a sheltered veranda in the driveway, on which also sits a 
basketball hoop, and George explains anyone who wants to stop and play a round is 
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welcome, so long as they pay a small amount for the visit. As businessman and 
community leader, he is well known throughout South Eleuthera as a caring neighbor and 
efficient worker, and his name proved useful many times as I built rapport with 
participants across the region. He introduced me to many additional participants and 
contacts throughout the course of my fieldwork. 
 George's entrepreneurial investments are for locals and tourists alike. Millars is 
the last inhabited settlement before Lighthouse Point at the southernmost end of the 
island. It is (at minimum) a rough and rocky 30-minute drive south of Millars, and for 
those unacquainted with the road, a terrifying experiment in off-road driving. But once 
you arrive, you are greeted by what locals, the Ministry of Tourism, and tourist websites 
like TripAdvisor bill "the most beautiful beach in the Bahamas." That title is perhaps 
preserved thanks to its remoteness and lack of any kind of infrastructural investment and 
tourism development. On the south side, a rocky cove gives way to the crystal blue and 
calm waters of the Sound of Exuma, and on the north, windswept pink cliffs overlook 
soft pink sand, crooked casuarina pines, and the darker blue waters of the Atlantic. Atop 
the cliffs sit an old lighthouse building, rough 4X4 meter white stucco and green painted 
building falling into beautiful disrepair. To the unfamiliar eye, it might look like 
unspoiled beauty and land that hasn't been touched in decades. With a little more 
attention, you might notice the dark pilings of an old dock reaching out into the Sound, or 
the solar-powered light that still flashes from the lighthouse, likely serving as a beacon to 
the Haitian sloops that sometimes land on the beach at nightfall.  
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 The remoteness of Lighthouse Point makes it a wonderland for adventure seeking, 
or relaxing tourists. The lack of development can also make it difficult for first-time 
visitors to best prepare for a day at the beach, and many tourists who have never before 
made it that way find themselves unprepared in terms of libations and snacks. When 
George first moved back, he built a small shelter beneath the pines between the cliffs and 
the beach: 
I love it out there. I used to go out there and spend the day. When I first, like I 
said, I first moved back, I went out there one time, and after I saw how it was set 
up I took my saw, I took my compass, I took a hammer and some nails, and I built 
Figure 6. Lighthouse Point. Clockwise from top left: Southern beach cove; View of 
north-facing Lighthouse Beach from cliffs at the Point; Lighthouse building with 
solar powered light; Remains of dock on shore of southern beach. 
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a nice little area touching the trees, the cedar trees, a nice little structure I built on 
top, right underneath the little ... If you walk out to the beach, right underneath the 
little cave area I built a nice little structure. Then I start going out there to just 
hang out. A couple of times I reach out there, and the tourists is enjoying my ... I 
don't say anything, enjoy.  
George realized there was an opportunity to capitalize on the tourist market in the area, 
either by opening up small-scale enterprises at the beach, or by opening up local 
businesses in the settlement. He has done both himself, but is frustrated by what 
sometimes appears to be a lack of initiative and imagination by neighbors who need new 
sources of income but do not invest in these opportunities: 
Now so [many] people go there, I say it's a good time for somebody to capitalize 
on what's going on out there. Just a little flat place. You're able to go out there and 
sell cold sodas. You can make a living, because you have a lot of people go out 
there now. Cold sodas, cold water, cut down a few coconuts, have those for sale, 
and you'd be surprised. I always throw that out there. I say you all want to do it 
now. The minute I do it, everybody's going to come out there. That's what's going 
to happen.  
George uses his bar in the settlement to help fill this major vacuum in the tourism 
industry here. He knows that tourists often plan insufficiently for a day at Lighthouse 
Point, so his bar can appear as an oasis after a day of dehydration and sunburn at the 
beach.  
Sometimes you have so many people come, they find you by accident. They're 
like, "Oh, thank you, thank you." Cold water and sodas, after coming from back 
there, it's like I don't care what you carry, what cooler you carry. You're coming 
with that empty and looking for more.  
 The entrepreneurial spirit extends to George's engagement with cruise tourism, as 
well. Ahead of the reopening of Princess Cay under Carnival in June 2017, George, like 
many other local craft and business people, was preparing for new business. He had 
printed new postcards with images taken from a visit I took with him to Lighthouse Point 
several years earlier, made bumper stickers, ordered cigars and wide-brimmed straw hats. 
He explained that he listens to tourists in Princess Cay to hear what they want and what 
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they wish they could buy, and then he goes ahead and makes them or finds a way to get 
those products. On the opening day of Princess Cay, George's stall was bustling, and 
several tourists came out of the gates specifically asking and looking for George, 
presumably because they had heard from staff and vendors inside the complex or through 
sites like TripAdvisor and CruiseCritic that George had desirable tourist goods.  
 Tourism is undeniably king in the Bahamas at large and South Eleuthera is no 
different. The economic declines of the twentieth century in this region were directly 
related to shifts in tourism development on the island. As a successful entrepreneur, 
George recognizes that to succeed in the economy here is to engage directly in the 
tourism market; but to do so on his terms and by the values and obligations he holds to 
his home community. As Carnival prepared to kickstart the new cruising season, the 
company was forced to bring in ferry drivers from Nassau to captain the small boats that 
carry passengers between ship and shore. This fact frustrated George profoundly because 
he knew there were local people who were qualified for the job. In a conversation at his 
bar one afternoon, he seemed flabbergasted and a little angry as he told me of the issue, 
wondering why locals had not pursued the jobs more aggressively, wondering if they 
were scared to take the job or worried that the boats were too big, the job too big, or 
Figure 7. Princess Cay on Carnival Cruiselines opening day. Left, vendor stalls outside 
gates. Right, ship anchored off the coast. 
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whether it was simply a matter of increased pressure. Surely, he argued, the cruise line 
needed the job badly enough that if local people wanted the position, they could have 
named their price.14  
 George's entrepreneurship is his way of connecting his local community with the 
larger economy of the islands, insisting on local collaboration and determination of how 
the land and the community's culture is used in the hands of foreign or domestic 
development. From his perspective, foreign investment and tourism development are 
fundamental to the Bahamian economy and there is simply no avoiding that: 
We always need a form of foreign investment… As far as 100% Bahamian, it's 
not going to work, because we have to piggyback off of somebody. Then if we do 
Bahamian, we'll now have to grow and find ways and means of promoting our 
business. Other than that, if you are in foreign investment, if you want to do a 
hotel, I can do something else in the area of the hotel that piggybacks off of your 
hotel. That's a form of foreign investment coming in. Tourism is our main 
industry, yes. Tourism over the years have evolved. We as Bahamians have not 
progressed in the manner to keep up.  
We were once the gem of the Caribbean, but we allowed the gem to lose its value. 
Just like having a business, if you don't modernize your business every so often, 
you'll just become that stable mom and pop store, and never, never move to a 
different level. 
The important distinction that George makes here is that local residents and entrepreneurs 
should use the Bahamian investment in tourism to set the agenda and define how 
development looks and works. The economy is tourism, but local people have the ability 
to determine how that economy affects them, rather than allowing the tourism industry 
and outside investors to dictate their lives without consent or input. For example, George 
explains that in studying the Millars Plantation, the Association has the opportunity to 
create a new way for tourists to engage with the landscape and the local community in a 
way that benefits locals.  
Even the slave plantation, at the end of the day I want to see funding for that, to 
be able to have the tourists come here and say, "OK, there is a history. I want to 
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be able to see the history. Tell me about the history. Let's have dialog about the 
history. Somebody walk me through Big Ban and explain to me." This comes the 
time we can educate somebody to the point where they be fluid in explaining to 
anybody that comes there and then have it whereas a donation, if you want to 
leave a donation after what you've seen, or it's up to you. 
Historically, the tourism economy on the island has a record of disenfranchising the 
people of South Eleuthera, but George acknowledges that tapping into the cultural and 
historical significance of the Millars Plantation site could be a way of activating local 
cultural knowledge for the benefit of locals. This is one reason for George’s continuous 
work with island-based organizations where he continues to advocate for the economic 
and social needs of his home community. It also likely explains his investment in my 
ongoing research on South Eleutheran history. He has been an active participant in this 
research from the beginning, introducing me to new participants, setting up interviews, 
giving tours of the land, and facilitating community meetings, even as he occasionally 
grows frustrated that members of his own community fail to participate and engage 
beyond the first contact or introduction. 
Eleanor and Charles Rolle 
The first two introductions that George facilitated in this research was with 
Eleanor and Charles Rolle, of Millars Settlement. In 2013 after wandering around the 
Millars plantation hill in the high heat of mid-day, George took Whitney, Honora and 
myself to their house for what would be the first of many interviews I conducted with 
them over the following four years. Despite the heat and our shabby field clothes, Ms. 
Eleanor welcomed us into her living room and spent the next hour telling us about her 
life, the Millars land, and the memories that she had of growing up and growing old in 
the settlement. Occasionally her husband Charles would chime in from his seat at the 
kitchen table where he sat quietly observing us. I would visit the Rolles once a year 
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during the following four years of data collection, interviewing them individually and 
together. 
 Eleanor has a calm presence around her, and although she has a very welcoming 
persona and a deep and kind laugh, she also gives the impression that she is not to be 
crossed or fooled with. She often organizes youth activities at community events and 
regularly leads the plaiting of the maypole at the annual Homecoming festival.15 A 
faithful Christian and strong leader in the community, I have seen her serving the altar at 
Anglican services and heard many other residents, young and old, refer to her and her 
expertise with great respect. She is also well-known for her talents in the kitchen; the first 
time I stepped foot into her home, it wasn't long before I had a plate of fried chicken and 
sweet potato rolls in my hands, and I was lucky enough to receive one of her few coveted 
loaves of potato bread at the end of the 2015 Homecoming festival.  
 Charles has a similarly peaceful persona, although perhaps more subdued and 
quieter than his outspoken wife. He comes off as shy, although his playful laughter and 
sly expressions give way to the strong personality of a man who knows who he is and 
where he comes from. The first time I interviewed him alone, he insisted that he couldn't 
provide me with any new information or perspectives that his wife hadn't already shared. 
And yet, in conversation, his stories brought out new and insightful detail to the lived 
experience of this place. Charles doesn't mess about with the truth or with his own 
memories. He, and his wife, for that matter, tell it like it is without frills or fancy. It's a 
trait I came to associate with them especially after interviewing one of their adult 
daughters who approached the conversation in much the same style and tone, before 
ending our talk with a simple, "I find you to be a very pleasant person."  
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 Neither Charles nor his wife are particularly active these days. Age, they tell me, 
has caught up to them and they are not as mobile as they once were. Sometimes it seems 
to weigh heavily on them, although they both give the impression that a well-lived life 
hasn't made them long for the days when they could race up the Millars hill or walk 10 
miles to Wemyss Bight. Despite their decreased mobility, their memories remain strong 
and they remain foundational sources of knowledge and collective memory in this 
community.  
 Eleanor was born in Nassau in 1946. Her family descends from the original 
inheritors of the Millars estate, Ann Millar's former slaves. Her mother died when 
Eleanor was just one year old, so she was brought back to Eleuthera by family, and was 
raised in Millars by her grandmother. Although she frequently visited family in Nassau, 
she has spent her life living in, and caring for the Millars community. She inherited the 
testimonies of her grandparents and extended family, and therefore has extensive 
knowledge of South Eleuthera's history.  
 Charles was born in 1939 in John Millars, or, as he calls it “Small Millars." Like 
his wife's family, Charles traces his ancestry back to the era of slavery in South 
Eleuthera. He spent most of his youth in the area, with family, church, and school spread 
between Millars, John Millars, and Wemyss Bight. He left school at the age of 12-13, 
beginning to work on the family farm. After a few years, he began looking for work in 
Nassau, and in 1959, he went on The Contract to the United States.16 He spent several 
years working in Florida and then in New York for 6-7 months out of the year. Like the 
generations before him who had left South Eleuthera to earn enough money to provide 
for their families, Charles speaks with pride of his ability to earn good money and send it 
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home to his parents, and then his wife and children after marrying. Unlike some of the 
generations before him, Charles came back to his home in Millars after several years’ 
employment in the States:  
"Most of the time I spend about 6 or 7 months over in the States. Then I come 
back home. And I do a little farming then and go right back and then come back 
again. But I never … spend one full year from my home."  
To this day, Charles and his wife spend as much time at home in Millars as they can, 
rarely going to Nassau for longer than a day if necessary. But this is difficult since four of 
their six children, and their own young families, now live in Freeport, Grand Bahama, 
where work is easier to come by. Each summer they spend several weeks visiting family 
in Freeport.  
 The Rolles are pillars of the community and most people know, respect, and defer 
to the two of them on matters of history, tradition, and community. In 2015, I conducted 
an oral history interview with Eleanor in which she was provided a detailed account of 
life in Bannerman Town and Millars during the first half of the twentieth century, an era 
marked by economic decline and massive emigration out of the Family Islands: 
I don't know what happened to the [agricultural] industry. Everything went down, 
so the people just dwindled and dwindled away. And then I understood ... I know 
my grandaddy used to tell me we had a famine here. You remember, I tell you, I 
say they only used to plant certain times. They didn't plant all the time. Man, 
must've been when it was time for them to plant, they didn't have no rains so they 
didn't have no crop that year. Nobody had no food, nothing like that. It was a 
severe drought. I understood that the drought had spread to Cat Island and the 
Exumas and those places, too.... 
 ... but then, like I say, things get rough. And the famine come on, most of the 
people left and a lot of people from Bannerman Town and John Millars went and 
lived in Liberty City in Florida. Yeah, lot of them went and the homestead area 
over there in Florida. They left [and] they never came back. Never came back 
because they said, "oh we ain't going back home to starve no more. No, we come 
over to the land of plenty." So they ain't going home no more. That's how 
everyone just dwindle away... 
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 Although many residents of the region have a general idea of this twentieth 
century history, when asking general questions about the past in South Eleuthera, I am 
consistently referred to Eleanor and her husband for the details. Eleanor especially, spent 
most of her youth and young adulthood at the heels of her family elders, absorbing an 
oral history that she then passed on to her children. Now, she looks for young people in 
her community who are willing to listen and absorb this information, worrying that the 
younger generations do not care to listen, or worse, have an explicit disrespect and 
disregard for the generations that came before, and their knowledge about this place and 
the community's roots.  
 The Rolles are predominantly concerned with preserving and sharing the history 
and tradition of their community with those who are willing to listen. This is as much 
about the legacy of the Millars plantation as it is the networks of care and village 
mentality that defined life in this settlement throughout the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. Even in years of extreme economic poverty and decreasing populations in 
these southern settlements, both Eleanor and Charles describe a culture of care and 
community support that is comparatively absent today: 
But like I say, whoever- whatever substance anyone had, they would share with 
the next one. But it ain't like that now, oh no. What I have is what I have. They 
ain't sharing nothing with you unless I and you were real close. It ain't like that 
now. But I'm still trying to do whatever I have, I just try to give 'round to 
everybody because I know how it was, although it wasn't exactly in my time, it's 
still came down through to my time to see how people used to live and how it's 
changed drastically. 
But I still think it was better in a way. When I say 'better in a way', you were 
community minded. Because my husband- I know when we got married, he used 
to go fishing when he's off from work. When you see him come home, he- this for 
this one, this for that one, you know what I mean? If you kill a goat, a piece for 
everybody. Or if you kill a pig, piece for everybody. Somebody bake a potato 
bread, you can get a piece of that. Somebody bake a flour bread- you don't bake a 
potato bread- you bake the white bread. So you get the white bread and you send 
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me a piece of the black bread. I think you were more community minded. But 
now, everybody get too, what do you call it? Sophisticated! Everybody getting 
more like... be to themselves. Everybody used to gather under the trees and sit and 
talk. Well some people still do that now. They ain't together like how it was at 
that time. And I think it was better. 
These networks of care and community caretaking still exist in some ways, but this is a 
sentiment that I regularly encounter when talking to anyone over the age of 30. But if 
each generation, from 30 years to 80 years, notes a disconnect in community support 
between their own generation and the next, it begs the question; what causes this 
disconnect between generations? 
 Throughout the past century, each generation has faced a new political, economic, 
or social crisis that has led to some degree of migration or demographic adjustment. From 
agricultural decline to pre-war emigration, to The Contract, to Independence and finally, 
the rise and fall of tourism, the shifting population of South Eleuthera has left gaps in 
traditional family and extended social networks, and thus missed connections in the 
transmission of cultural knowledge and memory. Those breakdowns in communication 
and cultural teaching have revealed themselves in the ongoing court case over Millars 
land. The Rolles are especially active in the case, due to their encyclopedic knowledge of 
the community's history and the area's landscape. They have testified in front of the 
Supreme Court and are highly revered by other advocates and representatives from the 
Bannerman Town, Millars and John Millars Association (the Association) for the wealth 
of information they hold. In sharing their knowledge, they hope to ensure that the Millars 
land remains accessible to all community members and descendants of the original 
inheritors from Ann Millar's will. They seek recognition of their knowledge by 
institutions on the island and the Bahamian government, but they also hope to preserve 
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the memories that are increasingly disappearing as other community elders pass away and 
younger residents move away.  
 During the 2015 interview with Eleanor, she explained her previous experience 
testifying on behalf of the Millars descendants in the Supreme Court. More precisely, she 
expressed her frustration at the court's disregard for this community's history and culture: 
I had to go down to court and I had to testify... "Didn't your grandmother sign her 
claim out?" I tell them, well I don't know nothing about her signing her claim out. 
Well even if she sign hers, I ain't sign mine. But then they want to say, once your 
parents or your grandparents sign, you won't have nothing to say about that. How 
could that be when it's written down in the law [Ann Millar’s will], saying 'for 
you and your generations'. Forever.  
 
That woman look and tell us straight and plain [in the] face- that’s Frankie Wilson 
and Sheryl Wilson, [his] wife who is the head of the Senate of the Bahamas- 
[they] say “Ann Millar got to be fool. Ain't nothing forever and ever.” Say, “ain't 
nothing forever and ever.” Say the term 'forever and ever' only mean 21 years. 
How 21 years could be forever and ever? So they still in court now. And the judge 
did award it to them because she said as far as she see, there ain't no- whatever we 
were saying ain't make no sense to her, must be. Only must be what Frankie 
Wilson and them say, we're owning it on quiet possession. Well my husband tell 
them straight and plain, the people them who were living on this place, we work 
all the land, all the road. Their lawyers say, show him where the people work. 
Charles tell them all along the road, just where you see on both sides of the road, 
people working. But how them people working and we can't see? Charles say 
because if you work this year to this place, you don't go back that same place the 
next year. You leave the land, like how it says in the Bible, so that the land could 
recompose itself, and you go to a different part. Well, when that land grows back 
up and it's time to work again, somebody else might go and work it, but 
everybody work the same place. You know what I mean? But they don't seem to 
understand that. 
 This agricultural technique described by Eleanor Rolle has a long history in the 
Bahamas. Even Robert Millar, who in 1835 published an essay, "On the Cultivation of 
Cotton in the Bahamas," adhered to this style of crop and field rotation as a way of 
reconstituting the rocky island soil and deterring pests and diseases that had decimated 
the cotton crop in the early 1800s (Millar 1835). Today, as in the past, locals rely on 
"pothole farming," where small areas of land are cleared through slash and burn 
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techniques to create fertile soil for a new season of farming.17 Those plots are used for as 
long as they are productive before moving to a new area- only ever cultivating as much as 
is necessary. Some also collect guano from some of the island's caves to use as fertilizer, 
a habit that one of the Rolle's now-grown children remembers clearly from her childhood 
helping her father on the farm.  
 
Figure 8. A new farm plot near the base of Millars hill, May 2017. 
 The court's refusal to recognize this style of agriculture denies the traditional 
agricultural practices that have defined this area for nearly two centuries and devalues 
these local practices that have sustained and continue to sustain this agricultural region; 
thereby dismissing valid claims to possession and use of the land. It is no small wonder 
that the Rolles insist on the importance of passing along the community's history and 
cultural knowledge to young people, encouraging people to care about this place and the 
familial roots that gave life to this community. In many ways, it is an extension of their 
testimony in court, where they insist on their proper use of and claim to this land over the 
past century.  
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 At the conclusion of my oral history interviews with Eleanor and Charles, I asked 
each of them, "What does this place mean to you?" preparing for what I assume is the 
inevitable eyeroll at such a romanticizing question. "Home," said Eleanor, with a nod and 
a smile, "Yes, this is home. This is home to us, child. I don't care how it is. I don't care 
how it looks. This is my home."   
"Everything," said Charles, his fist rapping on his knee for emphasis. "From John Millars 
straight up [to] here, it means everything to me." 
Mildred Young 
 Mildred Young is a cheery, spirited woman of roughly 60 years old. Her energy is 
infectious and it's hard to resist smiling and nodding along to pretty much anything she 
says. The first time I met Mildred, or Millie, as she's called by family and close friends, 
was at her home in Wemyss Bight in August 2013. Whitney had met Millie in her 
previous visit to Eleuthera and we had been invited to come for lunch and to attend a 
special church service at the Bannerman Town St. Mary Magdalene Anglican Church. 
We arrived at her home in Wemyss Bight in the middle of the day. She lived in a small, 
single story house with yellow walls and a low garden wall lined with pink conch shells. 
Her front door opened, and she came rushing outside, her bubbly voice echoing down the 
street as she offered hugs to Whitney and to me, her new acquaintance.  
 Inside, she had a full spread of food waiting on the stove top: several whole, fried 
fish, coleslaw and potato salad, fried chicken wings, peas and rice, and ice-cold sodas 
waiting for us on the table. We sat to eat at the table, jumping into conversation as if we'd 
known each other for years.  
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 After lunch, Millie asked if we wanted to see her church in Wemyss Bight. She 
filled her coffee mug with some lemonade, slipped on her flip-flops and led us out the 
door and back into Whitney's rental car. We drove a couple blocks through the settlement 
until we reached the Anglican church, her home parish when she is on Eleuthera. We 
followed her inside to see the church hall, and then walked outside to tour the small, 
walled graveyard outside. Thinking we were done at the church, we headed back to the 
car in the driveway. But Millie had other ideas. "Don't you want to see the old teacher's 
house?" We did, of course, but we figured we would have to drive, since there weren't 
any other buildings nearby. That was not the case. Millie turned on her heel and led us to 
the edge of the trees behind the church. "It's just up the hill, here." I couldn't even see the 
hill through the dense bush. Pulling aside some of the long branches, Millie climbed her 
way over brambles and rocky ground in her pink flip-flops and shorts, still holding her 
coffee mug with a casual grip. A few paces up a short incline, we faced a dark gray, 
worn, stucco wall. The school master's house, not even visible from the yard, stood two 
stories tall.   
 Millie was and remains a major advocate for these southern settlements and has 
been active in the Millars court case, as well as a lawsuit regarding the Cotton Bay lease, 
which has still never been decided. At the time of this first introduction, Millie had 
recently moved home to live in her mother's house in Wemyss Bight after retiring from 
her teaching job in Nassau. She built four small guest cottages next door, which she rents 
to community members and extended family networks, as well as to tourists and contract 
workers. She had also created a sort of local museum in her home, preserving some of the 
materials that she explained represented life "in the old days" in this area. 
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 Millie's insistence on valuing local knowledge and raising local awareness of the 
Millars court case demonstrates her position as community advocate. As a teacher, she 
tries to focus on exposing young children to new knowledge and values of respect and 
charity. She carries this attention through other aspects of her life as she tries to instill a 
lifelong love of learning for all generations, including older individuals who have long 
since passed school age. Throughout my years of returning to the field, Millie was my 
primary point of contact, my landlord, guardian and friend. She introduced me to a major 
portion of the individuals who would end up participating in interviews, including Shirley 
Rolle who is profiled in the following section, and the librarian of the Wemyss Bight 
Library, who will be discussed in chapter six. At the start of each of my fieldwork 
seasons, Millie would take me on the rounds, stopping to hail her neighbors, old friends, 
and extended family throughout South Eleuthera. On each of these visits, Millie made 
sure to check that everyone had heard the latest developments in the court case or that 
they were aware of new threats to their wellbeing in this place.   
 Millie's level of investment in the court case can, at times, lead to immense 
frustration that others are not similarly engaged to the same degree that she is. She talks 
sometimes about how hard it is to get people involved in the case, saying that for many it 
seems to be an issue that is "not my problem." In these cases, Millie wonders if that lack 
of urgency comes as a result of the fact that the land dispute is still in a rather abstract 
stage. Wilson isn't really doing anything with the land at this moment because he can't; he 
doesn't have title to the land now, she would explain to me. On the other hand, it seems 
likely that many of those who are invested in the outcome of the case in the long term are 
simply doing their best to make ends meet in the short term, similarly to generations in 
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the past who faced the difficult decision of staying in Eleuthera with limited economic 
opportunity, or leaving in the hopes of finding some financial stability to support their 
families.  
Millie fears that if the court awards Wilson title to any of the land in question, the 
community will be left without any recourse. He would have the papers for the Millars 
land in the south and for land as far north as Cotton Bay. Millie explains that at that point, 
if Wilson received title to the land, he could come through and say, "this is my land," and 
either force the people who have already spent a lot of money on Cotton Bay to pay for it 
further, or to vacate. That would surely arouse people's anger, but at that point there 
would be nothing to be done. This is why Millie has been such a strong advocate for the 
land and has pushed so hard for her neighbors to fight for their land now rather than when 
there's nothing to fight- when you can't fight anymore. 
 In many ways, Millie sees herself as the heir to a battle for economic justice that 
began generations before. Like many older individuals I spoke to, Millie recognizes that 
the generations before her had it rough. The old days were hard and at times 
uncomfortable, yet even in that economic poverty, she and others insist on the social and 
emotional wealth of the community. She explains that although her family and others 
struggled financially, there was an intense support network throughout the community by 
which people found ways to sustain themselves. It's no wonder, though, why the financial 
hardships of "the old days" would lead some to consider selling whatever they could to 
earn enough money to support their families or find a way out of poverty and into 
economic security in Nassau or elsewhere. She recognizes that many people found 
themselves in this unfortunate situation where they may have signed away some or all of 
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their land in order to feed their families, even when they didn't receive what would have 
been a fair asking price. But that doesn’t remove the sting of the loss of communal lands 
in the long run. “They're sitting on a goldmine, and they sell it for porridge," she once 
said.  
In contrast, Millie proudly states that her parents never signed away their claims 
to their share of communal land. Her parent, William and Charlotte Young, were literate, 
which Millie suggests is why they were never approached by investors and agents 
because they would have been able to read the exploitative contracts that others fell 
victims to. This idea plays an unspoken but certain role in her decision to communicate, 
educate, and engage in the land dispute on behalf of those who cannot or will not; doing 
so is a way of carrying on the efforts of her parents.  
Shirley Rolle 
Shirley Rolle lives in John Millars with her family, including her eldest daughter 
Cheriah and toddler grandson Xavier. The family has lived in John Millars for 
generations;18 Shirley's father was born in John Millars and her mother (who died at the 
age of 99 in late summer 2017), was from Bannerman Town. The family's compound sits 
at the top of the hill in John Millars; a long rectangular stone and green stucco house, 
with additional kitchen and storage buildings in the back. A few skeletal structures stand 
around the house, remnants of the neighbors and extended family who once lived in the 
community and have since departed; and the old privies and outhouses that were used 
well into the twentieth century before the sewage and plumbing was modernized by the 
government.  
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 Today, two families live in two houses in John Millars, though one of Shirley's 
nephews is building his own home across the street. The settlement once contained 
dozens of families, but people have since moved or passed away. I often heard stories or 
mentions of John Millars during my first few years of fieldwork; many residents in 
Wemyss Bight or Millars have family roots here, and those that don't have memories of 
moving through the settlement or spending time with people who lived in John Millars. 
Yet, each time I tried to explore John Millars on my own, I was met with what I assumed 
to be closed houses and empty yards.  
 I had driven through John Millars several times in previous visits to Eleuthera, but 
only briefly. There's really no other way to visit the settlement, with its only two houses 
sitting in an alcove that seems carved out of the bedrock and overgrown bush. Charles 
Rolle had told me about growing up in this community, surrounded by people, aunts, 
uncles, cousins, all of whom filled several houses in this little valley. Those houses have 
since emptied out. Some of the stucco walls still stand, with doors hanging off the hinges, 
wind blowing through the empty rooms. The rest have disappeared into the Bahamian 
bush, tamarind trees and sea grapes growing around, and sometimes through, the residue 
of a once lively community.  
 On those previous visits, I would drive into the settlement and pause at the bottom 
of the hill to stare at the empty houses. No cars in front and no children running through 
the yards, I assumed that nobody was there. Inevitably, I would reverse and leave, 
resolving to come back another time. It wasn't until 2016 that I finally had a proper 
introduction to the settlement and to some of its residents, including Shirley and her 
family. On my first day back in the field that year, Millie had taken me throughout the 
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southern settlements to introduce me to new potential participants, and we were ending 
the day in John Millars. We parked the car, and Millie led the way up the rocky hill to the 
green stucco house. Inside the small room, four women sat taking in the cool breeze that 
had suddenly whipped across the hill. I noticed that the air was cooler and more 
refreshing in that tiny room than perhaps anywhere else I had been to on the island.  
 The house, which looked cramped from the outside, seemed welcoming and 
comfortable once we were on the steps. After several years of driving through what I 
perceived as an empty settlement, I was surprised to see a house full of women of 
different generations relaxing, talking, and watching several young children run in and 
out of the back door. Millie introduced me to Shirley and her sister, Gertrude, and then to 
Shirley's daughters, Cheriah and Kahdijah, both in their late 20s. Shirley's 99-year old 
mother was laid up in bed in the other room, the curtains drawn around her as she slept.  
 I explained that I was doing some research on the history of South Eleuthera and 
that I would like to talk to them about their lives and growing up in John Millars, if they 
were interested and willing to participate. They all shrugged, as if to say, "Sure, 
whenever you want,” and I arranged to come back later that week. 
 As Millie and I were leaving, Shirley's daughters followed us out. Nobody in the 
house had heard that the most recent court appeal regarding the Millar land had been 
denied by the Supreme Court once again. They were shocked when they found out, and 
horrified when Millie told them that if the developer gets the land he wants, he'd come 
knocking on their door next. "They'd take this land?" We had stepped outside onto the 
rocky hillside. Their question hung in the air and I couldn't help looking down at the 
ground where I stood, at the house that was built onto the very same rock.  
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 "Yeah, don't you see that view of the water?" said Millie, waving down the hill 
towards the beach. Not too far away, you could see the small trees give way to a salt 
marsh, what most people refer to as The Creek. Beyond that, a thin strip of land separated 
us from the wide, blue Caribbean waters. It was the kind of view that people spend 
millions of dollars on, the vista that inspires people to visit the Bahamas and its sister 
Caribbean islands every year. In a shocked voice, one of the young women brought our 
attention back to the present. "Where are we supposed to go?" 
 
Figure 9. View of coast from hill in John Millars. 
 It was that question that brought me back to Shirley's house in John Millars over 
and over again. Shirley knows this land like the back of her hand. She has spent most of 
her life here in John Millars, aside from trips throughout the Bahamas and brief stays in 
Nassau. As resident of John Millars, Shirley recognizes the vulnerability of her place and 
of this landscape; it is an almost precarious existence- subject to the success of tourism 
development at Princess Cay, 9km to the south. She and her daughters are equally 
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cognizant of their vulnerability as development creeps closer to their home space, and 
their increased security as tourism economies come nearer to their end of the island. In a 
way, John Millars is almost a little haven that time has forgotten, where the island has 
grown around it. The pristine and undisturbed vistas between the hill and the water, the 
freedom to build and live as they want, to farm and crab to sustain themselves.  
 At the same time, that isolation is precisely why life can be so difficult here on the 
peripheries of the island's institutional support structures. I spent one afternoon in June 
2016 with Shirley, visiting her farm fields and the settlement’s graveyard by the beach. 
During our drive along the rough track road to the graveyard, Shirley said she really 
wanted a paved road here so that tourists can also make their way out to the beach. It's 
one of the prettiest, most peaceful beaches around, she assured me. She makes the trek on 
her own once a week, following the rock-cut road, across a broken stone path that unites 
both sides of a salt marsh, and up a sandy path to clean the sandy burying ground where 
she maintains her parents’ graves.  
 On our return to the settlement, Shirley paused to examine the tall water tank off 
the main road that serves the two houses in John Millars. It was leaking – apparently a 
somewhat common occurrence. She asked me not to take a photo of it. Several days 
earlier she told me that she had been asking someone to come up and fix the water for a 
while, but nobody had come. There are aspects of life in John Millars, like water and road 
management, that seem to slip between the cracks of governmental infrastructure, making 
it difficult to maintain a quality of life. Shirley doesn’t complain, at least not to me, but 
the lack of attention that this settlement receives from those with power on the island 
pushes residents even further into the peripheries, making them suspicious of 
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governmental interference and more likely to solve problems without the aid of the 
institutions that generally ignore their needs.  
 Many of the John Millars Rolles work at Princess Cay as vendors, and in Shirley's 
case, sometimes in the customs house or first aid center. Increased traffic to the southern 
part of the island and to the cruise port especially means increased potential for income 
and job security; but increased attention to the development potential of the area also 
means their land is increasingly vulnerable. John Millars is out of range of Cotton Bay 
and Rock Sound development projects, meaning that work- already difficult to come by- 
is also very difficult to get to since there is no public transportation and Shirley’s family 
does not have their own vehicle. Employment at Princess Cay is seasonal, and income 
highly variable. In June 2017, management of Princess Cay transferred from Princess 
Cruises to Carnival Cruise Lines. Locals expected the change in management to bring 
increased traffic to South Eleuthera’s most economically vulnerable settlements. In 2016, 
under management by Princess, the cruise season ran from October to March, but 
serviced just over a dozen ships in that time. Starting in June 2017, Carnival would begin 
an increased schedule of calls at Princess Cay, with two in June, three in July, and 
increasing exponentially to serve several dozen ships throughout the year. 
Both Shirley and her eldest daughter work inside the compound- meaning that the 
employment and income is at least a little more reliable than in the vendor stalls outside. 
Vendors outside of the gated cruise compound must rent their stalls on a daily basis, and I 
was told that vendors sometimes make less money during the course of a ship’s call at the 
port than the amount they must pay in rent. Employees and vendors who work within the 
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gated cruise port have more job security, but their income also depends on the regularity 
of incoming ships and the spending habits of cruise tourists.  
 In some ways, John Millars is a microcosm of the contemporary debates around 
agriculture, collective memory and community identity, and tourism development on the 
island. The population of the settlement is a fraction of what it once was due to 
emigration and shifting economies on the island. Yet, those who live here have a deep 
affiliation to each other and to this secluded haven that has so far been untouched by 
large development projects. In 2017, traffic began to increase on Queen’s Highway as 
employment began to shift at Princess Cay, and one evening before leaving Shirley’s 
house I was warned to be careful on the road because people aren’t used to oncoming 
traffic up here and they drive crazy. The tourism economy is literally creeping up to the 
edge of the settlement, but life goes on. "This is home," Shirley and her daughters say, 
"there's no other home to go to" should they lose this land. 
Framing Memory 
 The individuals profiled in this chapter help illuminate some of the key schemas 
by which community members frame memories and personal relationships to the region’s 
landscape. The themes that I want to discuss in greater detail are 1) community strength, 
2) self-sufficiency and entrepreneurism, and 3) the court case.  
Community Strength  
Throughout interviews with the individuals profiled in this chapter and 
interactions with many more participants, one of the most common schemas that 
appeared was the notion of community strength, even under periods of immense 
economic hardship. Simple phrases like, “times were hard then,” we/they “had it rough” 
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were commonplace in interview transcripts, but they were often followed up with 
qualifiers, “but we had each other,” or a sad reflection that the community has become 
less supportive and close-knit than it was once. In these cases, people speak fondly of the 
old days, when there was a strong shared sense of community caretaking and mutual 
support, perhaps precisely because most people were struggling financially. For older 
folks, there is certainly a nostalgia for the strong community ties that they feel helped 
them through economic hardship that hit the entire island. These community elders 
reflect on changes they see in young people today, who they worry about because – to 
them at least – they who seem less interested in maintaining these familial and 
community connections. 
The youth focus groups I hosted at the Wemyss Bight Community Library in 
2016 sought to trace these concerns and to learn 1) what young people knew of their 
community’s history and 2) to what extent there truly was a generational breakdown in 
traditional networks of community care, which many elders bemoaned. In speaking with 
local youth between the ages of 13 and 18, I learned that many of these young people 
didn’t necessarily have a wide breadth of knowledge about the history of their 
communities. In contrast to the concerns of community elders, this was not out of 
disinterest or disregard for the community. Rather, young people don’t learn about their 
local history in school, meaning that most of what students do know about South 
Eleuthera’s history comes from family and community history and storytelling, whether 
that is through personal memory transmission or through less formal education at the 
library or in church. The school curriculum provides little information about Eleuthera’s 
history, let alone local culture history in the island’s distinct regions or in the settlements. 
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Another pattern began to emerge as I asked these young people what they hoped 
or planned for their futures. Many announced that they wanted to leave Eleuthera to go to 
college or find a job after they finish high school. They said there wasn’t much to do 
here, especially not in the settlements. At first, this seemed to match the concerns that 
older generations had expressed to me; namely that young people were disconnected 
from their communities and were focused on getting out and moving on. But this was not 
true upon closer analysis. Many of the young people I spoke to had deep and meaningful 
understandings of and appreciation for their home communities, but they also knew that 
employment and educational opportunities are extremely limited in the area.  
It is not boredom or a lack of enthusiasm that leads young people off the island, 
it’s an acknowledgement that opportunities are (as they always have been) limited on the 
Family Islands. If a person wants to go to college, a student must go to Nassau or leave 
the country. If a person is interested in joining the Royal Defense Force, he or she must 
train in Nassau. If a young person wants to pursue professional athletics, they must do so 
off Eleuthera. These are all examples that young people gave me as reasons for leaving 
home after school. Notably, many of these same individuals expressed gratitude to their 
home community for giving them the support and encouragement that would enable them 
to chase their big dreams off the island, and because of that, many expressed a strong 
determination to eventually move back home and return the favor for others.  
That sentiment is a familiar one in South Eleuthera, as it is throughout the Family 
Islands. The parents, grandparents and great-grandparents of these young people are the 
same who left these small communities on the Family Islands in the mid-20th century to 
find temporary work in Nassau, Grand Bahama, and the United States before returning 
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home to start families and businesses. The determination to seek out opportunity and the 
means to provide for family and community despite local limitations and economic 
poverty that defined so much of the twentieth century.  
Self-Sufficiency and Entrepreneurism 
The next schema that appears in many of these individual recollections of life in 
South Eleuthera is that of self-sufficiency and entrepreneurism. In describing the 
difficulties of the past century and a half, my participants often used language of hope 
and resourcefulness in the face of economic limitations. Having little money to purchase 
groceries, tools, or clothing meant that families sought out creative solutions that took 
advantage of local recourses, such as native plants, turning flour sacks into clothing of all 
sorts, collecting whole shells on the beach to sell in Rock Sound. These became 
economic avenues for some degree of autonomy and self-sufficiency.  
In describing the economic transitions that hit the island throughout the twentieth 
and early twenty-first centuries, some interview participants spoke candidly about the 
loss or scarcity of jobs. Kelsey Williams, a resident of Wemyss Bight, owns the gas 
station and takeaway in the settlement. That business began as a laundromat several 
decades ago, but since then has expanded into a larger shop, takeaway, gas station, and 
rooms for rent. He explained that when he was young his “parents were so poor and I just 
found out that was the fastest thing, the quickest thing I could do was to learn a trade. I 
didn't go to college, so I just learned a trade. Just started doing building.”  
Kelsey’s resourcefulness and entrepreneurial spirit is mirrored in the likes of 
George Bullard and many others throughout South Eleuthera. Today, a series of informal, 
local economies abound thanks to decades of individuals turning limited prospects into an 
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opportunity to develop local, autonomous, economic power.19 Amahl Bishara uses the 
concept of popular sovereignty in the Middle East to describe how local communities, 
organizations and non-state institutions step into roles of caretaking where traditional 
state structures have failed through absence or negligence: 
…these popular sovereignties seem especially provisional, not resting on 
enforceable law or acknowledged rights, or even, in some cases, on bounded and 
spatialized collectivities, but rather on either insistent confrontation or quiet acts 
of caring for community in the face of abandonment. These emergent forms of 
popular sovereignty challenge the legitimacy of state authorities, create new 
forms of collectivity, and forge new ideas of how power should function, even 
though they have not ultimately restructured state power. (Bishara 2017, 350) 
The Bahamas has long struggled with absentee authority and legacies of slavery and 
colonialism, something that George acknowledged when he talked about Bahamian 
tourism investment as dependent on foreign investment first. For better or worse, this is 
how the Bahamian economy works, but, according to George, it’s up to locals to take the 
lead in directing where that foreign or outside investment goes. For George, this is a 
chance to flex his creative muscles in order to develop the most effective way of 
transforming foreign investment into local benefits. 
Many residents of South Eleuthera feel that traditional institutions and 
governmental infrastructure have failed to adequately support them and their 
communities in fulfilling basic needs. Take, for example, the difficulties that Shirley has 
in receiving basic infrastructural support from the government in the form of paved roads 
or a secure water supply. Family Islanders have long felt marginalized or ignored by the 
powerful and wealthy in Nassau. Rather than resign themselves to being forgotten, 
community members turn to each other for social and economic support, and individuals 
do what they need to survive. For the most part, they do so successfully.  
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The Court Case  
Perhaps the most profound schema that I encountered was the court case. 
Throughout the course of data collection, I had begun to take great care to avoid directly 
addressing the legal case around the Millars land. I was concerned about aggravating an 
already precarious situation. I worried that I might make some people even more 
vulnerable by asking questions about the land and their use or knowledge of it; I was 
worried that the ethnographic data I was collecting could be used or manipulated against 
the very people I had come to know and respect; and I was also simply frustrated that I 
could not get the kind of clear answers about the details of the various legal claims as I 
thought I would be able to. As the research progressed it seemed that the harder I tried to 
avoid the court case, the more it showed up in the data. It became clear both during data 
collection and through data analysis, that the court case, as a key schema of remembering 
the past and conceptualizing contemporary social relationships, was and is a major 
memory knot.  
 Millie has been an integral part of the legal battle since the beginning of the 
Association’s case. She testified in defense of the community's claim to the Millars land 
in the first case and attended each of the successive appeals because she spends most of 
the year in Nassau. According to her accounts of the case, Wilson's lawyers repeatedly 
tried to undermine and humiliate herself and others who testified on behalf of the 
Association's claim representing the descendant community. At one point, one of the 
lawyers requested that Millie point out on a map the boundaries of the disputed land. 
When Millie refused, the lawyer attempted to humiliate her by asking, "Aren't you a 
teacher? And you can't read this map?" Millie's outrage and annoyance was clear, as she 
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explained to me that 1) she doesn't need to outline it on a map when she can take you 
there in person, 2) the language used in court to describe the geography of Eleuthera and 
the land in question does not line up with the ways that she and other community 
members refer to the landscape and 3) she has taught young students that go on to be 
doctors and lawyers, but that doesn't mean she can operate on somebody or get somebody 
out of prison.  
 My fieldwork in 2016 coincided with a nationwide campaign leading up to a 
constitutional referendum on a series of gender equality amendments.20 Many locals in 
South Eleuthera were decidedly against the proposed amendments, fearing that they 
might pave the way for the legalization of gay marriage or support for trans-rights in a 
country that is, as I was informed repeatedly, decidedly Christian and conservative. 
Others, like Millie, were especially wary of the Nassau-based government making any 
kind of broad statements regarding the lives of all Bahamians; and still others, like the 
Rolles in John Millars, insisted that they would not vote because, they argued, the 
government had neglected and ignored the Family islands for so long, so why bother 
participating now?  
 When Millie first told me of the referendum, she explained that she had a much 
better idea of how those in power would try to manipulate the people here, like they had 
done with the Millars land case. She had gone to town meetings on both campaign sides 
in Nassau to hear explanations from constitutional lawyers, and thanks to her 
observations of the Millars case, she better understood how lawyers, judges, politicians, 
and wealthy lobbyists would twist their justifications of their decisions. Furthermore, she 
had named the power of certain institutions that used their economic and political power 
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to sway public opinion, including the Anglican Church. "Money gives you power and 
that's how Wilson got the land and how the "yes" voters have so much publicity, “she 
explained. “Because they have money, backed by the US government and businesses in 
the Caribbean." Millie and others were on high alert because of a history in the Family 
Islands of being exploited by outside forces without the consent or consultation of local 
communities.  
 For Millie, this phenomenon represents an era of "New Masters." In casual 
conversations with me or with neighbors on topics ranging from failed resorts to raising 
unemployment, to the Millars land or the Constitutional Referendum, Millie could trace 
the injustices felt in South Eleuthera to these outside influences. "See how people off the 
island make decisions that they say are best for us? But they don't care. They're the new 
Masters, just like the on the Plantation." I was taken aback the first time she said that, but 
she would say it several more times over the next few days, adding that first the court 
tried to take the land, and then tried to tell all the Bahamas how to value interpersonal and 
gendered relationships. These developments were outside Millie's control (and the entire 
community's) and yet they had vast and terrifying implications for local tradition, identity 
and local rights to the land called home. 
 One of the participants that Millie introduced me to in 2016 was an old school-
days friend of hers who now lives in Waterford, just north of Wemyss Bight. For many 
years, Charlie worked as a chef in some of the resorts of South Eleuthera, until he lost his 
last job at Cape Eleuthera after the tourism economy took a heavy hit from post-9-11 
travel fears. Today, he farms a portion of family land, selling produce to neighbors, and 
making and selling straw mats, baskets and bags to tourists from his home. Though 
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Charlie enjoys farming and straw work, he is clear about the changes this area faced as a 
result of the tourism decline. Jobs now are scarce, although so much of the common land 
that people once used for farming has disappeared under the foundations of resorts and 
golf courses. During one conversation with Charlie about this topic, Millie jumped in to 
add, "See what they do to us?" They, in this case being a combination of developers and 
politicians, who take land from locals to build a new economy that inevitably fails; once 
they do, that land doesn't revert back to commonage or usable farm land but sits – unused 
– under the remains of a failed external economy. Similarly, Millie's cousin works for 
one of the few houses still open in Cotton Bay. As the last of these second-home owners 
sell their property, former employees (housekeepers, cleaners, groundskeepers and cooks) 
are left without jobs that had survived earlier economic downturns. Locals are subject to 
these outside forces but are unable to recover or walk away when the development fails.  
I made an assumption at the outset of the research that when I encountered a 
memory knot, I would find it in the history and remnants of the slave past on the island. 
In my earliest interviews and site visits in 2013, the former plantation structures seemed 
to occupy such a significant physical and mental space for myself and my participants. I 
assumed that anything that was so physically present on the landscape, and with such a 
storied history of occupation, would surely be the point around which memory knots 
would form.  
While the slave past and its material residues certainly have their own messy 
character and legacy, these are just a small a section of the tangled web that is the court 
case today. So much of this project revolves around the court case; from the project's 
inception to my ongoing motivations; from the interviews and informal conversations; 
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from the media analysis to the participant observation at key community events. Rather 
than continuing to dance around the issue, stumbling upon the tensions and conflicts 
around the court case, then quickly veering away, I realized that I needed to embrace the 
court case as the thing that ties together the disparate threads of memory and 
contemporary experience for the diverse actors and institutions that make up life in South 
Eleuthera today. I am sure that doing so simply added another tangled layer to the knot 
but investing in and investigating the court case in this way helped reveal a new view on 
the ways in which people understand their relationship to the land and to their history in 
this particular moment. It does not define or change any of those relationships, but it does 
(for now) shape the ways that people see themselves as residents and as heirs to this land.  
Defining a Homeplace 
 Drawing on the work of bell hooks and her concept of homeplace (1990), I argue 
that these schemas of remembrance seen through the individual recollections presented in 
this chapter also represent the creation of a regional homeplace in South Eleuthera for 
descendants of the Millars Plantation. The concept of homeplace emerged out of the 
unique historical conditions of the US South and is built from the oppression and 
subjugation of black people under white supremacist patriarchal capitalist societies. The 
creation of a homeplace, no matter how small, would carve out the space for to cultivate 
familial networks based, in large part, on place. As a majority black nation today, the 
Bahamas is, in many ways, different from the United States. Yet, I would argue that both 
were established and ruled for centuries by white supremacist patriarchal capitalism, and 
this system drives much of the Bahamian political-economy today. The Bahamas remains 
subject to outside political and economic influences and this external management is 
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especially profound in the Family Islands, where communities are doubly subject to the 
Nassau-based government, who, in turn, is often dependent upon the power of foreign 
investors. This means that Family Islanders, many of whom are descended from the slave 
population of the early nineteenth century, remain isolated and disenfranchised from 
political and economic power. These communities, including those in south Eleuthera, 
have been holding onto the land where their ancestors, newly emancipated from slavery 
in the 1834 and from the apprenticeship system in 1838, first formed a collective identity 
based on place as descendants of the Millars Plantation Estate. 
The individuals profiled in this chapter provide some examples of how local 
people are fighting for the homeplace that they, their ancestors, and their larger 
communities have spent centuries constructing. Eleanor and Charles both appeared in 
court to provide testimony in defense of the Association’s claim to the Millars acreage. 
Their testimony, along with their insistence that this place is “home” and “means 
everything” demonstrates how tightly they hold onto the space of safety and comfort that 
Millars, as their homeplace, provides to them and their community. Similarly, Shirley is 
one of the few people who have remained in John Millars. In many ways, she is matriarch 
of the family and the community in that settlement, and she does the work of maintaining 
that space through her continued farming, caretaking, and maintenance of communal 
lands like the graveyard, roads, and water supply. She has made this place one of 
comfort, trust, and safety, not just for her family but for the extended familial and 
community networks that return to visit or hold meaningful memories of the area.  
 For hooks, “the act of remembrance is a conscious gesture honoring [the 
ancestors’] struggle, their effort to keep something for their own” in the face of 
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domination and oppression (1990, 43). Remembering is a political act, one that works to 
maintain the connections between family, community, and place, which enables future 
generations to fight together to advance their own causes for justice. In the case of South 
Eleuthera, remembering the past and continuing to occupy the land even as a new kind of 
colonial oppressor (in the form of tourism development) creeps ever closer is a political 
act at the individual level that can have ramifications for the broader community.  
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CHAPTER 5 
MATERIALIZING MEMORY ON THE SOUTH ELEUTHERAN LANDSCAPE 
 At first glance today, South Eleuthera appears sparsely populated, the settlements 
remote, the vegetation lush and dense, and devoid of major centers of life and economic 
activity. You would not be mistaken for thinking – as Eleutherans in the north of the 
island often say- there’s not much going on in the south. On the other hand, ask any 
resident of South Eleuthera, and you might soon be regaled with stories of the region’s 
history. “This place used to be a city,” is a common refrain I heard frequently from 
residents of Wemyss Bight and Millars Settlements. In the last chapter, I used oral 
histories and individual recollection to illuminate the ways in which people conceptualize 
their relationships to the land and to the past. In this chapter, I turn to more explicitly 
archaeological data to understand the embodied memory of the landscape. Here, I 
demonstrate some of the ways that ethnographic and archaeological data overlap to reveal 
a material memoryscape that connects people and ties communities to the land, bringing a 
contemporary perspective onto a historical landscape.  
Landscape Archaeology 
 Landscapes have long been a topic of fascination for archaeologists for the insight 
they provide (very broadly summarized) on how people interact with their material 
surroundings and with each other in any given space ( David and Thomas 2016a; Yamin 
and Metheny 1996). However, it wasn’t until the last quarter of the twentieth century that 
landscapes became a sole focus of archaeological research (Aston and Rowley 1974; 
Bender 1998; Binford 1982; Leone 1984; Tilley 1994). The 1996 edited volume 
Landscape Archaeology: Reading and Interpreting the American Historical Landscape 
(Yamin and Metheny 1996) represented applications of landscape archaeology 
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specifically to historical contexts in the United States. Summarizing the volume, Anne 
Yentsch signaled that case studies in historical landscape archaeology reveal “that we 
inhabit social spaces where people walked before and that they left their mark upon the 
land in reverent and sacrilegious ways. The land is scarred by violence, by carelessness, 
by greed, and catastrophe, but it also exhibits touches of love, stewardship, and whimsy, 
and it documents family life.” (1996, xxxvii).  
 The recent edited volume Handbook of Landscape Archaeology (David and 
Thomas 2016a), captures the broad range of approaches to landscape archaeology today, 
as well as the disciplinary development of the field over the last thirty-some years. In 
their assessment:  
“Landscape archaeology is an archaeology of how people visualized the world 
and how they engaged with one another across space, how they chose to 
manipulate their surroundings or how they were subliminally affected to do things 
by way of their locational circumstances.” (David and Thomas 2016b, 38) 
Though landscape archaeology is a diverse and everchanging field, it is, in many ways, 
still the study of historical landscape and past peoples. Contemporary archaeology, it 
seems, has not yet reshaped how archaeologists study landscapes as products of both the 
past and present.  
 Keith Basso (1996) attempted to bring to anthropology a conceptualization of 
landscape and “sense of place” beyond the simple contextualization of space in so much 
ethnography. His 1996 book Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and Language Among 
Western Apache is in many ways an effort of participatory and collaborative mapping of 
place, language, and social identity, and an attempt to undo a basic fault of anthropology:  
"Practicing ethnographers, much like everyone else, take senses of place for 
granted, and ethnographic studies exploring their cultural and social dimensions 
are in notably short supply. Human attachments to places, as various and diverse 
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as the places to which they attach, remain, in their way, an enigma." (Basso 1996, 
xiv) 
Basso physically inhabits the landscape with his interlocutors, walking and driving the 
land throughout multiple seasons over several years. He draws on ethnography, oral 
history and story-telling to understand how the land becomes a place of meaning around 
which cultural and individual identity forms. “Place-making,” he says is a way of 
“constructing history itself, of inventing it, of fashioning novel versions of ‘what 
happened here’” (Basso 1996, 6). The process of place-making, as well as the 
remembrance of those places and the stories attached to them becomes an act of 
community building and identification: 
"…[P]laces served humankind as durable symbols of distant events and as 
indispensable aids for remembering and imagining them—and this convenient 
arrangement, ancient but not outmoded, is with us still today. In modern 
landscapes everywhere, people persist in asking, “What happened here?” The 
answers they supply, though perhaps distinctly foreign, should not be taken 
lightly, for what people make of their places is closely connected to what they 
make of themselves as members of society and inhabitants of the earth, and while 
the two activities may be separable in principle, they are deeply joined in practice. 
If place-making is a way of constructing the past, a venerable means of doing 
human history, it is also a way of constructing social traditions and, in the 
process, personal and social identities. We are, in a sense, the place-worlds we 
imagine." (Basso 1996, 7) 
 If we are the place-worlds we imagine, as Basso suggests, it is useful to first 
understand how these place worlds are imagined into being and how we come to inhabit a 
place of our own making. In this chapter, I use walking interviews in a similar manner as 
Basso, but with a slightly different perspective: memory -much like wisdom- sits in 
places. In South Eleuthera, people inhabit a landscape that is imbued with memory, and 
thereby, with cultural meaning and value. For the most part, this landscape of memory is 
unobtrusive and goes unnoticed by those who are unfamiliar with the area’s geography or 
its history.  
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The rich layers of historical memory of the collective community and of 
individuals coalesce over time around specific sites and throughout the broader 
landscape. The specific points around which memory resides, and around which residents 
engage in collective memory recollection mimic what Marianne Hirsch calls “points of 
memory” which signal the object, place, or moment where past and present, personal 
remembrance and cultural recall intersect: 
[They are] points of intersection between past and present, memory and 
postmemory, personal remembrance and cultural recall. The term ‘point’ is both 
spatial- such as a point on a map- and temporal- a moment in time- and it thus 
highlights the intersection and temporality in the workings of personal and 
cultural memory… Points of memory are also arguments about memory, objects 
or images that have remained from the past, containing “points” about the work of 
memory and transmission. Points of memory produce touching, piercing insights 
that traverse temporal, spatial, and experiential divides. As points multiply, they 
can convey the overlay of different temporalities and interpretive frames, resisting 
straightforward readings or any lure of authenticity. (Hirsch 2012, 61) 
To my participants, these “points,” whether they be objects, geographic features, or built 
structures, represent a variety of memories, as well as a collective point of origin for the 
contemporary community. In marking these sites geographically on the landscape, local 
residents root themselves and their ancestors physically to the land. By repeating and 
preserving the stories associated with these sites, the community reaffirms the 
connections between individuals and the land they have been fighting to retain.  
Social Stratigraphy 
These points of memory, when placed on a physical landscape, help to register 
what Shannon Dawdy calls the “social stratigraphy” of a place, wherein “human and 
nonhuman elements… are coformed, layered, and deep” (2016, 45). In her study of 
contemporary New Orleans through ethnographic and archaeological lenses, Dawdy 
theorizes a social stratigraphy that is comprised of generations of material deposition, 
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social relationships, and transformation of the physical and cultural landscape, all of 
which shapes the way the past looks and feels, and how individuals look at and feel the 
past in the present:  
I am concerned with a connection that than a disconnection, one that is felt more 
often than talked about. We inhabit the past and it inhabits us in ways that cannot 
be foreign. In fact, they animate a sense of home, or as Heidegger called it, 
dwelling. The materiality all around us, even our personalities, is composed of 
layers laid down in past moments. Everything we are and everything we 
experience is a kind of unpredictable inheritance. We dwell in pastness. (Dawdy 
2016, 28) 
The combination of archaeological and ethnographic data in my research likewise reveal 
how the present and the past are intimately wrapped up in each other and in the landscape 
of South Eleuthera. The methods I used in this research (highlighted especially in this 
chapter) enabled me and my participants to physically occupy the space of memory in the 
South Eleutheran landscape, revealing the unspoken embeddedness of memory and 
identity in a very particular physical space. South Eleuthera’s landscape is simultaneously 
the foundation and content of collective memory and identity. The landscape and its 
constitutive elements (people, objects, memory) make up a collective body that is both of 
and from this place. Walking interviews were especially insightful in the way the method 
enabled participants to reanimate their personal or collective memories in situ, a strategy 
similar to Basso’s walking of the land with Western Apache guides (Basso 1996).  
 In the remainder of the chapter, I demonstrate a way of doing landscape 
archaeology that relies on the ethnographic insights of contemporary communities, 
residents who grew up and – in most cases- still live on or around the lands that their 
families have called home for generations. In much the same way as Basso’s 
documentation of native landscapes of the Western Apache, I was able to access a 
version of the living landscape that is not often visible or legible to visitors to Eleuthera 
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by allowing the voices and perspectives of these people to direct a physical traversing of 
the land. This also allowed a richer historical landscape to emerge as individual 
recollections were rarely confined to a single period in the past. I argue that a 
contemporary landscape archaeology must simultaneously take into account the historical 
and present-day materiality of a place, along with the abstract and emotional attachments, 
uses, and values that living people apply to a specific place.  
Inhabiting space 
 It is with this sense of place and place-making that I begin this chapter’s analysis 
with a story of walking the land. Throughout data collection, I tried to balance a material 
analysis with an ethnographic perspective, hoping that the diverse forms of data would 
contribute to a nuanced understanding of the physical, social, and emotional experiences 
of life in South Eleuthera. Some of the most revealing methods turned out to be very 
similar to the ones employed by Basso as he created a map of the Western Apache 
landscape. At the beginning of my fieldwork, I imagined doing multiple walking 
interviews, allowing participants to take me to the places they felt most attached. My goal 
in this approach was to create a map of sites of significance as well as to specifically 
document standing structures or other features on the landscape that did not otherwise 
appear in official records or maps.  
 I was only able to carry out this method a handful of times, but these few walking 
ethnographic interviews were hugely transformative for the insights they revealed in the 
embodied experience of the landscape and in the act of repopulating a landscape with our 
physical presence and with the historical memories that participants voiced aloud at each 
site. The sites I visited on these walking tours ranged from former plantation structures, 
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churches, graveyards, beaches, farms, and abandoned or currently occupied homes. These 
sites were documented with a combination of tools that varied depending on accessibility 
and participant consent, but generally included GPS tracking, traditional and 360-degree 
photography, and audio recording.  
 The following vignette captures one afternoon I spent with Shirley Rolle in John 
Millars in 2016. This was one of the first walking interviews that I was able to conduct. 
Before beginning the afternoon’s walk, I went over the IRB consent form with Shirley 
and asked, if she consented to participate, if she would sign the form. Her hesitancy in 
that moment nearly ended our exchange; she did not want to sign anything, although she 
very much wanted to participate.21 After receiving oral consent and reaching an 
agreement on how the afternoon might be recorded (with my handheld GPS tracker, field 
notebook, and digital camera; no audio recordings), we set off on our journey together.  
 I include this information regarding our pre-interview exchange because I feel it’s 
important to recognize the care with which my participants engaged in this research. 
There is a long history of exploitation and manipulation of communities in South 
Eleuthera, and people today are cognizant of the dangers of signing suspiciously long and 
wordy documents from institutions they aren’t familiar with; even if they might be 
comfortable with the individual handing them the piece of paper. Because of this 
conversation I had with Shirley at the start of our partnership, I was cautious about 
sharing the stories and photos that I took with her during a public presentation of my 
research in June 2017. Shirley, who was in attendance that day, wanted to know why I 
hadn’t shared any of the things that she had taken great pride in showing me. With her 
blessing, I include this vignette here.  
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Walking the Land with Shirley 
 I meet Shirley at the foot of the hill in John Millars. After stopping by the 
previous afternoon to explain my research in more detail, Shirley had offered to take me 
to the old graveyard by the beach, thinking it might help me understand the landscape in 
John Millars a bit better. I had assumed we would be doing this entire interview on foot, 
but she hops into the passenger seat and directs me to turn around and drive down the 
now-overgrown road leading south from the settlement. I've learned that this is the old 
track road that was once the main thoroughfare between Bannerman Town and Wemyss 
Bight, but I have only walked about 600m myself, not daring to go further down the 
rough and overgrown road south of John Millars without a guide. Today, the dirt and 
rocky road is shrinking as the vegetation moves in from either side of the path. Shirley 
reads the concern and surprise on my face, which she sees on unsuspecting tourists at 
least once a week. "They always come looking for the beach and I tell them, head up that 
way," and off they go. "I think they're looking for Lighthouse22, but I tell them our beach 
is just as good." Having driven the road to Lighthouse Beach many times, I immediately 
notice a difference in this particular road. It's more overgrown than the route to the more 
popular destination, but it has the benefit of solid ground. So many cars travel the broken 
road to Lighthouse every day- certainly more than an unpaved beach access road is 
intended to handle. Enormous, cavernous chunks cut through the sand and dirt between 
the boulders that try to hold the whole thing together. At least this road we’re on now is 
solid. 
 We drive slowly down the rocky cut road and Shirley points to the fields on either 
side. "All of this area used to be farm land. Everybody used to farm, even my daddy. I'm 
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the only one who farms here anymore," she tells me. We pass a smaller track road that 
heads north up a small hill and disappears into the bush. She anticipates my next question 
before I even ask, "There used to be a goat pasture up there, but they aren't there 
anymore, just the fence." 
 We make it further down the road, slowly curving towards the creek and the 
distant graveyard. She's more worried about my car surviving than I am, but I'm 
determined to prove I can handle these conditions, so I ignore the groaning of the car as it 
heaves over the dips, and the soft patter of sea grape and cascarilla leaves against the 
windshield. Several times, Shirley says she's been trying to get someone from the 
government to come down and take care of the road, but nobody has come.  
Entering a small clearing beside the salt creek, I pull the car as far off the road as I 
can while responsibly avoiding the dangers of the rising tide. At the moment, the tide is 
low, which Shirley tells me will make crossing the creek much easier. She leads me to the 
paved road that crosses the low waters of the creek. Here, at least, it’s solid, but once we 
start walking a bit further, I realize why the tide matters. At one point, I'm almost certain 
that the road must have extended across the creek. There are large cracks in the pavement 
and the black stones that form the foundation of the path are exposed. We pick our way 
across these stones, stopping to look at the view every once in a while. The water rushes 
through some of the open channels in the pathway where it’s clear that wooden boards 
used to connect the concrete paving. An occasional splash of water betrays a fish or blue 
crab slipping behind some of the mangrove roots. Shirley says she should have brought 
her fishing line with us.  
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 We continue walking and Shirley explains that the road used to be better kept, 
allowing more usage and more traffic. With sure feet, she steps from smooth stone to 
broken pavement, to wooden rail across the old creek road, all the time casually asking 
me about myself and sprinkling in her own stories of childhood memories coming out 
here with family and friends. Years ago, she and her family would come out here more 
often, usually accompanied by other community members. That doesn't happen anymore. 
But she still comes about once a week to clean the graveyard and take care of her father's 
grave.  
 Leaving the old road, we turn to the right and follow a sandy path between tall sea 
grapes leaning in the sea breeze. The vines suddenly give way to a clearing lined by a 
thick, black stone wall. Its straight, dark lines stand strong against the pale sand and 
beneath the burning sun. The stone walls mark an almost perfect rectangular yard, only a 
few low plants, black rock headstones and small trinkets amidst the vast, white sand. 
Shirley stands to the side, and I can feel her gauging my reaction, waiting for me to say 
something or to take a photo. It's so peaceful and powerful, a beautiful place to be laid to 
rest.  
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Figure 10. Interior of John Millars cemetery. Graves marked by small blackened 
stones and glass or ceramic grave goods. 
 I pull my camera up and start snapping photos of the straight black stone walls, 
cleaner and sharper than so much of the recent construction seen around the island.  
After a few moments, I notice Shirley watching me with a bit of amusement and 
perplexity. She stood just inside the open entrance. "Don't you want to come in?" In my 
eagerness to document the wall itself, I had forgotten what the wall was for, that within 
its boundaries stood a cemetery that dated back centuries, and that was clearly still in use. 
I follow Shirley into the cemetery, hugging the outer spaces and giving the free-standing 
head stones a wide berth. She pauses so I can snap a few more photos of the smooth 
sandy ground, broken occasionally by glass jars, ceramic plates, and other small trinkets 
placed along the length of some of the graves. The stones have no markings on them, and 
these grave goods are the only suggestions that this cemetery is still in use, and still a site 
of visitation and remembrance to living people. The brush outside the cemetery comes 
right up to the outer edge of the thick walls, but then it is clear and clean inside, save for a 
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few flowering plants that appear to have taken root inside, growing taller than anything 
else inside the walls. I wonder if Shirley is the one who has kept the yard clean and clear 
of other growth and trash, or if it's merely a sign of how few visitors come through here.  
Shirley says nothing else while I walk gently through the sandy graveyard. 
Instead, she moves quietly to the southwest corner where part of the wall seems to have 
fallen into a small heap of disorganized stones and waits. Joining her, we climb over 
what’s left of the wall here, and on to a path that cuts through a line of sea grape trees to 
the beach.  
"We have the most beautiful beach, but nobody knows," she tells me. She’s now 
told me about her frequent family trips out to this beach with family and friends, but right 
now it's hard for me to imagine this long stretch of empty beach full of people the way 
that the heavily trafficked (and more easily accessible) Wemyss Beach gets in the 
evenings and on Sunday afternoons when families- old and young- pile out of cars and 
onto the sand; the small children racing into the gentle blue waves. Here, the sand is 
untouched, no of footsteps and very little of the trash or litter which appear on the more 
frequented beaches.  
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Figure 11. Lounge chair beneath a tree on the beach. A blue net hangs from the tree 
above and several wooden crab pens stand in the background. 
 The signs of human activity on this beach take a moment to stand out. It takes a 
minute for my eyes and my brain to adjust, like a light has just been switched on, wiping 
away the pristine, untouched postcard image for one that reveals traces of human activity 
in front of me. There’s an old lounge chair tucked beneath a tall pine where a blue fishing 
net hangs amongst the branches; and behind that, a weather-beaten wooden crab pen, like 
the ones in Shirley's yard where she keeps land crabs she catches nearby until ready to eat 
or sell. Several skinny, wooden posts stand above the gentle, shining waters. Shirley 
explains that those posts mark where the conch are, or where people have previously 
caught good conch. She wades knee-deep in the water and starts fishing out small conch 
to show me, tossing them back on to the shore where I’m snapping away on my camera. 
Back on the beach, she arranges them in the sand for a perfectly staged photo, then asks if 
I want to take them home to eat this evening.  
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Figure 12. Shirley's conch haul. 
 On our way back to Shirley's home, we stop just off the paved road, beside the tall 
water tank that serves the settlement. It's leaking and Shirley is frustrated that she has to 
call somebody yet again to fix the problem. We turn past the leaking water tank and the 
old, covered well that sits beside it, and into the tree line just off the road. This is 
Shirley’s farm. There's a clearing within the trees, and Shirley explains that she cleared it 
herself. There are clumps of tall green corn in the center, while squash vines creep across 
the dark soil, nearly covering the ground completely. In other places, it seems as if onions 
and carrots have been plopped into whatever any space where the soil is deep and rich 
enough to support the vegetation. There's green corn, okra, sweet peppers, sugar cane, 
onions, carrots, peas and beans growing every which way, climbing up old tree trunks 
and branches, corn and cane stalks drooping into our path; even an apple and pear tree. 
Shirley picks several peppers, a few okras, and looks longingly at the peas and green 
beans saying that she meant to come this past weekend to pick them. Already, some of 
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the pods have turned brown and begun to dry out. She pulls out the lower half of her shirt 
and starts tucking the harvest into the material like a pouch.  
As I follow her into the far corner of the farm, I find myself stepping over a few 
rock piles which I originally assumed to be strewn randomly through the clearing, or 
perhaps piled in a corner as she cleared the area for planting. On closer examination, I 
notice the rocks actually make up a clearly visible low, sun-bleached wall that provide a 
platform for the climbing pea and bean plants. I point out the wall, and Shirley nods, 
saying simply, "Oh yeah, that's one of those slave walls."  
 
 The farm tour complete, we head back up the hill to Shirley’s house, her pockets 
and shirt now heavy with the weight of fresh vegetables that she’ll cook up for dinner 
tonight. Before going inside, she asks if I want to see the crab pens and leads me back 
behind the main house. There are three other buildings back here, though one has clearly 
been empty for some time; two of its walls are missing, and only the frame of the roof 
remains. A clothesline runs between this building and the yellow building beside it, 
Figure 13. Shirley's farm in John Millars. Left, a stone slave wall crosses the farm, 
plants grow in vines over top. Right, Shirley checks on her bean plants. 
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which appears to be lined on the outside with plyboard. Shirley lifts the top of one of the 
four wooden crab pens in the back to reveal a small hoard of purple land crabs all 
attempting to climb over each other to escape. She grabs a pair of nearby tongs and lifts 
one crab out, picking it up from behind to pose for a photo with a proud smile. 
 Shirley has a deeply intimate knowledge of the landscape because she still lives 
on and works the land today as her family had before. Her understanding of the landscape 
is rooted in memory and in her current use of the land. It is a source of food, of peace, of 
family connection and remembrance. For Shirley, these sites are so engrained into the 
way she uses and sees the land, as to be almost unremarkable. When she pointed out the 
slave walls in the farm plot, Shirley reveals both the recognizable object as well as subtly 
suggests that some of the objects on the landscape have almost become a natural feature 
on the land. These built objects do not stand out alone as single artifacts or features of the 
past. Instead, they are part of the contemporary mosaic of life - the retaining wall around 
her parents' burial spot; the stones that weave through her farm at the edge of the 
settlement- a minor obstacle between the spots where the corn and beans grow. All that 
said, Shirley never ceases to acknowledge the beauty and value of the land and invites her 
friends and guests to admire and appreciate the same. 
Points of Memory 
Throughout the research process, participants often used specific sites and objects 
on the landscape to tell stories about this place or about their families. While some of 
these spaces served as backdrops for memory recall, others became focal points around 
which individuals and the collective had forged new meaning about their use of and claim 
to the land. The afternoon I spent with Shirley revealed a similar pattern of geographic 
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and memorial indexing as seen in Basso’s study on language and landscape. Specific 
tangible sites and objects, like the graveyard or the wooden beams that mark the location 
of successful conch harvests link people, place, and story. But so do the less 
geographically-fixed spaces that translate across the region; the farm field, the goat or 
crab pen, and even community beaches. These spaces pinpoint a collective history, even 
if individuals have differing relationships to them. I argue that these spaces are what 
Marianne Hirsch calls “points of memory” (2012) in that they pinpoint both temporal and 
spatial elements of memory in this place.  
 In the following section, I discuss some specific examples of points of memory as 
they appeared in my ethnographic and archaeological data. Both examples are objects 
that appear in similar form throughout the South Eleutheran landscape and are not 
restricted to any one place. First, I trace the prevalence of a vernacular architecture that 
appears throughout the region, although with slight variations depending on the period of 
construction. In analyzing this architectural style, I draw attention to the ways in which 
people interact with the physical remains as well as how they remember the structure as a 
site in which people once lived, rather than conducting a strictly material analysis of each 
space. Secondly, I discuss the “slave wall,” a common feature that crisscrosses the 
regional landscape today, but presumably dates to the plantation period of the early 
nineteenth century. Again, rather than focusing on a material analysis of the structure, by 
discussing human interaction with this feature, I hope to illuminate how the physical 
object comes to function as a point of memory. 
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Vernacular Architecture 
 Throughout the five years of field research in South Eleuthera, I documented 
many ruins across the region. During analysis of photo data, I began to realize that many 
of the structures I had visited and documented during walking interviews shared the same 
physical features: a single-story, square dwelling, made of wooden beams, stone, and 
stucco’d with sand collected from nearby beaches; often with interior wooden walls that 
would have divided the room evenly into four separate spaces. Furthermore, most of 
these structures shared similar construction and use histories, which participants 
conveyed during interviews. Some of these structures feature prominently in participant’s 
accounts of the island’s history and in their own family histories, while others are not 
especially significant landmarks other than for the fact that they, and the people who once 
lived in them, have made up the fabric of life in South Eleuthera for centuries.  
 During one of my early visits to the Rolle household in John Millars, I asked the 
three adults present if they knew anything about the plantation buildings that stood just a 
few miles south of their home. They did not know much about those specific structures; 
they honestly hadn’t spent much time in that area aside from a tour organized by the 
Association at the start of the legal dispute with Wilson. They told me if I wanted to see 
something that “looked like slavery,” I should go north to another abandoned settlement 
called Hartford where they suspected freed slaves may have settled.23  
 Later, in describing their own house construction they explained that houses like 
the one we were sitting in were built to last, like those that were built by the slaves. 
Knocking on the hard wall with their hands, one participant described the way that the 
wooden posts are smoked in a slow-burning fire to dry them out at the center. Later, large 
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stones add to the thick sturdy wall construction, followed by a mixture of lime and sand 
from the beach used to seal the walls. This particular house was built long before the 
current residents were even born, and they point out that with some regular upkeep, it 
will last for much longer than the modern cement-block construction seen these days.  
 
Figure 14. The Rolle family's house in John Millars. 
 After this exchange, it was not clear to me what would make something “look like 
slavery;” whether that meant the same style of construction, such as they described later 
in their own home, or whether to look like slavery meant a structure that had clearly been 
abandoned since the plantation period. Reflecting on these comments, though, I became 
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intrigued as I went through the photos I had of buildings (mostly homes) throughout the 
region that met this same description.  
 My neighbor in Wemyss Bight, an elderly woman who often invited me in for a 
cold soda and some company lived in a nearly identical style house: square, built on a 
raised foundation probably 2 feet above the ground with 3 small steps going up to the 
front door. These walls are painted bright pink, the windows filled with blue wooden 
shutters and trim. Inside, the square building is divided into 4 rooms. She told me many 
times that she had built this house with her own hands, never borrowing, begging or 
stealing, simply determined to have a home to call her own for herself and her children. It 
took me awhile to realize that the house itself was not necessarily the key 
accomplishment in her story, but rather her ability to fix her presence on the land and 
claim a place for herself and her people that could not be taken from her or attributed to 
someone else. She was, in a way, embedding her story into the land. 
Unoccupied historic structures 
As I dove deeper into data analysis, the connections between these two 
contemporary houses and the many abandoned houses that I had documented across the 
Figure 15. House in Wemyss Bight. 
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landscape became stronger. This section focuses on buildings in this vernacular style that 
are no longer in use or occupied by their former residents.  
Millars Plantation 
 The first, commonly called “the Ann Millar house,” sits on the former Millars 
Plantation hill. It dates to the plantation era and, bearing the name of the last plantation 
owner, was presumably home to Ann Millar or her brother Robert, who ran the plantation 
in the early 19th century. Despite the name that locates its use in the plantation era, the 
house was continuously occupied by descendants of the Millars’ enslaved population into 
the mid-20th century. One participant shared personal memories of her grandmother who 
lived in the house and cooked in the nearby kitchen building that oral history also places 
in the plantation era. Some modern hardware is visible on remaining wooden beams, but 
it is also possible to see what may be original wooden peg framing around the windows 
and doorways, revealing historical patterns of reuse and adaptation of a house that was 
originally constructed in the early 19th century. 
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Figure 16. Deneriah Butler at the Ann Millar House. She recalls her grandmother 
living in the house when she herself was a child. 
Bannerman Town 
 South of Millars are the remains of Bannerman Town, a once booming port town 
from the late 19th century. Nobody lives within the historical boundaries of Bannerman 
Town anymore, although a few buildings are still in use as churches and a community 
center. One of the abandoned houses that has slowly deteriorated under the weight of the 
tropical vegetation and hordes of termites is the former family home of Salathiel 
Thompson, the first Bahamian Commissioner of the Police Force of the Commonwealth 
of the Bahamas. Like most of Bannerman Town, this house has likely stood empty since 
the second quarter of the twentieth century, when residents emigrated to Nassau and the 
United States in search of employment and more stable economic opportunity.  
Like the Ann Millar house, the Thompson house is roughly the same size and 
shape, with characteristically thick stucco-lined stone walls. The remaining wooden 
framing of windows, doors, roof beams and interior walls are marked by more modern 
nails and hardware and fewer wooden pegs than the Millar house. Interestingly, there are 
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still nails and hooks in some of the interior walls, as if awaiting the return of the 
homeowner who might leave a jacket hanging by the doorway. Behind the house is a 
large array of artifacts scattered across the surface, including glass jars and bottles, metal 
cans, several steel barrels, and a metal hurricane lantern.  
 
I first learned about this house from George Bullard during an interview in 2015. 
He was explaining that there are sites in the area that are relevant to the larger history of 
the Bahamas that could be preserved or developed for domestic tourists and school 
groups. In 2017, George took me to see the Thompson house. We drove down the old 
track road that would take us to the heart of the old Bannerman Town settlement. We had 
to backtrack a couple of times to find the correct opening in the tree line that would take 
us to the house. George explained that his brother Alfred used to regularly clear the track 
road and some of the nearby footpaths, but in the years since his death, the trails had 
become overgrown. Eventually we found a low stone wall and followed it until we 
reached a house that George recognized as the Thompson house.  
Figure 17. Left: Interior of the Thompson house. Right: Walking with George to the 
Thompson house. 
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Outside the Thompson house, we stopped to document some of the artifacts 
scattered across the surface. George had once explained to me the prolific bottle-hunting 
economy throughout the area; locals had long since picked over valuable glass bottles 
and other small finds that might fetch a small sum from collectors. He also points out that 
the steel barrels around the house would have held either salt, or corn to be used as 
chicken feed, hinting at some of the aspects of life in this area that are no longer visible at 
first glance.  
Throughout this trek through the dense bush, George explained that a lot of this 
land was bought up by one man, George Baker, in the first half of the twentieth century, 
for “cans of corned beef and a couple of dollars.” Baker was Bahamian, and George 
explains that at this time the Bahamian government was trying to encourage investment 
from within and create Bahamian millionaires, although at the expense of impoverished 
and working-class Bahamians who were willing to sell whatever they could for a small 
amount of cash. Even after independence, the government failed to correct the system 
that had taken advantage of Family Islanders who were struggling to make ends meet, 
perhaps setting the stage for the legal disputes over land ownership today.  
Wemyss Bight 
 A third example is a yet another house in Wemyss Bight that was home to an 
elderly woman who died in the 1990s. After her death the house sat abandoned until it 
was overtaken by the dense vegetation that settles wherever humans have vacated, 
although the sansevieria24 growth in front of the house seems to follow a path that looks 
distinctly like a driveway. This house has many of the same characteristics as the 
previous two – same size, shape, and stucco-lined stone walls. Unlike the others, it still 
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retains part of its roof, interior and exterior paint colors, and more intact hardware. While 
the construction style is similar in these respects, it’s worth noting that the stones beneath 
the stucco are smaller, the walls are less dense, and the wooden window and door 
framing are constructed with much thinner boards.  
 
 A neighbor in Wemyss Bight took me to see this house in 2016, explaining that it 
had belonged to an older woman he remembers as a child. He used to call the place the 
“Garden of Eve” and remembers playing around it when it was occupied, and after the 
last resident passed away and it began to fall into disrepair. He showed me inside the 
deteriorating building, pointing out what would have been inside when it was still 
occupied. Then he showed me the area behind the house, including a low wall that runs 
deeper into the tree line past where I can see. As we made our way around the side of the 
house, he explained that if I had been here years ago, he could have really shown off this 
and other places. They weren’t so overgrown then and there were people- kids especially- 
still running through here. But that doesn’t happen now. “This place used to be a city,” he 
said. We were back on the main settlement road, and he pointed in either direction as he 
explained that there used to be even more houses and shops on either side of this plot.  
Figure 18. Left: House interior. Right: Neighbor, Chris, stands beside the house 
he calls the "Garden of Eve" 
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 Wemyss Bight has a large number of empty and deteriorating structures that are 
visible from the road, more so than in John Millars, Millars, and Bannerman Town. I 
think this has more to do with the recent departure of many former residents rather than 
settlement patterns. After all, participants in the other settlements often remark on the 
decreasing population of the last century, but the time frame is much older in those cases 
than in Wemyss Bight, suggesting that some emigration patterns persist today in the 
communities that fared better in earlier periods of economic transition.  
Reinhabiting the landscape 
 This analysis demonstrates one way in which local residents materialize memory 
through repeating patterns of construction, occupation, abandonment, deterioration, and 
remembrance of stone and stucco houses in South Eleuthera. The vernacular style of 
architecture is significant in that it materially unites the communities that are 
geographically dispersed throughout South Eleuthera. Furthermore, it demonstrates a 
continuous construction style that makes use of local resources, that is adaptable to the 
surrounding environment, and, at the end of occupation, is in some ways reclaimed by the 
natural landscape. The fact that this style of architecture appears throughout the region 
and in settlements with varied occupation dates also demonstrates some cultural 
continuity in an area that has been subject to surveillance in an attempt to disprove 
continued occupation of the land.  
Beyond the material considerations, these structures are physical residues of 
human occupation of the land and thus help to materialize memory and (re)inhabit the 
historical and contemporary landscape. Each of the buildings described was introduced to 
me in person by someone with clear memories of that site and the people who once 
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occupied it. In visiting these buildings and speaking aloud about their histories, my 
participants were bringing their contemporary experiences to bear on objects and a bigger 
landscape that would otherwise seem firmly rooted in the past. Together, the material 
landscape coupled with oral histories reveal a complex fabric of life in the past and 
present in South Eleuthera, one that is ever present in the daily lives of people who live 
here. The relationship between past and present, material and non-material, comprises a 
cultural foundation and a living landscape of memory for South Eleutherans that in most 
cases, need not be spoken or openly acknowledged except in the case of prompting by an 
outsider who cannot automatically recognize the composition of that fabric.  
The Slave Wall 
 Beyond vernacular architecture, there is another material signature that marks the 
South Eleuthera landscape and connects living communities to their collective past and 
physical space. The present-day community materializes memory and inhabits a 
historical landscape through a feature called “the slave wall.” According to oral history, 
the slave population of the early nineteenth century was forced to build a series of 
boundary lines across the landscape to delineate property lines and other spatial zones 
within the plantation property. The remains of these “slave walls” still stand in many 
places across South Eleuthera. In fact, they are so common that my early attempts to 
locate them in my landscape survey was met with astonishment that I hadn’t quite 
literally stumbled across any yet.  
I can’t remember the first time I heard about the slave walls. It could have been 
during an interview, or in a passing conversation with somebody, but I suspect it was 
Millie, my landlord and a participant, who first mentioned it. I do remember that by the 
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time I heard about these walls, I was several weeks into fieldwork in 2015. At this point, 
my thinking on this research project still revolved in large part around the Millars 
Plantation Estate, and I was growing increasingly frustrated with how rarely I came 
across any references to or direct reflection upon the history of slavery on the Millars 
Plantation. Once I heard that term, though, suddenly I was hearing it everywhere. I 
noticed that people would refer to the slave walls, or sometimes, simply “the walls” as a 
way of referencing a location or a boundary somewhere on the South Eleutheran 
landscape. I began asking around, in interviews and in passing where I might be able to 
find one of these slave walls. “They’re everywhere,” was the usual response, suggesting 
that if I simply walked into the bush, I would find one soon enough. I asked around to see 
if anyone could show me these walls, but it seemed – at the time at least – that despite 
their prevalence on the landscape, they weren’t of note enough to pinpoint. 
Finally, while interviewing George on one of the last days of my fieldwork in July 
2015, I asked where I could see one of the slave walls. He was shocked that I hadn’t 
come across them yet but told me the easiest way to find them would be to head out 
towards the Millars graveyard. I followed the road that led to the graveyard and the 
beach, stopping just beside the salt pond, and there, in the distance, was a low, dark stone 
wall creeping through the shallow water.  
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The following year, I had a closer look at the slave walls during my walking 
interview with Shirley. She knew I had been trying to document some of these slave 
walls and wanted to make sure that I saw the wall around the John Millars graveyard to 
start. The stone wall that outlines the cemetery in John Millars was the same style that 
lined the cemetery at the Millars beach, and the same as the one I would later encounter 
at the partially eroded Bannerman Town graveyard. Later, when walking through her 
farm, I stopped to marvel at another wall that ran through the plot. While mapping 
Millars Hill in 2017, I followed a worn path through the dried-out bush to find a 
crumbling wall on the slope of the hill, which had likely been partially deconstructed to 
use for building materials in the previous few months. 
Figure 19. Slave Wall across creek (center), Millars. August 2015. 
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Figure 20. Slave walls, clockwise (from Top Center) John Millars graveyard, 
Bannerman Town graveyard wall, wall through Shirley’s farm, disassembled wall 
on Millars hill. 
For many South Eleutherans, most of whom can trace their family lineage to the 
enslaved population at Millars Plantation, these walls are objects of great admiration and 
respect; they are symbols of both the horrors of slavery as well as symbols of hope and 
strength of ancestors who survived slavery and built a community that still resides here 
today. Furthermore, many descendants see the slave walls as proof of the community’s 
claim to the land and to their continued occupation of the land over the past two centuries  
At the same time, the slave walls are not static objects. Indeed, my participants 
are quite upfront about the fact that many of these features (slave walls, buildings, and 
sometimes even headstones) have been altered, destroyed, or removed in the process of 
daily routines over the years. Agriculture remains a common practice in South Eleuthera, 
although on a much-reduced scale since the mid-twentieth century and earlier. As land 
has been cleared and tractors or construction machinery move through the bush, walls are 
inevitably damaged, flattened or disassembled. In other cases, some walls are 
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intentionally dismantled, and the stone salvaged for new construction of houses or 
retaining walls, demonstrating the constant evolution and reuse of the landscape and the 
objects on it. Even as these stones are dismantled and put to other uses, their place and 
meaning on the landscape remains a significant connection to the past and to the legacy 
of enslaved and free ancestors who left them there in the first place.  
A key piece of this dissertation revolved around the identification of points on the 
landscape and marking those as historical sites and sites of memory. This work was a part 
of a community-based project to map and record local history and cultural landscapes25, 
but the act of marking these geographic sites revealed the ways that local residents 
construct their identity around place and in relation to each other. Being able to point to a 
site on the landscape and recall a memory about childhood or family and community 
bonds helped to solidify the connection between individuals and the land they have been 
fighting to retain for years.  
In 2018, I returned to the field with a 360-degree panoramic camera, which I used 
to document the interior and exterior of standing structures and open landscapes. The 
panoramic photos, once synced to a mobile device, could be viewed in “virtual reality 
mode,” allowing the viewer to stand or sit in place and move the device in any direction 
and see what they would if they were standing in the exact spot where the photo was 
taken. This new method opened up a new realm of possibility to involve participants 
virtually in walking interviews, especially for those that were unable to do a live walking 
interview due to accessibility or other logistical issues.  
One example of these virtual reality walking interviews was a follow-up interview 
I conducted with Eleanor and Charles Rolle in May 2017. By this point, I had 
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interviewed the couple several times since our initial meeting in 2013. After documenting 
several areas and specific structures in Millars and Bannerman Town with the 360-degree 
camera, I returned to the Rolle’s house to share the photos I had taken in virtual reality 
mode. I remembered that Eleanor told me several years earlier that although she had 
memories of many of the places about which she shared stories, she had not been up the 
Millars Hill in a long time. With the virtual reality panoramas, suddenly Eleanor was able 
to occupy spaces she had not seen in years. Although she had told me that she grew up in 
one of the houses at the bottom of Millars hill, using the virtual reality as a form of photo 
elicitation, she was able to point out her grandmother’s house where she grew up. She 
pointed at buildings at the base of the Millars Hill, some of which she had told me about 
in abstract terms, others which I had not heard of before. Similarly, she had previously 
shared stories about the old Anglican Church in Bannerman Town and its importance to 
the community that once formed the congregation, but when I set her up with the virtual 
reality panorama of the interior of the church, she suddenly said, “I got married in that 
church.” Where the church had always represented a center of collective identity and 
memory, through photo elicitation, we were able to locate a very specific personal 
memory on this geographic space. 
Walking interviews and virtual reality photo elicitation allowed participants to 
reanimate the landscape of memory. Archaeological documentation helped map that 
landscape of memory on the physical geography. There was a significant difference 
between a person telling me about an unnamed building atop the Millars hill and a person 
pointing to the remaining walls of a building on my iPad screen and saying, this is where 
my grandmother lived. There’s a unique feeling of being told for years about the slave 
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walls that haunt the landscape and then nearly tripping over one. Walking the landscape 
brings out the materiality of these points of memory that individuals carry and share with 
others.  
Materializing Memory in Contemporary Landscapes 
Through the mixed methods of pedestrian survey, photo documentation, and 
ethnographic interview, I was able to begin teasing out the threads of memory that weave 
together on the landscape and around these specific objects. The fact that historical 
memory and contemporary experience occupy the same space in South Eleuthera is no 
surprise to residents. Rather, the interplay between past and present, material and abstract 
memory is commonplace and perhaps at time taken for granted. In her study of 
contemporary New Orleans, Shannon Dawdy reminds us that “the present is constructed 
out of inherited materials” (2016, 45). Likewise, returning to Basso’s (1996) 
conceptualization of language, space, and cultural knowledge, we can also say that 
memory sits and lives in these places. Those who live and work around these spaces, and 
even those who temporarily visit these spaces, encounter the material residues of the past 
and present on a daily basis. Sometimes these are physically fragmented- like the 
disassembled slave wall- and other times these material residues are viewed in isolation 
from the larger assemblage of like objects – like a single abandoned home in the 
vernacular style, left to decay under the weight of vegetation. Viewed in isolation and 
without local knowledge to interpret these objects and spaces, it might be easy to classify 
this landscape as one belonging to the past and dismiss contemporary values and 
relationships between residents and the land. However, understanding that these material 
objects and features are part of a collective assemblage on this landscape necessitates a 
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more inclusive interpretation of the materiality of the space and historical and 
contemporary social relationships to that space.  
By entering a space such as the South Eleutheran landscape and putting equal 
weight upon the social and archaeological stratigraphy, we can begin to understand these 
contemporary landscapes as sites of ongoing formation and adaptation by and for the 
people who call this place home. This approach is in line with contemporary 
archaeologists like Shannon Dawdy’s who closely examines the build-up of a cultural 
and emotional patina on objects and landscapes that connect living communities to 
objects and physical spaces (2016). Furthermore, this is a methodology that mimics 
Derek Walcott’s analogy of reassembling fragments of memory: 
Break a vase, and the love that reassembles the fragments is stronger than that 
love which took its symmetry for granted when it was whole…This gathering of 
broken pieces is the care and pain of the Antilles, and if the pieces are disparate, 
ill-fitting, they contain more pain than their original sculpture, those icons and 
sacred vessels taken for granted in their ancestral places. Antillean art is this 
restoration of our shattered histories, our shards of vocabulary, our archipelago 
becoming a synonym for pieces broken off from the original continent. (Walcott 
1998, 69) 
 In this chapter, I’ve demonstrated one way in which contemporary landscape 
archaeology can begin to reassemble fragments that might seem disparate to the 
unacquainted, or which might simply be taken for granted because of their prevalence. 
Materializing memory – the act of piecing together object, story, space – requires 
thoughtful and deep engagement with the physicality of the space in the same way that it 
demands deep respect for and attention to emotional and personal interactions with that 
space and the objects contained therein. In the following chapter, I expand the discussion 
from this process of connecting individual memory to the landscape to examine how 
collective groups are organizing around the land and around memory in order to create 
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institutional structures that support local infrastructural needs, attend to community 
concerns, and build capacity for island residents. Where individual memory in many 
ways serves as the basis for the creation of a landscape of memory, the community 
groups discussed in the following chapter are doing the political work of advocating for 
local people and for the land, thereby turning memory into a tool for community building 
and local power. 
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CHAPTER 6 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS, LOCAL ADVOCACY, AND THE POWER 
OF BELONGING  
In this chapter, I discuss three local organizations and institutions that I worked 
closely with over the course of this research. The three groups I discuss are the 
Bannerman Town, Millars and John Millars Association, the Wemyss Bight Community 
Library, and the One Eleuthera Foundation. Each of these groups is led by local residents 
(either individually or as a coalition), and they each focus their work on local needs 
ranging from infrastructure, to education, to community-support and capacity building. 
This chapter will demonstrate how community organizations and institutions are doing 
the political work of memory by moving from the individual level of engagement with 
land and memory to collective concerns and goals for the wellbeing of broader 
populations.  
A Landscape of Belonging 
The previous two chapters demonstrated the relationship between individual and 
collective memory, and the material landscape of South Eleuthera. Using memory to link 
themselves to the landscape, community members have developed their own notion of 
homeplace (hooks 1990), a place where descendants of the Millars plantation had 
established a life on their own terms away from forms of exploitation under slavery and 
later from industrial agriculture and tourism development. Resisting first the oppression 
of slavery and apprenticeship, descendants of the enslaved population carved out a space 
to safely create and foster their own sense of family and community on land that they 
called their own. With this sense of collective attachment, they could more easily resist 
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further exploitation under industrial agriculture and tourism development that took hold 
on the island in the twentieth century.  
Today, the standing structures and remains of old buildings continue to tether the 
local descendant community to place and to history. What is most interesting here is that 
the structures that remain on the Millars land, many of which date to the period of 
slavery, are not solely representative of a history of slavery. Instead, the ruins of these 
buildings represent a much more complicated memory of this place, one that is entwined 
with an experience of slavery and of freedom, simultaneously signaling a past of poverty 
and of creativity. The structures and physical features built on the landscape over the last 
200 years continue to root the contemporary community to their origin around the Millars 
Estate, even as those same spaces and object, along with associated memories, are 
overgrown, adapted, or reused. Acknowledging this process of transformation prevents 
the story of the Millars Estate and the surrounding settlements that trace their ancestral 
origin to the Estate from being relegated to history as a site of slavery. Instead, it 
emphasizes the ever-changing nature of this landscape and the autonomy of the people 
who have lived, worked and died here.  
The South Eleutheran landscape is a place where past/present/future collide; 
where memories, like roots, wrap around and emerge from a fertile soil built up by 
deposited materials, tangible objects, emotions, lived experiences of generations long 
gone, and the hopes and promises of generations to come. This land, and the social 
community around it calls it home precisely because generations before them have built it 
to be so. The land, the walls, and the people are a collective body. Every day, people 
encounter the spaces and objects and navigate the social relationships that comprise what 
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it means to be of and from this place. Understanding South Eleuthera as both a physical 
and social place of safety, comfort, and origin helps to reveal the ongoing maintenance of 
homeplace (hooks 1990). I would argue that because the descendant community of the 
former Millars Plantation is so large and geographically dispersed, South Eleuthera has 
become a regional homeplace, defined by a sense of belonging (hooks 2009). 
In writing about personal and family history, and the deep roots of her Kentucky 
homeplace, hooks suggests that it is memory that builds the foundation for belonging: 
We are born and have our being in a place of memory. We chart our lives by 
everything we remember from the mundane moment to the majestic. We know 
ourselves through the art and act of remembering. Memories offer us a world 
where there is no death, where we are sustained by rituals of regard and 
recollection… I pay tribute to the past as a resource that can serve as a foundation 
for us to revision and renew our commitment to the present, to making a world 
where al people can live fully and well, where everyone can belong. (hooks 2009, 
5) 
Belonging is about the process of maintaining homeplace, physically and socially 
connecting people and place as a collective. Citing Carol Lee Flinders, hooks views 
belonging as the sum of a myriad ways of connection between land, living creatures and 
other human beings, relationships of care, play, generosity, collaboration, and welcoming 
(Flinders 2003; hooks 2009, 13). Belonging is rooted in place, memory, and in social 
relationships, thereby tethering individuals and groups of people to a place and to each 
other.  
For hooks, belonging is also about the rural spaces that have long fostered 
relationships of care in her own experience and family in Kentucky. Black agrarian 
culture in rural Kentucky enabled and fostered an intimate knowledge of the land, and 
hooks recognizes this as the root of homeplace, wherein there was freedom for self-
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determination and creativity outside of the agricultural and socio-political demands of the 
imperialist white supremacist capitalist patriarchy (hooks 2009, 43). 
Quisumbing King et al (2018) write that twentieth-century black agrarianism in 
Louisiana’s Mississippi Delta likewise cultivated a sense of belonging and autonomy 
against white supremacist and capitalist agricultural and land ownership practices of the 
mid-late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. Under the New Deal, the Farm 
Security Administration of the US Department of Agriculture provided a large amount of 
long-term loans that facilitated the purchase of land by farming families and the creation 
of over a dozen all-Black agricultural communities in the US south. Unfortunately - but 
perhaps not surprisingly – conservative politicians in the mid-twentieth century began to 
strip away the institutional support and financial assistance that had enabled these 
communities to thrive, eventually leading to economic precarity that forced many 
families to sell off land to majority White farmers. The 2018 study by King et al 
examined how land ownership in a region once defined by plantation and sharecropping 
agriculture had fostered democratic networks of community support in these Black 
agricultural communities (Wood 2006), enabled the growth of community connections, 
and encouraged self-sufficiency and the establishment of a sense of place. The authors 
summarize the material and symbolic significance of land ownership: 
Those who own land have their own home and place to which they can return. 
The members of [this community] had roots… They had a place where their 
families and communities grew- a place to which they belonged, possessions that 
belonged to them, crops and the land itself upon which they could work and 
profit. (Quisumbing King et al. 2018, 694) 
 In the case of South Eleuthera, it’s important to understand the process by 
with individuals and collective groups come to appreciate the landscape as home, to value 
it for its role in building and maintaining community relationships (rather than simply as 
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a resource for the taking, for supplying resources for those who live there). Building and 
sharing a landscape of value, and of memory, becomes a way of both honoring the past 
and fostering community for the future. Doing so unites generations – those who have 
passed, the living, and those still to come.  
The community groups and organizations detailed in the rest of the chapter 
demonstrate some of the ways that collective groups are advocating politically, 
economically, and socially on behalf of South Eleutheran communities. I argue that these 
modes of political advocacy amount to memory work because any initiatives aimed at 
aiding local people, supporting residents’ abilities to live on this land, and providing for 
basic needs enables the community to thrive, rather than simply survive. Protecting the 
land and providing for community needs is a way of maintaining the material and social 
relationships of the collective body that includes the landscape and the material memory 
embedded in it. Therefore, the actions by these groups amount to political memory work.  
Collaborating with Local Partners 
During my fieldwork, I collaborated with representatives from each of these three 
groups. Over informal meetings, semi-structured interviews, event-planning and 
participant observation, I came to understand how these groups have taken up important 
roles for community support and investment in a region that is significantly lacking in the 
political, economic, and social infrastructure that might directly benefit residents. Where 
my interviews with and participant observation of local residents revealed how 
individuals are trying to negotiate meaningful connections between self, community, and 
landscape, these groups are some of the key actors that move those efforts forward into 
tangible outcomes.  
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In the following sections, I will describe each of the three groups and my level of 
engagement with them over the course of field research. It is important for me to outline 
the nature of my working relationships with these groups in order to appropriately frame 
1) the kind of collaboration in which we engaged, 2) the ways that our collaboration 
shaped the overall research trajectory, and 3) the scope of political action available to 
each group. I will also briefly discuss some of the common advocacy goals shared by 
these community groups and organizations before detailing each individual collective 
group. 
Throughout the five years of field research, my work was at times guided by my 
relationships with these organizations and the leadership of each of them. Their input and 
collaboration in many ways shaped the kinds of questions I would and could ask, and 
who I was able to invite into the project, in large part due to the social networks of the 
organizations and their leadership. This also meant that my contextual knowledge and 
social introductions were shaped by the perspectives of these groups. My discussion of 
these collective organizations, therefore, is not intended to be comprehensive, but rather 
representative of the intentions and practices of the organizations, as represented by those 
groups. It was not feasible in my project to do an equally deep analysis of the reception of 
each organization’s work, beyond what I encountered in general conversation and formal 
interviews with some participants.  
Improving Daily Life 
 The most common goal shared amongst these three organizations is improving 
daily life for local residents. This takes a variety of forms but usually include some type 
of infrastructural support and investment in education and employment. In the view of 
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these groups, investing in the physical things (roads, water wells, medical centers) takes 
care of the people and what they require to live healthy, happy lives. Making life easier 
makes it possible for the community to remain in place and remain strong.  
Infrastructure 
There is a range of infrastructural needs throughout South Eleuthera, some of 
which have been gleaned directly from interviews with community participants, 
observation of daily life, and finally, through the accounts and recorded goals of each 
community organization. In some cases, settlements lack infrastructural support in terms 
on water access and safely paved roads. Most of the roads in South Eleuthera are marked 
by potholes ranging in size from small dips, to seemingly cavernous holes that threaten 
the underside of vehicles. In other cases, lapses in infrastructure in South Eleuthera are 
better characterized by ill-equipped libraries and community centers. The organizations 
outlined in this chapter have varying ways of working to improves some of these 
infrastructural needs.  
Education & Employment 
The goal of investing in education and employment is foundation to much of the 
work of these groups. Educational investment is a means of psychological support for 
some, referring specifically to Ms. Clara Williams’ work with the community library. Ms. 
Williams uses her position as community librarian to advocate for youth and adult 
education, insisting on the common refrain that knowledge is power. Equipping local 
residents with the tools to educate themselves is a way of empowering locals. Education 
is, of course, a means of preparation for future training and employment in a range of 
positions. Educational and employment opportunity on Eleuthera has generally been 
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limited, but One Eleuthera in particular has been working to expand the options for 
professional development and job training so that residents are not forced to leave the 
island to gain these skill sets.    
Supporting local development 
Finally, the organizations highlighted in this chapter are committed to local and 
sustainable development. Here, we see the intention to reposition power to the hands of 
residents and Eleutheran community leaders rather than allowing foreign or non-
Eleutheran investors and decision-makers free reign over the island’s economy and well-
being.  
Bannerman Town, Millars, and John Millars Association 
The Bannerman Town, Millars, and John Millars Association (hereafter “The 
Association”) is a community group that represents the interests of the three 
southernmost settlements on Eleuthera. The Association has been at the forefront of the 
Millars land dispute with Franklyn Wilson and South Eleuthera Properties since 2010. In 
the past decade, they have reestablished a weeklong Homecoming festival for these three 
settlements, encouraged and facilitated the building of a local community center and 
library, and have worked to encourage local development and investment in the 
landscape, infrastructure, and community population of the region.  
I began working with representatives of the Association in 2015, although I had 
met and conversed with several individuals outside of their official capacity prior to that 
time. My first visit to the Millars Plantation Estate followed on the heels of the first court 
appearance of Association witnesses in Nassau regarding the legal suit against Wilson 
and Eleuthera Properties, Ltd (EPL), and my first interview participants had stood as 
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witnesses in the case. My understanding of the legal dispute, the landscape, and the 
history of South Eleuthera has been shaped significantly by the Association’s members 
and representatives from the outset. Additionally, during fieldwork in 2015-2017, I rented 
rooms from Mildred Young, an active community member involved in the Association’s 
legal case regarding the Millars land.  
The data that follows comes predominantly from two key participants: Errol 
McPhee, Association President, and George Bullard, Association Treasurer. Throughout 
the period of data collection, I relied on participant observation of the annual 
Homecoming festival, and semi-structured and unstructured walking interviews of the 
Millars landscape. Here I focus especially on the Association’s role in the Wilson case, 
and its establishment of a Homecoming festival in 2011.  
Every July, the Association hosts a weeklong Homecoming for local residents, 
extended and non-local family, and island neighbors. The first Homecoming was held in 
2011 under the banner “Back to the Soil: Descendants of the Ann Millar Estate.” 
Homecoming was already a strong Bahamian institution at the time, with settlements and 
towns throughout the Family Islands hosting events to reunite dispersed family members 
in their home communities with religious celebration, live music, local food, and 
activities for all ages. The first BTMJM Homecoming was a relatively small affair and 
was mostly attended by local residents and their immediate family and close friends who 
then lived outside of the area.26  
George took on the task of organizing the first Homecoming, as he had recently 
returned to Eleuthera to live full time. He explained the origins of Homecoming in 
Bannerman Town in a 2015 interview:  
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Homecoming was talked about for a long time, but there was nobody in position 
to really structure a homecoming. When it came back up again after they formed 
the Association, because when this formed I was here in Eleuthera already, but 
the whole idea was for me to put my hat in the ring being the person on the 
ground and knowledgeable enough to do a homecoming. When it became 
available, I said, "Yeah, I'll do it," and we had high elections, and I was elected 
chairman. We had a few who was doubtful it would ever happen… [but] every 
year it got better and better, and finally we were able to pull off what people 
consider actual homecoming. At first it was like a gathering, a big festival, a 
party. Now we have all the pieces began to fall in place, and as the years go on, 
we get better. We are growing.  
Despite the small-scale of Homecoming celebrations in its first year, the 
Association was committed to the idea as a way of investing in the community and 
raising money for the legal fees for Millars suit. Wilson and SEP had significant legal 
connections and personal wealth enough to build a strong legal team on his own, but the 
Association was still young and represented a community that was not extraordinarily 
wealthy to begin with, despite the legal team’s offer of discounted fees and pro-bono 
work. Additionally, many participants suggested to me that one of Wilson’s main 
strategies was to prolong the legal suit for as long as possible, thereby stretching thin the 
Association’s financial resources to the point where they would not be able to continue 
any appeal process. George described the goals of Association’s Homecoming as follows: 
Basically what it was designed for is trying to raise some money in order to help 
the funding with the lawyer fees and for the land case, but me, I'm going to tell 
you Homecoming don't raise money. Homecoming is basically a festival for 
persons who have been away for a long period of time to come home and enjoy 
themselves. You don't want to go in expense now, but if you do all the final work, 
there is a way that you can come out ahead, but that will take a lot of effort by 
more than just me, a group of persons who are willing to work. There are a lot of 
things surrounding Homecoming. You can ask for donations, you can get funding 
from different organizations. You need to put dialogue in place, where you say, 
"This is what we need. This is what we want to do." People who have money 
really want to see where their money is spent, not for a big party. They want to 
see that it's going to educational funds, if it's going to restructure your community. 
They want to be able to see this in short periods of time, whenever you say you're 
going to do it.  
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Acknowledging that Homecoming is not as productive as previously hoped in 
terms of fundraising for legal fees, George explains that it has filled other valuable and 
immeasurably emotional goals. One reason the southern settlements lack the high 
population demographics they once had is because of repeating patterns of economic 
decline in the early, mid, and late twentieth centuries. When the agricultural economy 
began to slip in the first half of the twentieth century, many families left temporarily or 
permanently for employment in Nassau or the United States. The Contract also had 
massive effects on these communities, as it opened up financial opportunity that simply 
could not be turned down when the local alternative meant certain poverty and struggle. 
Likewise, as the tourism economy began to establish itself further north on the island and 
in Nassau, these settlements could not compete with the draw of economic security. 
Today, those who remain in Millars and John Millars, and those who left are increasingly 
trying to rebuild and strengthen the community connections that tie people to this land. 
More often, descendants and extended family who have settled elsewhere over the past 
five decades are returning to South Eleuthera, and the growth of Homecoming has played 
a major role in that transition. 
The Association has shifted its goals to address the community-building and 
infrastructural support that had faded with the declining population. With increased 
permanent and seasonal residents in these settlements, the Association hopes to use their 
funds and institutional structure to support local needs like education, medical assistance, 
professional training. George explains:  
We want to build to a point where we can say, "Hey, come on, see what we've 
done in seven years? This is how far we got with nothing. Can you help us now? 
This is our goal. If we are able to get this far with nothing ..." and this is what we 
plan to do. We plan sooner or later to send a child off to university and sponsor 
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that child or have a library to the fact that all of South Eleuthera can come and 
gain knowledge from our library and community center. There's enough funding 
here, if somebody is ill, they need to go off on an emergency flight, we can do 
that, but all of these things need to be put in place. 
Similarly, Errol suggested that the Association’s mental and financial focus on the 
legal case around the Millars land had begun to detract from the Association’s basic 
commitments to improving daily life in these communities. Aside from fighting for the 
community’s right to remain on their land, the Association is constantly trying to produce 
tangible outcomes and physical improvements for all residents and especially for young 
people. Errol describes the difficulty of carrying out the Association’s community goals 
and defending their legal claim simultaneously: 
I think we are in the last phase. We’re going to the Privy Council. I believe we 
shall win. I don’t know what it’s going to cost us- money we don’t have. Because 
the money that we were raising, we wanted to fix the community- try to get a 
community, put a sub-division in. You know, trying to help the community a little 
bit. But we have to try to protect the land. First, we need it for generations to 
come. Because we don’t just want somebody to take the property who it doesn’t 
belong to them.  
The primary goals of the Association began with investing in and supporting local 
residents in the three southernmost settlements. Through the work on the legal case, it has 
become clear that fighting to maintain ownership of and access to the Millars land is 
foundational to any other kind of social or economic investment. Without the claim to the 
ancestral land of the Millars estate, there is no community to support; losing the land 
makes everyone and everything a bit more vulnerable. But the fight for the land is still 
secondary to the basic goals of the Association to invest in local economics and local 
social relationships.  
The Association has succeeded in establishing a well-respected and successful 
Homecoming, which fosters community and brings in some financial assets. By 
partnering with other island organization, including the One Eleuthera Foundation and 
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the Rotary Club of Eleuthera, the Association has been able to create a community center 
and library in the former Bannerman Town school building. Although the building is not 
used frequently or open regularly, the Association is committed to investing in youth and 
adult education and creating a usable community space since there isn’t necessarily an 
institutionalized community space already in the area.  
George and Errol are both committed to reinvesting in these southernmost 
settlements as individual entrepreneurs, as well as in their official capacity as Association 
officers. Both men are currently constructing small guest homes on the edge of the 
Millars settlement. Errol’s guestrooms sit on the same ridge as the Millars Plantation hill, 
and he plans to eventually cut a small path through the bush to allow access to the area 
for himself and visitors. George has cleared some land and laid foundations on another 
small hill just outside the settlement, alongside Queens Highway. From both locations, 
you have a view of the settlement in the valley and, in the distance, a glimpse of the 
water. Both hope that this construction will appeal equally to extended community 
members and Eleutherans from further North who make the trek to Millars for 
Homecoming week, but who don’t have a place to stay overnight in the area. They also 
hope to appeal to 1) eco-tourists and adventure seekers who would want to spend their 
vacation in the more rustic and underdeveloped areas of the island and 2) tourists who 
want to stay in boutique or locally owned guest houses rather than hotels or traditional 
vacation rentals. Errol explained his plans during our interview and walking tour of 
Millars, saying: 
What I want to do is this- I notice that a lot of times, tourists, you know people 
who like the natural environment, several times they came up and ask- they’d like 
to live in the Bannerman Town area. They like the land, you know. What you call, 
eco-tourism? A lot of people ask and they’d like to go- they wanted to live in 
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there, hunting, with the wild and the trees and things, camping sort of. And some 
of them ask if there’s any place they could stay because they’d like to go camp on 
the land and whose property, so we allow of lot of them to do that sometimes. I 
said that, seeing that there’s a number of persons asking, we need to build a place 
where people can stay when they want to go... And not only that. You have a 
whole lot of people like in Spanish Wells, a lot of people, like at Homecoming, 
say, why don’t you have no place for me- if I go down there I want to stay the 
whole weekend! So everybody keep asking these things, so we decide we better 
start doing these things. And its a form of income for the community, too.  
…It has been proven that large hotels on the island- as soon as there’s a crisis in 
the US, [there’s a crisis here]. For example- well you know what happened in 
2008 with the economic crisis in the USA. Even before then, hotels were closed 
down. Cotton Bay. Cape Eleuthera. Rock Sound Club…Big hotels don’t seem to 
do well, especially in times of economic crisis in the US. But I think, too, if you 
have small hotels or where the locals are part of it, you want sustainable, 
then…So that the loss wouldn’t be too great because it’s not the big tourist- costs 
millions of dollars, even to maintain. 
 
The Bannerman Town, Millars and John Millars Association is a prime example 
of how local organizations turn individual memory into collective political action. They 
work with memory by way of advocating for the land and the community who resides on 
it, thereby maintaining the collection relationship to the landscape and the collective 
memory attached to place. Their efforts to preserve ownership and access to the Millars 
land coincides with their attempt to strengthen social relationships and generational 
transmission of collective memory. Through Homecoming and individual and collective 
investments, the Association has encouraged the return of a dispersed descendant 
population and infrastructural and institutional development. Perhaps most importantly, 
these efforts all have a foundation in local values and concerns; development and 
community building must be done under local control to prevent the kinds of socio-
political and economic exploitation that so greatly affected these communities in decades 
past.   
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Wemyss Bight Community Library 
The Wemyss Bight Community Library (WBCL) is run by Wemyss Bight 
resident Clara Williams, whom I met through Mildred Young on a tour through Wemyss 
Bight in 2016. Under Clara’s direction, the library had become a valuable community 
space, especially for young people. Originally a government building, the structure is 
about 95 years old. It was first used as a teacher's house for the school that sits directly 
behind and up a short hill. Clara secured funding from the government to turn the 
building into a public library in 2004. From the beginning, Clara has attempted to make 
the library into a space that fosters lifelong learning and encourages community 
investment in young people. Unfortunately, as a public library institution, the WBCL 
only receives $1,000 per year from the government, which is not enough to cover all 
needs, including new technology, new books, and structural repairs to the deteriorating 
building. The roof leaks at multiple parts around the building, and during my first visit to 
the library, a contractor was assessing damages to the exterior and interior of the building 
and assessing the potential cost of repairs. Despite the strength of these old buildings 
which stand for centuries thanks to thick stone walls, the plywood roofs are not as stable.  
The Wemyss Bight Community Library sits on the main road through the 
settlement, at the base of a short hill where the Primary School (WBPS) is located. The 
WBPS serves children from Bannerman Town and Millars, John Millars, Wemyss Bight 
and Waterford. Although the school and library are not the same institutions, as director 
of the WBCL, Clara has created a special level of engagement with local youth, even 
beyond those who study at the local primary school.  
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When I first stepped foot in the library, I was met by Clara’s joyful cry of 
welcome as she ushered me in and gave a tour of the building. The main room holds 
children’s and young adult books, school and reference materials, general history, and 
one shelf dedicated to Bahamian history, culture, and geography. Clara’s sits at the front 
of the room, two long tables line the middle to be used as a work station or reading area, 
and near the back door, a small TV and computer screen. Down the hall, there's an adult 
book room with a reading table, which Clara pushes to the side of the room when it's 
raining to avoid water damage from the leaking roof. There’s a computer room at the end 
of the hallway, with about 6 desktop computers hooked up to the internet- Clara explains 
that not everyone has internet or a computer at home, so students can come here to do 
their work and their research for school. A small bench stands against the wall and she 
says people can wait here to use the computer and to watch and make sure that everyone 
is actually working on the computers – not playing games of goofing off. At the end of 
the hallway is an arts and crafts room; craft supplies and miscellaneous electronics sit on 
the table and on the closet shelves. Finally, a small bathroom off the hallway, which is 
lined by art drawn by young people who have visited the library.  
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The afternoon of my first visit to the library, I immediately noticed two young 
boys sitting together in the back corner of the main room. They alternated between 
reading, playing, and watching Pocahontas on the small TV. Neither of them was in 
school uniform, though classes were in session in the building behind us. Clara explained 
that neither child could go to school that day: one had an eye injury and the other was 
missing a belt for his required school uniform. "I might buy one for him," she said. This 
is emblematic of Clara’s complete investment in the young people of this area. In her 
mind, education is the key to success in life, no matter where an individual ends up in the 
future; and she does everything she can to encourage kids to seek out that educational 
opportunity, even when traditional classrooms and school curriculum and regulation 
might push out eager students. 
Figure 21. Wemyss Bight Community Library. Clockwise from Top Left: 
Exterior, Main reading room, Work area at the back of main reading 
room, Arts and crafts room.   
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Education and literacy are crucial, she explained during our first conversation. 
There is a low literacy rate on Eleuthera, and Clara does what she can to change that in 
the context of this local library, with its scarce resources and funding. Over the past 
decade, she has partnered with charitable organizations and non-profits in the Bahamas 
and abroad to collect donated books for the library. She also instituted a system wherein 
kids get one book for a week, and she makes sure that they read it before returning it. It 
used to be that kids would check out books but not read them, but now she follows up 
and if they don't read it, or don't return it, they can't get another until they've done so.  
Recognizing that not all kids excel at reading or at standard teaching methods and 
expectations of school classrooms, Clara tries to meet students where they are in their 
respective interests and talents. “It’s not all book smarts,” she explains, but teachers often 
put students off to the side if they're not succeeding in book learning and classroom 
study. But then students fall even further behind, they get upset, angry, frustrated and 
begin to act out. "That's why there's so much crime in Nassau." From Clara’s perspective, 
the alienation that children often feel in the classroom lead them to disconnect and 
disassociate from what support structures exist in and around schools. She also attributed 
growing unemployment and crime rates in Nassau to these early, formational moments 
that young people face in the classroom.  
Clara is originally from Nassau but moved here after getting married; her husband 
was born and raised in Wemyss Bight. Much of the extended family still lives in Nassau, 
and Clara herself makes frequent trips there for business and family visits; but she insists 
she would never live there again full time because of overcrowding and crime rate. In 
many ways, her work at the library is a way of intervening in a cycle of 
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disenfranchisement of young people that often leads to them leave school, emigrate away 
from Eleuthera, or struggle to find work.  
The library’s investment in educational resources for young and old is part of 
Clara’s project to encourage and support local residents of all ages to grow beyond the 
limitations imposed on them by other institutional or infrastructural support systems. 
When young WBPS students visit the library with their teachers or by themselves, Clara 
connects with them by finding out what their interests are and asking about themselves. 
She shows students around the building, prompting them with questions and pointing out 
the different book sections that might interest them. She urges young people (and adults) 
to become readers and commit to learning whenever and however they can. "The library 
is knowledge and knowledge is power," she insists. 
Clara also uses her position as community librarian to support local youth outside 
of the school year and classroom visits to WBCL. "You must love these kids more than 
yourself," she says, explaining the efforts she dedicates to school-year programming and 
a special summer camp aimed at local children who aren’t able to attend other camps or 
spend time off the island during the vacation period. During the library-sponsored camp, 
Clara, with the help of local volunteers and supporters, hosts activities at the library and 
around the settlement or at the local beach.  She also organizes day trips to Harbour 
Island, although she has dreams of taking the children even further since many don’t have 
the means to travel on their own or with family. Unfortunately, the down-island27 trip 
was cancelled in July 2017 due to a lack of transportation to carry the several dozen 
children who had signed up for camp that year.  
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I continued to work closely with Clara Williams during my 2016 fieldwork, 
helping to create a new website and social media presence for the library and to organize 
focus groups for local youth to engage them in my ongoing research on history and 
memory of the region. Through her work at the library, Clara aims to foster lifelong 
learning and to create a space that encourages strong community relationships and invests 
especially in young people. While building the library website and social media pages,28 
she took time to define the vision and mission of the institution as such: 
WBCL Vision Statement 
Our vision for the library is to build it to a level where it stands as a place of 
educational enrichment by its wide and diverse availability of information, a 
driving force behind ideas and a place of socialization, interaction and shared 
creativity. The library is not just a place to house books, but an advanced learning 
center where children have accessibility to after school tutoring, computers 
equipped with internet access, book clubs and resources for research including a 
full line of encyclopedias, audio and visual equipment. 
 
WBCL Mission Statement 
The Mission of our library is to provide all students with a high-quality education 
in reading. We seek to create an environment that achieves equality for all 
students and to insure (sic) that each student is a successful learner, is fully 
respected and learns to respect others. (Wemyss Bight Community Library 2016) 
 
The work that I was doing with community members and partners in the 
community Association and the One Eleuthera Foundation dovetailed significantly with 
Clara’s goals for the library. When I first shared my research goals with her, Clara told 
me that she once wanted to collect old peoples' stories before, but she had neither the 
time nor means to do so, and now most of those people have passed away. The stories 
that could've been shared by those old people are gone now, she says, “so I think God 
probably sent you to do this." Although collecting oral histories from elders had always 
been a priority of this project, my research thus far had suggested a significant 
generational and cultural divide between the community’s oldest and youngest members. 
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While preserving community history remained a central goal, it was through Clara that I 
was able to shift my research slightly to better understand young people’s relationship to 
this place.  
 Clara helped organize two youth focus groups with local participants so that I 
could get some younger perspectives on contemporary life and history of the area. She 
assisted in recruiting, speaking with parents and explaining the process of consent and 
assent for minors,29 and logistically provided space and transportation for participants. In 
the end, the focus groups were not very well attended, and some potential participants did 
not return parental consent forms. In the end, I decided not to use these events as a 
method of data collection, but rather a way of opening up a new avenue of engagement 
with young people. Instead of providing any significant data, these youth-centered events 
did begin to provide a new general perspective on the importance of place and 
community relationships for a much younger cohort of local residents.30  
Through focus groups and classroom visits, I learned that many young people 
under the age of 18 have deep connections to this place as 'home', although perhaps for 
different reasons than their parents and grandparents. We drew pictures of what home 
meant to each of us, and these sometimes-included family members, specific houses, or 
events that reminded participants of home and family.  I also shared photos of some well-
known historical buildings (like Big Ban and Bannerman Town’s old Anglican church), 
learning that some participants were more familiar with these sites as places where their 
family sometimes went crabbing.   
Some teenagers expressed an eagerness to leave the island because there's nothing 
for them to do here. The jobs they want now or want to pursue simply don't exist here. 
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Interestingly, one teenage boy- who also happened to be a star athlete at the high school 
and had just won several track and field events at the national level- told me that he did 
want to leave Eleuthera for school or work. But- he said- he ultimately wanted to come 
back and help out the island that has done so much for him, maybe make it so that others 
in his position won't have to leave for school or work. It's a sentiment that is very similar 
to those of the men who left the island in the mid-20th century to find temporary work in 
Nassau, Grand Bahama, and the United States before returning home to start families and 
businesses.  
In 2017, I once again partnered with Clara at the WBCL to organize and host a 
series of public community meetings to share my research and discuss future directions 
with interested parties. It was clear here, as it was in the beginning of our partnership, 
that this collaboration was equally, if not, perhaps, more valuable to the library’s goals of 
community investment as to my research. Again, Clara wanted to incorporate the 
historical research I had been doing into a growing archive and set of resources for the 
community to better understand its roots and to invest in its future. In our personal 
conversations and during the Q&A period of the community meetings, she emphasized 
the importance of integrating this information into a community archive and into the 
school curriculum which is severely lacking in local or even general Bahamian social 
studies.  
For the most part, Clara is unaffiliated with other institutions that provide 
community support and educational resources. Although she has previously served on the 
Wemyss Bight local government council, her work at the library now is mostly 
independent. She relies on the generous donations of time, talent, funding, and other 
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resources from island-based and foreign groups and individuals. Previously, the library 
had another full-time employee who eventually left in search of higher-paying 
employment in the tourism economy. Since then, the library has been run almost entirely 
by Clara and occasional volunteers. Despite the scarcity of resources and the gap in 
investment by the Bahamian or island government, Clara strives to fill an important role 
in the community: supporting young people and encouraging education that will support 
and provide for the needs of locals to avoid repetitive cycles of isolation and 
unemployment.  
One Eleuthera Foundation 
The One Eleuthera Foundation (hereafter OEF) formed in 2010, out of a 
collaboration between multiple island organizations, non-profits, and individuals who 
were focused on attending to the island’s heritage, cultural and ecological resources and 
pursuing responsible development. That group, at the time called Friends of Lighthouse 
Point, contracted the Michael Singer Studio to assess and produce a report on South 
Eleuthera development areas. The report, “A Shared Vision for South Eleuthera” 
documented both tangible and intangible heritage of the island, ecological resources and 
potential for locally-driven and sustainable development. Acknowledging Eleuthera’s 
“long history of failed large-scale developments,” the report argued that further 
development under such models – including a proposal for development of the 
Lighthouse Point region- would be “destructive not only to Lighthouse Point, but in the 
long term would act to prevent the very economic stimulus that development is intended 
to achieve” (Michael Singer Studio South 2010, 4). The One Eleuthera Foundation 
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emerged out of the assessments and proposals of Singer’s report, advocating for a three-
pronged approach to the island’s social, ecological, and economic wellbeing:  
Strengthening the Communities 
Building upon the unique qualities inherent in each community. 
Connecting the Island 
Connecting the settlements and branding the Eleuthera experience through Island-
wide heritage tourism. 
Planning the Future 
Planning and setting guidelines for future sustainable development. (Michael 
Singer Studio South 2010) 
 
OEF started as a three-year initiative aimed at building productive island 
partnerships and leading beneficial programs for island residents and tourists alike. From 
the beginning, OEF focused on a variety of projects that fell within one of the following 
categories: Education, Health and Wellness, Economic Development, Environment and 
Culture and Heritage. Many of these original projects succeeded and continue to operate 
in some way today. In every aspect of their work, the OEF maintains their original vision, 
keeping in mind the importance of scale and sustainability that was first outlined in the 
Michael Singer report. The Foundation defines its vision and mission as such: 
OEF Vision Statement 
We recognize that Eleuthera has a unique opportunity to build an economy based 
on our unique and rich cultural and heritage assets. This requires moving from a 
fragmented development approach to creating a structured plan that makes the 
natural and relevant links among communities and projects, measures success 
through monitoring and evaluation, and addresses any implementation challenges. 
The role of OEF in all of this is to connect people and organizations to the 
resource needed to find, develop or expand projects and activities that will allow 
Eleuthera and Eleutherans to be successful.  
 
OEF Mission Statement 
OEF’s goal is to strengthen the Eleuthera community by identifying and investing 
in high quality projects that further its economic, environmental and social 
development. Key to achieving this goal is connecting organizations and people to 
the necessary resources for them to be effective in their work. 
Our focus is on effecting systemic change and it is for this reason that we 
undertake such diverse and in-depth projects. We know that by implementing key 
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programs and supporting our partners and other non-profits in carrying out their 
work, the community of Eleuthera will benefit immensely and become a more 
productive, self-sufficient island. (One Eleuthera Foundation 2016) 
 
The partnership between OEF and researchers from UMass Amherst began in 
2011, when Drs. Elizabeth Chilton and Neil Silberman, and graduate student Angela 
Labrador of the Center for Heritage and Society came to Eleuthera to begin an 
assessment of tangible and intangible cultural heritage. During the first visit, the 
collaborative team ran a series of community meetings and laid the foundation for future 
research projects, including a survey of standing historic structures on Cupid’s Cay 
(Brabec and Chilton 2013), the creation of a web portal for One Eleuthera31 (Labrador 
2013), and archaeological survey of the Millars Plantation. Since then, the original 
research team from UMass Amherst has decreased in size, but collaboration continues.  
Since 2015, I have worked closely with Errol McPhee, who is the director of 
OEF’s Partners in Education programming, as well as the President of the Bannerman 
Town, Millars and John Millars Association. The data that follows in the remainder of 
this section comes from a review of planning documents and interviews and meetings 
with McPhee and OEF President & CEO Shaun Ingraham. Over the course of my 
research, I met with both Errol and Shaun numerous times, informally as well as in their 
official capacities as representatives of One Eleuthera (and the Association, in the case of 
Errol). 
I also want to note here that in many ways, it easier to account for the work of the 
One Eleuthera Foundation over the last decade because of the nature of the organization. 
Since its founding, OEF has grown substantially, producing a large paper, material, and 
digital record of its work across various spaces on the island. OEF has a number of other 
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well-established partners on and off Eleuthera, and a significant number of financial 
supporters (small and large donors) who have enabled the organization to engage in many 
of their most successful projects, ranging from education, health and wellness, economic 
development, and heritage management. Additionally, OEF and their partner 
organizations have permanent staff, making it easier to communicate with a wider group 
of people who represent the goals and various projects under the organization’s purview. 
Therefore, the reach and potential impact of OEF is significantly wider and deeper than 
the other two organizations discussed in this chapter.32  
The preservation of Eleuthera’s cultural heritage and recording of history is a 
central component of OEF’s mission. These areas are critical resources to the island’s 
economic development, and cultural heritage and history preservation sits at the 
intersection of the foundation’s emphases on development, sustainability, education and 
the economy. A draft 2005 Master Plan for economic development on Eleuthera, an 
assessment sponsored by the Hotel Corporation of the Bahamas, began to define the 
“assets, challenges, and opportunities” for potential development on the island (EDAW 
2005). Within the Master Plan, as in the Shared Vision Report, was a clear focus on 
tourism development. The report acknowledged that development across the island was 
likely –perhaps even inevitable – but argued that there could and should be sustainable 
and community-driven approaches to any such development projects.  
The 2011 Shared Vision Report suggested that the Millars Plantation Estate might 
be a possible site suitable for transformation into a tourism site or at least a restored 
heritage site due to its well-preserved standing structures and continued importance for 
local communities. The Millars Plantation site was suggested as a potential “Historical 
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and Cultural Area,” an attraction in itself, but also as a site linked to development outside 
the gates of Princess Cay in Bannerman Town.  
Other planning documents from OEF illustrate additional and more detailed plans 
for development of a local network of cultural heritage and historical sites in the area, 
including the Millars Plantation, the Bannerman Town ruins, and Lighthouse Point. The 
conceptual plan would have 1) transformed standing “plantation-era” structures outside 
Princess Cay into an interpretive center that would illustrate the history and ecology of 
the Millars and Bannerman Town era, 2) created an interpretive trail to highlight the 
unique ecology of the salt pond and marshes of the area, and finally 3) established a 
vendor marketplace and shuttle depot for transportation between Princess Cay and 
additional tour destinations throughout South Eleuthera, including the Millars Estate 
structures (One Eleuthera Foundation 2012). 
In 2012, The One Eleuthera Foundation also began developing an Island Heritage 
Trail. The trail highlights both cultural and historical sites, as well as unique ecological 
features on the landscape. There is no clear physical trail, but signs mark each associated 
site along Queen’s Highway, which runs the length of the island. Some sites that are 
further removed from the road, like Millars Plantation, have additional signage that 
describes the site, it’s history and/or ecology, and its role for contemporary communities. 
OEF has been working to improve these signs for several years, and in 2015, I worked 
with Dr. Whitney Battle-Baptiste to propose some new text for the sign that sits on 
Millars hill, based on some of our community interviews and archival research. This is 
part of OEF’s continued commitment to acknowledging and commemorating the island’s 
heritage as new information becomes available.  
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During a meeting with Shaun Ingraham in May 2017, he explained that one of his 
biggest goals for the Foundation at this time is to simply increase the amount of available 
information about Eleuthera. Even when you search for Eleuthera on the internet, he 
explained, what you’re likely to find- if you find anything at all- is outdated, incorrect, or 
simply poorly represented information. He hopes that OEF can increase the both the 
online presence for Eleuthera as well as improve interpretation of the island’s history and 
contemporary culture for visitors already on the island. 
Over the past three years, the One Eleuthera Foundation has also grown its 
programming in scope and in scale. When I first visited the island and started getting to 
know Shaun and other OEF members and staff, a lot of the programming was just getting 
off the ground and was predominantly focused on a few key projects. Many of those early 
projects are now up and running, like the development of the South Eleuthera Emergency 
Partners and a recycling program, both of which have new locations and clearer 
institutional and infrastructural support.  
 
 
Community support systems and infrastructure have also increased thanks in part 
to OEF, including the Bannerman Town Community Centre and Library, which has seen 
Figure 22. South Eleuthera Emergency Partners. Right, emergency vehicles garage 
and office north of Wemyss Bight; Left, Recycling Depot at Wemyss Bight 
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a resurgence in use and attention following a period of little use, and the Tarpum Bay 
Cultural Center which was a community-based restoration project that now houses 
community events, summer camps, lectures, and more. Shaun explains that the 
restoration of the Cultural Center, or ‘Lil Prep, began by creating “memory communities” 
that shared photos, documentation, and oral histories about the building and its place in 
Tarpum Bay during the previous century. As restoration continued, OEF and community 
members made conscious decisions to integrate some of the architectural history and 
collective memory into the building’s renovation, as well as eco-friendly and sustainable 
improvements to the building’s basic infrastructure.  
In his description of the community-based restoration of ‘Lil Prep, Shaun 
describes the process as one that relied on getting community input and valuing local 
voices over development or improvement plans. It required getting local people involved 
in archiving their own history, to become what he calls “stewards” of the history and of 
the restored building. It was a successful model that he hoped would be able to translate 
to the ongoing project that I was working on in Millars. I was doing some of that work of 
eliciting community memory, but OEF (and the community Association) would have to 
be the ones to step in and lay the groundwork for infrastructural and logistical 
developments like site maintenance and access, training for tour guides and preserving 
the buildings and data that I had collected. For a number of reasons, that model has not 
yet translated to the Millars Plantation project, a point that often proves frustrating to 
representatives from these community groups. Certainly, the growth of One Eleuthera 
over the past decade has demonstrated that change and development does not occur 
overnight, but with continued investment over a length of time.  
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In 2015, One Eleuthera developed and launched a new educational institute, the 
Center for Training and Innovation (CTI). CTI offers a variety of training and educational 
programs aimed at improving the employability of local Eleutherans and encouraging 
them to pursue new opportunities in real-world and locally specific economies- including 
tourism, agricultural, construction, technology, and more. One Eleuthera’s description of 
CTI explains:  
CTI will center on providing students with coaching and mentoring to assist them 
with their educational, personal and economic goals. CTI is a place where 
students can grow and develop, and become better citizens; contributing to 
building a vibrant economy for the island of Eleuthera and The Bahamas… Our 
desire is that students of CTI will be distinguishably different as they exhibit a 
positive attitude to life and a commitment to serve and participate in the ongoing 
development of Eleuthera and The Bahamas. 
(http://oneeleuthera.org/projects/CTI)  
Since its inception, CTI has opened up new doors to many local residents and 
especially to young people who previously lacked opportunities due to access and a lack 
of training or education beyond high school. Traditionally, many Eleutherans have had to 
leave the island to receive a similar level of training and education in the fields that CTI 
specializes in (especially tourism and technology). By offering that training here, 
residents are not forced to enter into short-term employment or training away from home, 
which so often ends up beginning the process of weakening local networks of support and 
care amongst South Eleutheran communities. More importantly, the training that students 
and interns receive through CTI enables people to find work in the island’s existing 
economic networks, or to create new, locally-defined and community-oriented economic 
opportunities.  
Beyond creating CTI, One Eleuthera has made significant efforts to design other 
programming that allows CTI graduates to continue their work and apply the skill and 
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knowledge they’ve gained through the program. That is one goal of further development 
at Millars – for example, to train and employ local residents to run tours to domestic and 
foreign tourists, and to maintain the physical site around the Millars hill. 
Finally, One Eleuthera’s commitment to local values and self-determination is 
illustrated in the organization stepping into an oversight role that has historically been 
filled by governmental agencies. In the past, the Antiquities, Monuments and Museums 
Corporation (AMMC), a branch of the national government and based in Nassau, 
oversees all historical, archaeological, and museum research in the Bahamas. 
Archaeological permits, as well as lesser-known ethnographic research, must be 
registered through AMMC. Following several weeks of communication, and at times 
negotiation with AMMC on my part, Shaun informed me that One Eleuthera was hoping 
to take on a new role that would oversee some of the island’s own antiquities 
management (Ingraham, personal communication). Rather than going through the 
bureaucracy in Nassau, he hopes that soon One Eleuthera will be able to provide the 
institutional oversight and infrastructural support for this kind of research when it 
happens on the island. It is a testament to OEF’s growth as a respected and strong 
community-organization over the past several years, and one that has taken on a much 
larger role in community support and development. More significantly, such a move 
would also signify an attempt at more local control over heritage resources, and the 
research and knowledge production that happens on the island or in conjunction with 
island communities. 
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Community Advocacy as a Political Action 
During my ethnographic interviews and participant observation of local life and 
people’s engagement with heritage places, issues and community history, one thing that 
stood out most clearly was the fact that many long-time residents of Eleuthera feel 
neglected and forgotten by the powers that be in the Bahamas. From failures of 
infrastructure to poor representation in parliament, South Eleutherans often feel that their 
perspectives simply don’t matter to the people who call the shots about the state of their 
roads and schools, or the people who make decisions about when and where and how to 
develop nearby land. The three organizations profiled here are doing their own kind of 
work to combat that feeling of alienation and disenfranchisement, and they’re doing so at 
different levels. Although their goals and methods vary, the three groups share a common 
mission of prioritizing local values and working towards the well-being of residents, and 
in doing so, they reinforce the idea that those who live here and those who have lived 
here, have a right to continued life in this place. Their work aims to support people in that 
mission of remaining on the land and continuing the social networks that have given 
these communities life for over 200 years.  
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CHAPTER 7 
THE POLITICAL WORK OF MEMORY 
On the second to last day of my fieldwork in June 2017, I held a community 
meeting at the Bannerman Town Community Center and Library. I had held another 
meeting in Wemyss Bight the previous day, and that one had gone very well with a nice 
turn out, including several local teenagers. With 15 minutes to go before the Bannerman 
Town meeting began, it seemed this meeting was going to be very sparsely attended. My 
phone rang and I answered to hear Shirley Rolle’s daughter, asking if I could come pick 
up her and her mother on the way up to Bannerman Town. I was already at the library, 
but I wanted to do everything I could to make sure these women could attend. I 
immediately jumped back in my car and drove up to John Millars to pick up Shirley. She 
had become, over the course of the past year, one of my key informants, and closest 
friends in this place and I was eager to make sure she would be there.  
When I pulled up the little hill in John Millars, I first saw Xavier, Cheriah’s three-
year-old son, come running down the hill, followed closely by Cheriah and finally 
Shirley. I was thrilled and moved to see that all three wanted to come, especially because 
I knew the meeting was tightly timed around other church obligations. Back at the 
community center, it became clear that it would be a small group- the three John Millar 
Rolles, George Bullard, Keith (a resident of Rock Sound who had also come to the 
Wemyss Bight meeting), and finally, two older white gentleman who turned out to be of 
a well-known family in Rock Sound. While George bemoaned the fact that more of his 
neighbors had not come out for this community meeting, I was most happy and grateful 
to see Shirley and Cheriah there, as these two women has become friends; they had taken 
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me in and confided in me in ways that changed my research but also affected my life 
personally.  
At the end of the meeting, I drove Shirley, Cheriah, and Xavier back to John 
Millars. As I made my way back down Queens Highway, dodging potholes and land 
crabs on the road, the two warned me to watch out for the crazy drivers who would be 
making their way back and forth between here and Princess Cay- hug the left side of the 
road as best you can, they told me. It was a friendly, familial warning that I had come to 
expect from these women. But I was taken aback by what came next.  
"Why didn't you show the pictures you took with me last year?" asked Shirley, 
referring to the afternoon I had spent walking through her farm and along the creek out to 
the John Millars creek, cemetery and beach.  
"I wasn't sure if you would want me to share those," I explained, both worried that 
I had offended and relieved to know that Shirley trusted me so well. And although 
Shirley was comfortable with my questions and photos at the time, she did not want to 
sign an IRB consent form, so I was cautious about sharing her photos and stories in 
public. "I like to make sure that people feel comfortable with me sharing photos of them, 
or photos that I took with them." 
She laughed, waving her hand. "Of course, I want you to put those pictures up! 
Why don't you share them too? If those white people can take pictures and put them on 
the internet, why can't you?" 
"Did you see that video on Facebook?" asks Cheriah from the back seat, referring 
to her mother’s question. I knew the video they were referring to. A few months prior, I 
had come across a video that depicted the same route that Shirley and I had taken out to 
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the John Millars cemetery. The video- shot by a man who operates a tourism-based 
website and Facebook page- followed the same path along the old creek road, up the 
sandy lane and into the John Millars cemetery. In the video titled, "Take the Road Not 
Traveled", the narrator stumbles upon the old road that crosses the creek. He pauses to 
talk about the importance of mangroves to the ecosystem before continuing on to the 
John Millars cemetery. It is the same exact route that Shirley took me on the previous 
year, walking side by side as she told me about family trips out to the beach and her 
regular visits to the cemetery to tend to her father's grave.  
As I watched the video for the first time, I wondered if Shirley had met this man 
and directed him down the road towards the beach, as she told me she often does for lost 
tourists looking for a nice beach to visit. In the video, the narrator reacts with huge 
surprise as he comes across the walls of the cemetery, the same "slave walls" that Shirley 
had wanted to show me that day. The narrator ponders the use of this space, who might 
be buried here, when it was in use, what purpose the small trinkets might have once 
served, before pointing the camera towards the beach. The words "You never know what 
you'll find" flash across the frame.  
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Figure 23. Screengrab of Facebook video, "The Road Not Taken" 
Beneath the video there was a growing discussion of the imagery and soon, local 
residents began commenting on the video. There was an interesting juxtaposition between 
those who had stumbled across this video or even this beach during their tourist 
explorations of the area, and those who had clear memories of visiting this space and 
hearing family stories of the area. The video offered a static image of an empty 
landscape, largely devoid of life and human activity, but the conversation unfolding on 
this Facebook video had begun to populate the place with people and memories. My walk 
with Shirley through that same landscape had revealed much the same, that this place was 
in fact, a living landscape that is still being (re)shaped by people today. It is no more 
static than the tide that laps at the outside edge of the cemetery, every year creeping 
closer to the seemingly steadfast stone walls.  
From Shirley's comment and tone in the car, it seemed that she had mixed feelings 
about the video. It depicts a beautiful space to which she has deep emotional connections 
and I know from experience that she likes to share this with other people. On the other 
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hand, she seemed more dismissive of this particular interpretation of the place by an 
outsider who had no idea of its existence or importance. That reaction stood in stark 
contrast to her desire for me to share the photos that I took when I went with her to the 
cemetery. I promised her that I would share the photos next time, especially since 
receiving her permission. 
As we near the house in John Millars, I told the two women how grateful I was 
that they made it to the meeting. And in turn, they thanked me for putting it together. It's 
so interesting, they explain, to learn about this history and to see that somebody else has 
interest in it, too. "What you're doing here is also so good because when Xavier grows up, 
he won't have to go looking for this. It'll be there and he can learn about it, too." I was 
struck by this comment more than anything because it hits at one of the driving goals of 
this entire project – to help document the island’s history for the local community; to help 
unite and braid the diverse strands of knowledge and memory into a story that is both 
informative and recognizable to the local community as it is to outsiders. I had also tried 
(with limited success) to bridge a widening generational divide between older people, 
who seemingly held and valued the history and memories of this landscape, and the 
younger generations, who were often dismissed as uncaring and oblivious of their roots 
or the cultural significance of this place. Cheriah's gratitude, while extremely moving for 
me personally, also offered a profound and important insight on the methods of this 
research and the connection that this work was making with the local descendant 
community with whom I had partnered.  
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The Memoryscape 
A major goal of this dissertation has been to trace the connections between 
memory, place, and community members. I use the term “memoryscape” to represent the 
integration of collective memory, contemporary experience, and the materiality of life in 
South Eleuthera, all of which can be read against the physical landscape of the region. 
The memoryscape is a bounded space and a social arena in which individuals and 
collective groups remember and encounter the past in the contemporary moment.  
 The concept of memoryscapes appears in a variety of literatures in memory 
studies (Basu 2007; Butler 2007; Nuttall 1992; Shaw 2002; Ullberg 2013; Yoneyama 
1999). My understanding of the term was informed first by Jennifer Cole’s discussion of 
post-colonial Madagascar (2001). According to Cole’s discussion, “the memoryscape 
indicates the articulation of individuals and social memory that dominated at a particular 
time; it is constituted by the diachronic tendencies that enable continuity of historical 
consciousness over time, as well as the way these diachronic tendencies intersect with the 
synchronic heterogeneity that enable any group’s transformation” (2001, 290). For Cole, 
the memoryscape is not a static place or idea that stores memory but is instead the stage 
on which a variety of actors constantly replay and negotiate new understandings of 
memory, place, and relation. It is “not just of memory, but for memory” (Cole 2001, 
290). That negotiation and transformation of the memoryscape occurs over and over 
again, on an almost daily basis and through extraordinary activities and events. Here, I 
will specifically outline the “diachronic tendencies” and the “synchronic heterogeneity” 
that Cole defines as crucial components of the memoryscape. Broadly stated, the 
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memoryscape is both process and product of negotiation and engagement between 
individual and collective memory.  
 
Figure 24. Cole’s (2001) conceptualization of formation of the Memoryscape.  
 
Diachronic Processes and Synchronic Heterogeneities of Remembrance  
In the case of South Eleuthera, the diachronic processes would include traditional 
economies, such as farming, fishing, straw work, as well as modern tourism economies; 
special events like Homecoming; and the series of court appearances and appeal 
processes associated with the Wilson v Millars land case. These diverse acts enable both 
individuals and collective groups to maintain or recreate new ways of relating to the land, 
to the past, and to each other. Individuals maintain their understanding of the landscape 
through personal memories of living and using the land, and by continuing to make use of 
the land in traditional and familiar ways as their ancestors did. As repeating tendencies, 
these events and processes enable, and in fact, encourage the evolution and reformation 
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of both individual and collection memory as it relates to and revolves around the South 
Eleutheran landscape.  
The synchronic heterogeneity would be represented in the different positions that 
both individuals and community organizations hold in relation to the land, to the 
community, and to each other. For example, the individuals profiled in chapter four 
represent different position in relation to the land and to each other, although some 
certainly should and do overlap. Indeed, some participants described in chapters four and 
six also serve as representatives of community organizations, which each also occupy 
different positions in relation to the land and the other organizations. It is the 
heterogeneity of these individuals and groups that enable a productive and constant 
negotiation and transformation of the memoryscape depending on who is interacting and 
around which event or process.  
Material Memoryscape 
Cole’s conceptualization of the memoryscape, however, does not entirely suit the 
case study of South Eleuthera. Surely, the intersections of individual and social memory 
play a profound role on how the past is understood; but this interpretation also lacks 
attention to the materiality of the space in which people remember. Here, I propose a 
material memoryscape, which represents the negotiation and transformation of individual 
and collective memory and attends to the materiality of a landscape imbued with 
memory. The material memoryscape of South Eleuthera contains the physical landscape 
of the region, dotted as it is with vernacular architecture and stone walls, the material 
remains of living communities in the past and present. It is the space in which locals and 
descendants interact with each other and with the material landscape, constantly 
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negotiating and transforming meaning and values attached to the landscape itself. It also 
creates space for visioning the future as it relates to material points of memory, heritage 
narratives, and the development of local projects centered on community building.  
 
e 
Figure 25. Material Memoryscapes 
 
The Stratigraphy of the Memoryscape 
 The material memoryscape is the spatial zone in which individuals and collective 
groups navigate and transform relationships with each other and with the material record 
of the past. There is both a material and social stratigraphy of the memoryscape due to its 
cumulative composition of deposited objects, natural and built features, as well as the 
social relations, oral history, memories, and the constant transformation of meaning 
associated to this space. I draw particularly on Shannon Lee Dawdy’s work in 
contemporary New Orleans to understand how a social stratigraphy comprises the 
deposition of generations of material remains, the formation of social relationships, and 
the transformation of the physical and cultural landscape: “The materiality all around us, 
even our personalities, is composed of layers laid down in past moments. Everything we 
are and everything we experience is a kind of unpredictable inheritance” (Dawdy 2016, 
28).  
 It is important to note that the material memoryscape is never static. In fact, 
because the memoryscape is a site of ongoing interaction and transformation of social 
memory and the material landscape, it is constantly undergoing formation processes. Site 
formation processes in archaeological sites are commonly understood as the ways in 
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which a particular space is occupied, used, abandoned, and eventually preserved in the 
archaeological record. The process is reflected in the stratigraphic layers of a site, in 
which we identify different occupation and use periods. But in a place like South 
Eleuthera, which I have already described as both a historical landscape and a 
contemporary, living cultural landscape of memory, it is impossible to characterize the 
site as fully formed. Site formation processes are ongoing. The landscape continues to 
change due to agricultural or tourism practices, through abandonment and emigration or 
resettlement throughout the region. People continue to reshape the material landscape and 
transform their relationship to and memory of this place, meaning that the material 
memoryscape is constantly undergoing formation and transformation.  
Compost Heritage 
This notion of transformation also draws to mind a concept that Caitlin DeSilvey 
calls “compostheritage,” which recognizes that the boundary between 
use/abandonment/transformation are fluid and productive, rather than destructive: 
When we beginning to understand certain places as caught up in a process of 
composting, we can appreciate that dereliction and abandonment are not 
unfortunate end points (and problems to be solved with intervention) but rather 
transitional states, where different uses (social, ecological, cultural) combine to 
generate new possibilities. (DeSilvey 2017, 151) 
Working with the composting metaphor offered originally by Katarina Saltzman (2007), 
DeSilvey suggests that places and objects that archaeologists and other heritage scholars 
often look at as teetering between the present and the past, between history and 
archaeology, are undergoing the transformative process of composting, which might 
fundamentally reshape the meaning or use of an older thing while still retaining traces of 
the original.  
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Saltzman’s original conceptualization of composting also recognizes that such 
processes require different interpretations of time: 
We often think about change in terms of before and after; what used to be and 
what is to come. In the case of landscape transformation… the metaphor of 
composting can help us to better recognize and understand what happens in-
between the before and after, to analyze the quietly working microprocesses of 
decomposition and composition, and to provide alternative understandings of time 
and of mixing. Today there is a need for such alternatives in order to achieve and 
permit more complex explanations of phenomena that are simultaneously 
material, mental and nature-cultural. (Saltzman 2007, 68) 
I’m drawn to these ideas, of compostheritage provided by DeSilvey and compost-time 
proposed by Saltzman, because of the way that individuals and collective groups are 
working with both the materiality and sociality of memory as a means of producing 
something new. Compostheritage works along a scale, from the contemporary 
transformation of material objects and spaces associated with the past, to the 
development of future-oriented projects based on historical narratives and resources 
which might be repurposed or provide foundation for new work.  
 A specific example of this compostheritage process in action would be the reuse 
and transformation of historical artifacts and built features across the South Eleutheran 
landscape, specifically the slave wall. As discussed in chapter five, the stone slave walls 
are abundant throughout the region. They represent the history and horror of slavery, as 
well as symbolizing the fortitude and strength of enslaved and free ancestors. The walls 
are often altered, dismantled, or repurposed by residents – but this transformation does 
not erase the various interpretations of the walls even as the stones are used to create 
something new.  
 We can also see a much larger process of compostheritage in the community 
advocacy carried out by community organizations in South Eleuthera. Chapter six 
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discussed the ways in which community groups work from an understanding of the 
landscape as home and as a place of belonging in order to advocate for community 
development that both cares for residents today and looks forward to the future. The 
sense of belonging in and around the South Eleuthera emerges out of the social and 
material fabric of life in the past and present - it is the fertile soil that gives life to the 
community and enables the creation and transformation of local development.  
The Political Role of the Memoryscape 
 The memoryscape of South Eleuthera has become a powerful tool in the last 
decade, thanks in large part to community concerns over the Wilson suit that seeks to 
claim Millars acreage. Since the beginning their countersuit against Wilson’s Eleuthera 
Properties, residents and representatives of South Eleutheran organizations have taken 
active roles in transforming and redefining memory around the Millars land and around 
the community’s historical and contemporary claim to an identity grounded in the 
landscape. The act of engaging in this process alone has become a political act in that it 
transforms residents and descendants, individuals and collective groups, as actors in the 
formation and negotiation of memory.  
Claiming local control 
The memoryscape is political first and foremost because it provides a stage for 
individual and collective actors to demand attention, respect, and acknowledgement of 
local experience and local knowledge of the landscape. From that point, individuals and 
community organizations such as the One Eleuthera Foundation and the BTMJM 
Association are able to claim a more visible stake in determining the outcome or the 
direction of any kind of economic development in the region.  
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 Here, I want to highlight again some of the work that George and Errol 
have been engaged in over the past few years in their capacities as Association 
leadership, local business owner (in the case of George), and program director for One 
Eleuthera (in the case of Errol). These two are some of the most recognizable and perhaps 
outspoken voices in the debate around land rights and development. But they also 
represent the organizations with whom they are associated. George and Errol are in 
constant engagement and debate with their neighbors and friends, those who seemingly 
have less power on the political stage, but who are no less passionate about their right to 
influence the direction of the area.  
Due to their various roles on the island, these two individuals have different 
access to some communities and are better able to address certain local concerns. Errol, 
as President of the Association and a program director of One Eleuthera may hold a 
significant amount of sway in the island’s development, but it is George who interacts 
more directly and more frequently with residents (such as Shirley and Cheriah Rolle). 
George and the Rolles run into each other more often around the island and they 
occasionally work together at Princess Cay. Where the communication may fail or move 
more slowly between these two women and Errol (and the organizations he helps to 
steer), George helps to mediate and make sure that those voices and those concerns do get 
included in the debate and conversation.  
Both George and Errol are passionate about working to improve the lives of their 
neighbors and protect local values in relation to the land, but they also each hold unique 
positions of authority and influence that makes it possible for them to help direct the 
conversation and steer local development. The two men work together and independently 
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to help community members and groups achieve the goals and address the concerns held 
by so many, whether that means coordinating community events, informing neighbors of 
news and economic developments, or asking outside investors to consider and value local 
input in their design plans. As leaders in the community association and prominent 
figures in South Eleuthera more generally, they have drawn attention to the southern 
settlements’ history and landscape, illuminating the ways that locals use and connect to 
the landscape around them; so much so that potential developers who enter the scene 
cannot ignore the physical and emotional value that the land and its history hold for local 
residents.  
This is truly the political work of memory. The constant negotiation, engagement, 
and transformation of individual and collective memory has physically and figuratively 
linked the past and the contemporary landscape. To speak of the Millars land is to 
reference both the historical landscape and collective memory, as well as the 
contemporary communities who maintain, preserve, and constantly transform the 
memoryscape of this place. Memory here is not simply an abstract concept, a 
metaphorical library of past events, places, and people. Memory is intrinsically linked to 
the physical landscape, to the buildings and walls that remain standing throughout the 
settlements, to the creeks and fields that mark boundaries or serve as geographic 
guideposts, to the people who live on and work this land, constantly moving, reusing, or 
altering the ecological components of the region.  
By demanding local control of the landscape and the historical narrative, 
individuals and community groups, especially the Association and One Eleuthera, have 
the ability to steer economic development in responsible and respectful ways. The 
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political and social-economies of the island have been determined by outside investors 
since the start of non-indigenous settlement in South Eleuthera, from the plantation 
period to the tourism development of the late twentieth century, and finally, today. Local 
input and self-determination in economic development helps to prevent the kind of 
manipulation and exploitation that saw so many South Eleutheran residents lose access to 
their family land in the mid-twentieth century.  
One example of this kind of local determination comes from the work of the 
BTMJM Association. Over the past few years, the Ministry of Tourism attempted to 
arrange for dune buggy tours from Princess Cay through Millars and Bannerman Town. 
As Errol explained to me: 
They want us to find ways to have short tours- history of the community. Well we 
did it, we did some work. But what happened, we asked them- okay since you all 
say you want to do tours, how are we going- how are the people of Bannerman 
Town going to benefit from these tours? You know what I mean? Why should we 
do tours- we don’t mind doing it. And what happened then… they’re very 
political about how they do things. So instead of doing the tours and giving us the 
opportunity to have a part in it, they give it to other persons and so we weren’t 
able to. So, we said, well we’re not going to do it for other person’s benefit when 
the poor people in Bannerman Town need it more than anyone else. 
The dune buggy tours from Princess Cay have been offered as an excursion for 
several years, and while many residents see it as an economic opportunity to bring 
attention and bring guests out of the gated port of call and into the settlements, Errol and 
George acknowledge that the tours rarely benefit the community as a whole. From Errol’s 
perspective, such a tour would be a great way to showcase local history to visitors, but 
logistically, it is an expensive project. While One Eleuthera has put together a series of 
signs for Big Ban (which is included on the Foundation’s Island Heritage Trail), 
preparing the site for tours would require a significant investment of time and labor to 
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clear the hilltop, make the paths and the buildings more visible, all while making sure the 
structures and the ecology is appropriately protected.  
Eleanor Rolle explained to me after the fact that Errol asked that the fee for the 
tours include a fee payable to the Association or One Eleuthera in order to cover the cost 
of cleaning up and supervising the hill. It is unclear from my data whether the deal was 
rejected by the cruise company, the Ministry of Tourism, or the man who operates the 
tours, but eventually the Millars hill was removed from the list of stops on the tour. 
Instead, Eleanor explains,  
What they used to do, when they come down the area from Princess Cay, then 
they used to stop [beside the homecoming park]. But down below the hill here, 
you could still see the Barn.33 The top part of it up there. That’s all they used to 
do… I don’t think they even come this way no more… they just go from the 
[Bannerman Town Anglican] church area and then they go up the back and go 
straight up to the Lighthouse [at Lighthouse Point]. 
In this case, the political work of the memoryscape was a tool for linking the 
physical landscape and the past with the economic needs of the contemporary 
community. In doing so, Errol was making it clear that if the landscape and local history 
is a economic resource for developers or bureaucrats, then it should be the local 
community that receives the financial, social or political benefits of its use. 
Unfortunately, the deal fell through because the outside forces that have for so long 
determined the outcomes of development in the area decided it was not worth the 
investment. This is, sadly, a familiar occurrence for South Eleuthera, and it mirrors the 
same rejection of community value as was seen in the Wilson suit and series of appeals.  
As Princess Cay reopened in 2017 under new management by Carnival Cruise 
Line, locals have become more optimistic about the chance for their input to the be heard 
and respected by a company that already seems more community-oriented. Ahead of the 
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June opening, I spoke with George about the upcoming change. He was looking forward 
to the new management, which seemed to him already more invested in the community 
outside the port’s gate than the previous manager had ever been. In the past, George often 
found himself asking the former manager for assistance or even support for local efforts, 
institutions, the answer was always no. At one point, George had started a volleyball 
team in the settlement that played all over the island and ended up winning the 
championship for Central and South Eleuthera. He asked for some financial support from 
the manager of Princess Cay as a fellow community leader in the area, but the manager 
wasn't interested. He did the same when the Association began developing new plans for 
Homecoming several years ago but had the same negative response. Ahead of Princess 
Cay’s reopening, George and many other local residents were looking forward to a new, 
productive partnership with Carnival, a company that was investing more money and 
time in the port than Princess had in the years leading up to the transfer.34  
The Fight Continues 
After two appeals in Bahamian courts, the legal case between the Association and 
Franklin Wilson finally went before the Privy Council in London. Lawyers for both sides 
gave three days of arguments in the summer of 2018. The final ruling from the Privy 
Council was handed down on October 15, 2018 and stated that neither the developer nor 
the community could effectively prove their right to the land. This ruling was widely 
hailed as a victory for local residents in Eleuthera because it maintained the status quo, 
allowing them to continue residing on the land even without legal rights to it. It also 
prevented Wilson’s company Eleuthera Properties Ltd from moving forward with any 
further development on the acreage in question.  
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In the late spring of 2018, rumors also began to spread that Disney Cruise Line 
was considering purchasing new land in the Bahamas for a new port of call to call their 
own. I was contacted in March of 2018 by the One Eleuthera Foundation with the report 
that Disney was planning to purchase and develop Lighthouse Point, immediately to the 
south of Bannerman Town and parts of the former Millars Estate property. It wasn’t until 
the summer that media coverage confirmed Disney was looking at developing property 
on Eleuthera. By the early fall, Disney was in talks with the government, seeking 
approval of their development plan. One Eleuthera joined several partner organizations, 
including the Bahamas National Trust (BNT), Bahamas Reef Environment Educational 
Foundation (BREEF), Leon Levy Native Plant Preserve (LLNPP), and the Cape 
Eleuthera Institute (CEI) under the banner of Lighthouse Point Partners to fight the 
proposed Disney development. The coalition hosted a number of community meetings to 
assess local interest in the Disney project, which had begun to sow a significant division 
between different parties on Eleuthera and beyond.  
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Figure 26. Conceptual Plan of Disney development at Lighthouse Point. September 
2018, via DisneyCruiselineBlog (Sanders 2018) 
By September, the coalition of Lighthouse Point Partners had formulated their 
own proposal based in large part on recommendations from the 2010 “Shared Vision 
Report” (Michael Singer Studio South 2010). Their proposal emphasized local, 
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sustainable eco-tourism development that would employ Eleutherans permanently, 
protect ecologically sensitive areas of the Lighthouse Point area through the creation of a 
national park on over 80% of the Lighthouse acreage, and encourage stay-over land-
based tourism on the island (James Lima Planning & Development 2018).  
On October 19 – four days after the Privy Council’s ruling on the Millars land – 
the Bahamian government approved the proposal by Disney Cruise Lines to develop a 
new port at Lighthouse Point (Cabinet Office 2018). Unlike the dispute over the Millars 
land over the previous eight years, where there was a wide consensus against Wilson’s 
attempt to gain title to the land in question, the Disney case sparked massive division and 
disagreement throughout South Eleuthera. It seemed clear that for some South 
Eleutherans, the potential for economic development and employment offered by Disney 
outweighed concerns over preserving the natural and cultural landscape of Lighthouse. 
For many others, it was difficult to ignore the long history of exploitation by the tourism 
industry on Eleuthera, as well as a number of broken promises by the cruise industry 
throughout the Bahamas. The Lighthouse Point Partners used this a main argument in 
defense of their proposal, which would have ensured that the development was done by 
Eleutherans, keeping any economic benefits on the island rather than in the hands of 
foreign corporation.  
Clearly, the social stratigraphy of South Eleuthera continues its formation 
processes today. Processes of settlement/construction, and abandonment/deterioration 
have already shaped the memoryscape of South Eleuthera and undoubtedly, these 
patterns will take hold again in the coming years if Disney moves forward with their 
development of Lighthouse Point. Here, we can begin to examine how the material and 
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social landscape continues to change, and how different players are transforming the 
meaning and the uses of this land.  
Collaborative Caribbean Archaeology  
Above all, I have considered this a community-based and collaborative 
archaeology project, centered around the core concern of local and descendant 
communities in South Eleuthera – that their knowledge and use of the historical and 
contemporary landscape did not legally matter. The methods employed in this 
dissertation aimed to bring together a wide variety of data that included conventional 
archaeological material analysis, ethnographic interview and participant observation, as 
well as local knowledge. I often felt – as I’m sure many do who practice community-
based archaeology – that this research wasn’t good enough, rigorous enough, deep 
enough, theoretical enough, that it didn’t go far enough in engaging with the diverse 
communities who were a part of this work. Ultimately, it helped to remind myself of 
Atalay’s (2012) call for an archaeology “with, by, and for” local, descendant, and 
indigenous communities. Surely, this research could have engaged more deeply along 
each of those lines – with, by, and for – but keeping that mantra at the core of the 
research helped me to ask new questions, take on new perspectives, and appreciate the 
value of the work even during frustrating moments of fieldwork, analysis, or writing.  
Even more importantly, I began to realize that this collaborative approach was 
transforming the purpose and the process of doing archaeology. The research was activist 
and forward-looking, even as I was asking questions about the past. As such, it followed 
in the steps of contemporary archaeologists (Hamilakis 2018; Kiddey 2017; De León 
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2015) and met the call for a transformative and activist oriented archaeology set forth by 
Atalay et al. (2014).  
Collaborative Caribbean archaeology in the context of South Eleuthera meant 
applying diverse methods to access both contemporary and historical experience and 
materiality; valuing the voices that had been marginalized or outright ignored by the 
political and legal systems that had missed the nuanced interpretation of land usage in the 
rural Family Islands. By utilizing a combined ethnographic and archaeological toolkit, I 
had come to better understand how memory links the past and present around the material 
landscape. Through this ethnographic archaeological research, I was able to see the 
material and social stratigraphic formation of a South Eleutheran memoryscape, where 
individuals come to know the land through daily actions, how individuals preserve and 
maintain unique memoryscapes of South Eleuthera through varied schemas of 
remembrance, interactions with the material landscape and points of memory, and finally 
through collective community advocacy.  
In the end, my work as anthropologist was braiding knowledge (Atalay 2012), 
including the archaeological and archival data, the perspectives of community groups, 
and the stories that been shared with me by community members that trusted I would do 
well by them and aid in the general cause of documenting local history and land value.35 
As my part in this research project comes to a close, I am encouraged to know I 
contributed to the needs of the people with whom I've worked over the past five years. 
When I first arrived in Eleuthera, there were palpable fears about the future of this 
community and of the land they called home. While that certainly remains – in fact there 
is an entirely different kind of uncertainty following the government’s approval of 
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Disney’s development proposal – there is also more hope and forward movement towards 
a sustainable future that meets the social and economic needs of these communities. I 
don't claim responsibility for that, because I know I simply played a small part in helping 
to bring together the threads of the past and present so that community members could 
decide what to do with that tapestry on their own. But I would argue that this ought to be 
a responsible way for archaeologists to contribute to local communities today and in the 
future; to use the toolkit we have as anthropologists and archaeologists to better 
understand how people are constantly interacting with a landscape imbued with memory 
and negotiating a collective memory that is defined by the landscape’s historical and 
present-day materiality.  
  
1 Faculty from the UMass Center for Heritage and Society had begun work on Eleuthera 
in 2011, partnering with the One Eleuthera Foundation to complete a historic structures 
report and heritage survey of the island (Brabec and Chilton 2013). One heritage site with 
potential for future study and development was the Millars Plantation Estate in the 
southernost region of Eleuthera. Although several faculty from the departments of 
Anthropology and Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning had previously visited 
the site (in conjunction with work elsewhere on the island), I joined a small team 
consisting of my advisory (Whitney Battle-Baptiste) and another graduate student in 
2013 to embark on our first survey of the plantation property. 
2 Bark from the cascarilla tree is stripped and beaten to extract oils that can be used to 
make Campari and perfumes.  
3 For further details on the community report, please see Appendix I. 
4 As a former British colony (until 1979), and a modern-day member of the British 
Commonwealth, the Bahamas was formed by and remains under the rule of British legal 
systems and judicial rule. In 2018, the legal case between the Association and EPL finally 
came before the Privy Council in London, which offers the final judicial say in matters of 
many Commonwealth nations.   
5 The name Lucayan refers specifically to the Taino of the Bahama archipelago, as 
explained by William Keegan, an anglicized form of the Spanish name Lucayos. The 
name may ultimately come from the Taino words Lukku-Cairi, which glosses as “island 
men.’” (Keegan 1992, 11).  
6 Salinas are plains that border the mainland and tidal flats. They occasionally flood, but 
do not remain submerged like tidal flats. (Keegan 1992:40).  
Notes 
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7 The Bahamas was quick to declare its loyalty to the British Empire after the outbreak of 
WWI. Although some Bahamians would try to enlist, the British were disinterested in 
recruiting mixed-race regiments, thus leaving most Black Bahamians on the sidelines 
(Saunders 2016). By 1915, the first group of Bahamians, known as "The Gallant Thirty" 
left the Bahamas to join the British West Indies Regiment (Craton and Saunders 1998). 
Later military drafts increased the number of non-white Bahamians in the armed service 
to 700. Many white Bahamians served in the armed forces of Britain, Canada, or the 
United States (Jenkins 2000:205).   
8 Prior to this period, tourism investment was concentrated in Nassau, Grand Bahama, 
and Bimini, the closest island to Miami. Tourism on the Family Islands was limited to the 
most elite circles, until the 1950s when foreign investment began to open up new tourism 
markets (for the slightly less elite social and political circles). It was at this time that 
Eleuthera became the most rapidly expanding tourist market amongst the Family Islands, 
and a bulk of that tourism development was happening in South Eleuthera (Cleare 2007).  
9 Landquest International is owned by the DeVos Family, which founded the Amway 
Corporation based in Michigan. US Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos is daughter-in-
law to Richard DeVos, founder of Amway, and wife to Dick DeVos, former CEO of 
Landquest at the time of the purchase. 
10 The intention of Quieting Titles Act was to provide a process by which landholders or 
those with some claim to the land could petition the court for sole title to the land. In the 
Bahamas, it is common for communities and extended families to collectively hold 
“generation property,” but often without papers, meaning that the Quieting Titles Act is 
easily used to dispute the rights to land that individuals and their ancestors may have 
consistently occupied for decades or centuries simply because the former colonial 
government did not provide the means for acquiring a traceable title. There is a growing 
dissatisfaction with the Quieting Titles Act amongst Bahamians, and from the London-
based Privy Council, which, as the highest judicial bench over the Commonwealth of the 
Bahamas, has overseen many cases regarding land disputes under the act. 
11 In some cases, the effect of land disputes across south Eleuthera has left phantom fears 
of signing any kind of contract. This inevitably made my IRB-approved consent forms a 
sticky situation for some, which would in some ways effect participant’s comfort levels 
during our conversations. In every case before beginning an interview, I would offer a 
full (3-page) consent form which contained UMass approved and mandated language on 
the purpose and goals of the project, expectations from the researcher (me) and any 
protective measures for participants, including their right to refuse or end their 
participation at any time. Most importantly, by signing these forms, participants would 
also agree to having their interview recorded and stored for analysis by the researcher and 
added to a collective community archive overseen by the President of the Bannerman 
Town, Millars and John Millars Association. For some participants, the act of signing any 
form was too great a discomfort. In these cases, I read through the form with each 
participant and made sure to receive verbal confirmation of understanding and consent to 
participate before beginning any interviews. For others, the option of recording 
interviews was very uncomfortable. In these cases, I did not record the audio of the 
interviews, but instead took detailed notes during and after the interview. 
In some cases, participants’ discomfort with the form stemmed from illiteracy. Literacy 
rates for many adults remains low on Eleuthera. This was also a factor regarding land 
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disputes in the past, where residents signed contracts that they could not read and that 
were not explained to them; some of these contracts ultimately led to the loss of their 
land.  
12 The Deep Creek Conch Fest is the Homecoming festival for the settlement of Deep 
Creek. The festival runs from Wednesday-Sunday, but most events begin in the afternoon 
and run into the evening/night. However, other community groups had planned events to 
coincide (or avoid) conflicts with the Festival, like beach cleanups run by the Bahamas 
Plastic Movement, in Deep Creek and Rock Sound.   
13 I suspect the low return rate was due to a combination of the young people’s 
forgetfulness, adult illiteracy and suspicion of signing forms that I encountered with some 
interview participants, and the fact that this school visit coincided with the second-to-last 
week of the school year.  
14 It was unclear (to me) whether Carnival had sought local boat captains to fill these 
positions or if the decision was made to hire outside the local community without 
consultation. 
15 Homecoming is a week-long festival that takes place once a year in every settlement 
on the island. Generally, Homecoming is an opportunity to celebrate community and 
many former residents or extended family networks return to the island to celebrate the 
space and the people who call these settlements home. There is one Homecoming festival 
that serves Millars, John Millars, and Bannerman Town, and it is one of the youngest 
festivals on the island, established in 2011. For more information on Homecoming, see 
chapter six. 
16 In an agreement between the British and U.S. governments, often referred to as “The 
Contract,” Bahamian workers went to the United States as agricultural laborers. Most of 
these contracts were temporary and seasonal, but men (and occasionally women) 
regularly cycled through the system. See chapter 2 for more information. 
17 Pothole farming refers to a practice that originates in Lucayan agriculture. Potholes 
refer to cracks or eroded holes that form in the limestone that forms the Bahama islands. 
These potholes fill with pockets of soil over time or through the burning of existing 
vegetation, enabling increased agricultural production for a short period, until the soil is 
depleted of nutrients again. (For more information on agriculture in the Bahamas, see 
FAO 2009; Thomas 2017).  
18 Shirley Rolle is cousin to Charles Rolle. Extended family networks run deep across the 
southern settlements, and the few remaining families residing in John Millars are all 
related.  
19 A more thorough discussion of these local economies of infrastructural support appears 
in chapter six.  
20 The four amendments would have defined the following (The Eleutheran 2016): Bill 1: 
Under this proposed change to the constitution, a child born outside The Bahamas would, 
after the coming into operation of this amendment, become a Bahamian citizen at birth if 
either its mother or father is a citizen of The Bahamas by birth. Bill 2: Under this 
proposed change to the constitution, a foreign spouse of a Bahamian citizen would, after 
coming into operation of this article, be entitled to apply for and obtain citizenship 
subject to satisfying, one, existing national security or public policy considerations and 
two, new provisions guiding against marriages of convenience. Bill 3: Under this 
proposed change to the constitution, a Bahamian father of a person born outside of 
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wedlock, after the coming into operation of this amendment, would be able to pass his 
citizenship to that person subject to legal proof that he is the father. Bill 4: Under this 
proposed change to the constitution, it would be unlawful to discriminate based on sex, 
which will be defined as being male or female. 
21 This was one of many instances in which participants who were generally eager to take 
part in the study refused to sign the provided consent form. After the first time this 
happened, I was able to revise my IRB protocol with the University of Massachusetts to 
allow for oral consent, which I recorded in my fieldnotes, or with my audio recorder 
where appropriate. 
22 Lighthouse Point is the southernmost tip of Eleuthera and is a popular (although 
somewhat inaccessible) tourist destination. There is an old lighthouse building at the 
point, with a wide pink-sand beach facing the Atlantic on the east, and smaller sandy 
cove beaches tucked between the rocks on the west.  
23 I would spend the next two years trying to find a way to get to Hartford. It was 
inaccessible and, I was told, impossible to find if you didn’t know what you were looking 
for. At one point, a neighbor offered to take me, but the logistics proved too difficult to 
work out. In 2017, I attempted to find my way there based on a combination of a 1950s 
map combined with some google satellite images. My partner and I were stopped on a 
track road by an older woman in a pickup truck who wanted to know what we were 
looking for. When we told her that we were looking for Hartford, she laughed aloud, 
shook her head, and told us there was no way we’d find it that way.  
24 Sansevieria is native to tropical Africa but grows prolifically in the Bahamas in 
disturbed soils. It is commonly an ornamental houseplant in many places, including the 
United States, and goes by “Snake Plant” or “Mother-in-law’s Tongue.” (Invasive 
Species Compendium 2018) 
25 See community report in Appendix I for more details. 
26 This first Homecoming also coincided with the first visit by UMass Amherst faculty to 
Eleuthera. During this visit, Dr. Elizabeth Chilton, Dr. Neil Silberman, and Dr. Angela 
Labrador (then a graduate student) assisted in a survey of the island’s tangible and 
intangible heritage, to conduct focus groups with community members and organizations, 
and plan for future collaboration and research on the island (Chilton, Silberman, and 
Labrador 2011). This included the potential for research around the remains of Millars 
Plantation and the ruins of Bannerman Town and would ultimately lead to the 
development of this research project.   
27 “Down-island” refers to northern Eleuthera. Generally, when referring to cardinal 
directions on the island, locals will use “up” to refer to the south, and “down” referring to 
the north. For example, someone in Wemyss Bight might say “I’m going up to 
Bannerman Town” (south of Wemyss Bight) or “I’m going down to Tarpum Bay” (north 
of Wemyss Bight). 
28During fieldwork of summer 2016, I assisted Clara Williams in the creation of a 
dedicated webpage for the library: https://wemyssbightcommunitylibrary.weebly.com as 
well as an updated Facebook page for the library: 
https://www.facebook.com/wemyssbightlibrary/  
29 The Institutional Review Board (IRB) requires that research done with minors include 
both parental consent and the assent of minor participants.  
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30 Details or examples from focus groups in the paragraphs that follow come only from 
participants who 1) returned a signed parental consent form and 2) signed their own 
assent form as minors.  
31 Labrador (2013) discusses in great detail the planning and production of the original 
One Eleuthera Foundation web portal: http://oneeleuthera.org/members/oneeleuthera.org  
Today, the original website has expanded significantly to meet the growing needs of the 
organization, including highlighting the organization’s many projects, island-based and 
foreign partners and collaborators, current events and links to the group’s many social 
media accounts.  
32 It is also worth noting that the One Eleuthera Foundation is sometimes met with mixed 
reactions from island residents. As a large institution that operates a range of projects and 
appeals to a variety of different donors and funding agencies, some Eleutherans are at 
times wary of the organization’s goals and methods. However, as noted earlier in this 
chapter, assessing the reception of this organization is beyond the scope of this work. 
Instead, here I focus on the goals and the tools used by OEF to advance the needs of 
Eleutherans, arguing that this kind of advocacy is actually political memory work in that 
in enables and enhances connections between people and place.  
33 Here, “the Barn” refers to Big Ban or the Slave Barn, which is the tallest building on 
the Millars Hill. Part of the building is visible above the treetops on the hill and can be 
spotted from the road through Millars settlement. 
34 It is unclear if there has been any significant improvement in the economic benefits 
accrued by local people as a result of the increase in Carnival traffic.in the year and a half 
since management transitioned to Carnival.  
35 I would be remiss to leave out the influential role that a novel by Patrick Chamoiseau 
played in my thinking through this dissertation and this research in general. Texaco 
(Chamoiseau 1998) is the story of a settlement on the edge of the urban City, Fort-de-
France, Martinique. It begins with the arrival of the Urban Planner, who has come to 
assess the settlement on behalf of the City Council. The leader of the settlement, Marie-
Sophie, shares the history of this place, and by extension, her family, her community, and 
the island at large. In doing so, she begins to open the eyes of the Urban Planner to a 
poetics of life in Texaco and he moves from assessment to understanding this place and 
its significance and collective value for the residents. The novel appears pieced together 
from oral history, the Urban Planner’s notebooks and letters, along with the narrative 
produced by the Word Scratcher (the novelist). The form of Chamoiseau's Texaco 
represents a literary bricolage that closely resembles the ethnographer's assembling of 
diverse sources, and, I argue, also represents the act of braiding knowledge from diverse 
sources and in diverse styles. I do not intend to compare my work to that represented in 
the novel, but I must say that the style and written considerations raised in the novel were 
also present in my conceptualization of this dissertation: Who was I writing for and why 
was I choosing one writing style over another? How could I write of this place (South 
Eleuthera), the materiality and the personal memories that had been shared with me in a 
way that did not flatten it into academic jargon? These questions undoubtedly shaped the 
final dissertation product and the community report (see Appendix I) that I produced in 
2018, neither of which quite match either archaeological, ethnographic, or historical 
writing conventions. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMMUNITY HISTORY REPORT 
 
The complete community history report, Memory and History in South Eleuthera: A 
Report to the People of South Eleuthera, can be accessed through the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst Scholarworks website; https://doi.org/10.7275/z08z-1g12 
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APPENDIX B 
SUMMARY OF REGISTER OF SLAVES, BAHAMAS. RETURNS OF ROBERT 
MILLAR, 1825-1834 
 
 
 
Summary of Millar Family Slave Holdings at Emancipation, 1834  
Eleuthera Under 
age 9 
Female Male African Field 
labourer 
Domestic 
servant 
Eleuthera 93 38 49 44 6 49 5 
Long 
Island 
22 10 10 12 2 12 0 
Total 115 48 59 56 8 61 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summary of Millar Family Slave Holdings 1825-1834  
Eleuthera Long 
Island 
Total Under age 9 African Creole 
1825 64 14 78 13 11 67 
1828 70 19 89 28 11 78 
1831 87 22 109 40 10 99 
1834 93 22 115 48 8 108 
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Return of Robert Millar, 1834. Register of Slaves, Bahamas. 
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Harriet ** Female 57.7 B Eleuthera African 
 
Field PA non 
Effective 
  
Calia Female 64.7 B Eleuthera African 
 
Field PA non 
Effective 
  
Delia Female 37.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Fattima **  Female 32.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Nelly ** Female 33.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Jack ** Male 24.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Kitty Female 21.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Sally Female 17.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Stephen Male 14.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Domestic  NP Effective 
  
Archy Male 70.7 B Eleuthera African 
 
Nil NP non 
Effective 
  
Jacob ** Male 52.7 B Eleuthera African 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Charlotte Female 49.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
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Margery Female 30.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Chloe ** Female 21.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Sarah ** Female 19.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Cato Male 17.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Jacob ** Male 15.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Domestic  NP Effective 
  
Judith Female 62.7 B Eleuthera African 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Grace ** Female 27.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Sarah ** Female 34.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Jeany Female 15.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Domestic  NP Effective 
  
Brutus Male 13.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Phillis ** Female 35.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Joe Male 33.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Tony Male 62.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Diana Female 64.7 B Eleuthera African 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Tina Female 39.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Susy Female 19.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Domestic  NP Effective 
  
George ** Male 15.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Nanny Female 13.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Harry Male 37.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Hetty Female 43.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Nick Male 22.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
William Male 16.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Castleton Male 57.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Rose Female 47.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Sylvia Female 20.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Delia Female 17.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Priscilla Female 13.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Sophy Female 37.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Bristol Male 20.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Emy Female 18.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
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Pinder ** Female 15.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Domestic  NP Effective 
  
Dinah ** Female 28.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Dick Male 57.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Clem Male 27.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Daphne Female 12.5 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Henry Male 11.10 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Isaac Male 11.8 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Flora Female 11.6 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Lyzzy Female 10.10 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Bella Female 10.6 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Sam Male 10.3 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Dolly Female 9.10 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Simon Male 8.6 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Gabriel Male 8.4 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Rose Female 8.5 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Caesar Male 8.5 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Solomon Male 8.1 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Philip Male 7.00 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Lucy Female 7.00 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Nanny Female 7.00 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Anthony Male 7.5 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Winter Male 6.2 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Non 
Effective 
  
Beck Female 6.4 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Non 
Effective 
  
Frederick Male 6.1 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Non 
Effective 
  
Scipio ** Male 5.00 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
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Adam Male 4.10 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Scipio ** Male 4.5 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Daniel Male 4.5 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Joe Male 4.3 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Lucinda Female 4.2 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Mary Female 4.2 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Alan Male 3.10 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Mary Ann Female 4.4 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
John Male 52.7 B Eleuthera Creole 
 
Field 
labourer and 
carpenter  
PA Non 
Effective 
  
Peter Male 3.3 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1831 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Lewis Male 3.00 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1831 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Rachel Female 3.3 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1831 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Madeline Female 3. B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1831 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Venus Female 2. B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1832 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
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Titus Male 2. B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1832 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Dorathy Male 2. B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1832 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Lucretia Female 1.9 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1832 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Archy Male 1.9 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1832 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Cubar Female 1.8 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1832 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Peggy Female 1.8 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1832 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Robin Male 1.8 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1832 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Paul Male 1.4 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1833 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Frank Male 1. B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1833 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Ben Male 0.6 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1834 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Clarissa Female 0.5 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1834 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Dinah ** Female 0.3 B Eleuthera Creole Born 
1834 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Nanny Female 42.7 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Archy Male 22.7 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Susy Female 27.7 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
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Giss Male 30.7 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Peter Male 42.7 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Hannah Female 38.7 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Dorcas Female 24.7 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Jim Male 14.7 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
London Male 62.7 B Long 
Island 
African 
 
Field PA Non 
Effective 
  
Dorcas Female 62.7 B Long 
Island 
African 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Davy Male 12.4 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Billy Male 10.4 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Field PA Effective 
  
Leah  Female 8.8 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Johnny Male 8.2 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Isaac Male 8.2 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Nil.  NP Effective 
  
Eliza Female 6.2 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Tom Male 5.9 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Mary Female 5.9 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
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Calia Female 3.1 B Long 
Island 
Creole 
 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Lydia Female 2.2 B Long 
Island 
Creole Born 
1832 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
Peter Male 2.3 B Long 
Island 
Creole Born 
1832 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
John Male 0.2 B Long 
Island 
Creole Born 
1834 
Nil.  
 
Non 
Effective 
  
            
Polly ** Female 
 
B 
 
Creole 
    
Manumitted 
in March 
1834 
 
Scipio ** Male 
 
B 
 
Creole 
    
Manumitted 
in July 1834 
 
Tom Male 
 
B 
 
Creole 
    
Manumitted 
in July 1834 
 
Frederick Male 
 
B 
 
Creole 
    
Manumitted 
in July 1834 
 
George ** Male 
 
B 
 
Creole 
    
Manumitted 
in July 1834 
 
Polly ** Female 
 
M 
 
Creole 
    
Manumitted 
in July 1834 
 
Charles Male 
 
M 
 
Creole 
    
Manumitted 
in July 1834 
 
Henry Male 
 
M 
 
Creole 
    
Manumitted 
in July 1834 
 
Jim Male 
 
M 
 
Creole 
    
Manumitted 
in July 1834 
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Jeany Female 
 
M 
 
Creole 
    
Born 1832. 
Manumitted 
in July 1834 
 
Mary Ann Female 
 
B 
 
African 
    
Died in 1831 
 
Anthony Male 
 
B 
 
Creole 
    
Died in 1832 
 
Lydia Female 
 
B 
 
Creole 
    
Died in 1832 
 
Adam Male 
 
B 
 
Creole 
    
Died in 1833 
 
Phillis Female 
 
M 
 
Creole 
    
Died in 1833 
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APPENDIX C 
ABBREVIATIONS  
Organizations 
AMMC – Antiquities, Monuments & Museum Corporation 
BNT – Bahamas National Trust  
BTMJM / “the Association” – Bannerman Town, Millars and John Millars Association 
BREEF – Bahamas Reef Environment Educational Foundation  
CEI – Cape Eleuthera Institute  
CTI – Centre for Training and Innovation 
EPL – Eleuthera Properties Ltd 
LLNPP – Leon Levy Native Plant Preserve  
OEF – One Eleuthera Foundation 
UMass – University of Massachusetts Amherst 
WBPS – Wemyss Bight Primary School 
WBCL – Wemyss Bight Community Library  
 
Terms 
CBPR – Community-based, participatory research 
CRM – Cultural Resource Management  
IRB – Institutional Review Board 
NAGPRA – Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
 
References 
CACB – Court of Appeals of the Commonwealth of the Bahamas 
DA – Department of Archives (Nassau, Bahamas) 
C.O. – Colonial Office Records (National Archives of the United Kingdom, Kew, 
England) 
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